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FOREWORV

I have, gxzat pk.aiu.xz in pie.ie.ntmQ thz Biennial Activity Uzpoit
o{\ thz Mztalluxgy Pxogxammz oh the, Indka Gandhi Ce.ntxz faoi Atomic Ue.ie.aich
hot the. ye.au 1985 and 1986.

Thii xzpoxting pzxiod maihi the. f,iut two ye.au oh thz izcond decade
oh thz Pxogxammz. Thz pziiod hai izzn iomz itxuctuxal changzi in thz oxgani-
iation oh thz Pxogxammz. Thz activitizi oj thz "Radiomztalluxgy Laboxatoiy
havz come undzx thz Viviuon fax Poit-lxxadiation Examination and NVT Peve-
lopmznt [VPENV) oh thz Mztalluxgy Pxogxammz. Thz doxmation oh VPENV
ii a xzcognition not only oh thz impoxtancz oh NVT in Poit-lxxadiation Exami-
nation but aiio oft thz zxczllznt contxibutiom ^xom tkii taboxatoxy to both
V.SV in NVT and to impoxtant pxactical applicatiom in out powzx xzactoxi,
hzavy watzx pxojzcti and in FBTU. With thz completion o& thz comtxaction
o^ FBTH, thz Quality Contxol S Inipzction Wing hai now become a paxt ofa
thz Pxogxammz and hai bzzn xznamzd ai thz Quality Enginzzxing Section.
NVT activitizi faxm a majox componznt o{> thz activitizi o& thii Section olio.

Along with NVT, wzlding mztalluxgy, low cycle f/xtiguz, cxeep and
cxzzp iatiguz intzxactioni, itxuctuxz-pxopzxty coxxzhtiom, thzxmodynamia
and coxxoiion mztalluxgy oh alloy itzzti with xzipzct to thzix compatibility
with aquzoui and liquid iodium znvixonmznti continue to fee the majox

thxubt aizai oh thz Pxogxammz. I would likz to makz a ipzcial mzntion oh
iomz oh thz baiic xzizaxch contxibutionb from thz Pxogxammz: thz obizxmtion
oh unihoxm and homogznzoui diitxibution oh voidi in cyclically dzhoxmzd 304
SS, thz xolz oh gxain boundaxizi and pxecipitation in dynamic itxain agzing
oh 316 SS and thz dztzxmination oh thz activitizi oh componznt mztalb in
316 and 304 SS by mztaitablz EMF mzthod. It ii intzxziting to notz that thziz
oxiginal and exciting hindingi havz come hl0Yn 0(X1! itudizi on matzxiali oh
pxactical intzxzit fax thz Fait Bxzzdzx Uzactox Pxogxammz.

Looking to thz hutuxz, it ii pxojzctzd that thz activitizi will *ee
an zmphaiii on zvaluation oh matzxicdi pxopzxtizi and bzhavioux in iodium
znvixonmznt, high xziolution and analytical micxoicopy oh xzactox matzxiali
and thz inhhzncz oh axadiation e^ecti on matzxiali. Poit-ixxadiation zxami-
nation oh FBTU (Sue* pini and Sub-aiizmblizi and ixxadiation zxpzximznti in
FBTV. ai paxt oh thz dzvzlopmznt tziting oh (Suefi and matzxiali hoi PF8T?
and othzx tfufrwe Fait Bxzzdzx Rzactoxi will bz activitizi oh top ptioxity.
lndigznoui dzvzlopmznt oh ipzcial itzzti with optimiizd compoiitioni h01

application in PF8R, and KSV zhhoxti in h&bxication tzchnology xzlatzd to
dzvzlopmznt oh thz hincd pxoducti axz among othzx axzai that ihould xaczivz
incxzaiing zmphaiii in oux activitizi in thz next (Jtve to tzn yzaxi.

[PLACW RODRIGUEZ) °
Kalpakkam, Hzad, Mtitalluxgy Pxogxammz
19.7.1988. Indixa Gandhi Czntxe. hm Atomic Rzizaxch
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1. MECHANICAL METALLURGY SECTION

1.1 Machine Compliance Determination from Strain Rate Change Tests

(S.K. Ray, G. Sasikala, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez)

In order to take into account the deformation of the testing

'machine' (i.e., segments of the load train lying outside the gauge

length portion of the speciman, and contributing to the tnsasured and/or

controlled deformation), it is usually assumed that the machine behaves

like a linear elastic spring with a constant compliance C in series

with the specimen. The total elastic compliance of the load train C

is then the sum of C, and that of the specimen gauge length. Quite

often, mechanical tests are carried out without the benefit of gauge

length extensometry with only cross head {or actuator) displacement being

controlled. As C., should be determined for the specific loading
M

conditons at which its value is desired for analyzing the mechanical test

data, strain rate change method is best suited for evaluating C for

these tests. Let x and p be the cross head displacement and load

respectively. Let L, A and C be the instantaneous gauge length,

a
cross sectional area and specimen compliance, and L , A and C the

O O or

corresponding initial values. Let E be the Young's modulus of the

specimen material. Henceforth one dot on top of a variable indicates its

first derivative with respect to time, two dots its second derivative

with respect to time etc, and A before a variable indicates its

instantaneous change. Then it can be shown that

C T = A x / A J > = C M + C* p ( V L o ) 2 ( 1 )

with C°p = L O / ( A Q E) (2)



This relation is valid even in presence of non-zeio plastic strain

rate, £ , provided it depends on instantaneous stress,<s~ , temperature T

and the deformation structure, as proposed in the "thermally activated

strain rate analysis" formalism, and is thus continuous across the

instantaneous change of x. According to equation (1), experimental

values of C plotted against (L/L ) should yield a straight line with

o
a slope C (which can be independently calculated using equation (2)) and

fa p

an intercept C . Equation (1) provides a suitable method for dermining C
M M

without using gauge length-extensometry.

Experimentally determined C values can be erroreous if

inadequate load and / or time resolutions are used. In addition,

experimentally determined C may violate equation (1) if one or more of

the following conditions obtain:

(1) £ depends upon 6~ as suggested by Alden's theory of time

independent deformation; use of this theory shows that the measured

C should be greater than true elastic compliance, and also with

progressive accumulation of plastic strain, the measured C will

approach its true value.

(2) Anelasticity effects are present. If we assume that the total

strain € of the specimen is the sum of plastic strain ( € ),

elastic strain ( £ ) and anelastic strain ( €. ) and the

e a

constitutive equation for anelasticity is given by

+ 6*"/ E (3)

with ft , Y and * constants, then it can be shown that in general



If anelastic strain is continuous across the transition point

= 0) , then
ct

A x / A p = [CM + C°p !L/Lo)
2]/[1-(<S~/E) (*"/p )] (5)

Thus, if A £ = o = 0 , anelasticity should have no effect on the C
a r

determination. However, if either 6~ fi 0, or &€. = 0 (a rather

unelastic situation) then presence of anelalsticity would affect C

determination.

(3) When "instantaneous" change of cross-head speed is effected, the

cross-head takes a finite time, typically 200 ms, lor transition

from one constant speed to another. Now, typically P values are

determined beyond this transition period. If the strain rate

sensitivity of the material is high, there may be significant

changes of £ so that in effect the condition of continuity

of £ at the transition point, a pre-requisite for equation (1) to

be valid, is violated. In this case also the experimentally

determined C may show anomalous behaviour.

Figure 1.1.1 shows a set of C versus (L/L ) plots of a

nuclear grade stainless steel 316 (SS 316) at different temperatures.

The tests involved C determination using upward change of x. Two

different types of tests were used; for either type of test use of

Instron load suppression facility and high chart speed ensured high P and

t resolution. In the PRT type of tests (indicated by open circles in

Fig. 1.1.1) the specimen was deformed to a predetermined strain level, the

load was then allowed to relax for about 2 5 minutes, and then the

-4 -1
specimen was again strained at a nominal strain rate of 3.17 x 10 s ,

C beinq determined from the relalxation to tension transition. The
T *

load data were simultaneously recorded at high time resolutions by, using
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an 8 bit transient signal recorder and subsequently plotted at a slower

rate in a X-t plotter. In the SRC type of test (indicated by open

squares in Fig. 1.1.1), the specimen was strained alternately at nominal

strain rates of 3,17 x 10" to 3.17 x 10~ s~ , C being determined

only from transients involving upward changes of strain rate. In

Fig.1.1.1, for each data set, the best fit straight lines with fixed

slope, C , theoretically calculated using equation (2), are shown as
or

dotted lines. Table 1.1.1 presents the results of C determination.
M

Clearly the results from these two types of tests are similar and

equation (1) is obeyed. We thus conclude, inter alia, that Alden's

theory of time independent deformation is not applicable for this

material. This confirms the same conclusion reached from relaxation to

tension type transitions.

The total compliance, C , had also been determined as a

function of deformation level for high purity Al at several temperatures

between 338 and 438K. The C versus (L/L )' plots showed C decreasing

with increasing deformation with upward curvature , in nominal

agreement with the predictions of TID theory, and thus apparently

supporting some results in the literature. However, before this can be

concluded, the alternative possibilities indicated earlier, and not

hitherto examined in the literature, should be explored. The C versus

(L/L ) data at each temperature were analysed using least-square data

fitting procedure using equation (4). Figure 1.1.2 shows typical results

of the fit at two temperatures under different assumptions. The results

indicated that while there is an uncertainty about the magnitudes

of V*and S , the A values ranged between 0.01 and 1 second. Considering

the experimental accuracies involved, this range can be considered to
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agree well with the A value for grain boundary anelasticity in Al at

room temperature (0.1 s) reported in the literature. Thus the apparent

anomaly could very well result from grain boundary anelasticity effects

in Al. However, as the strain rate sensitivity of Al is much higher than

that of SS 316 for their respective temperature ranges, it is also

possible that transition time effect plays a much more important role in

C (and thus in C ) determination by strain rate change tests in Al.

1. S.K. Ray, G. Sasikala, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez, Trans. Ind.

Inst. Metals (communicated).

2. S.K. Ray, G. Sasikala and P. Rodriguez, Biennial Activity Report of

Met. Programme - 1983 and 1984, IGCAR-74, 25(1985).

Table 1.1.1

Calculated Machine Compliance for SS 316

Using both PRT and SRC Tests

Temperature/ PRT tests SRC tests

K C (95% Confidence C (95% Confidence
M M

Interval) Interval)

300 0.0723 + 0.0104 0.0734 + 0.0096

1023 0.1187+0.0130 0.1070+0.0131

1073 0.140 + 0.008 0.1131 + 0.0158

1123 0.1456+0.0078 0.1261+0.0076

1173 0.1507+0.0129 0.1398+0.0124

1223 0.1910 + 0.0119 0.1710 + 0.0121

All compliance values in m.MN



1•2 Grain Size Dependence of Saturation Deformation Behaviour of an AISI 3]ji

Stainless Steel at 1123K

(S.K. Ray, K.G. Samuel, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez)

Grain size dependence of the steady-state stress, ff~ -strain
s

rate, €L , relationship for a solution-annealed nuclear grade stainless
s

steel 316 at 1123K using incremental extension rate tensile testing

showed both grain boundary strengthening and weakening effects, with

maximum strength at a grain size of 0.27 mm . This work was continued

to compare the results obtained with those reported for steady-statr-

constant load creep at lower temperatures and strain rates

Figure 1.2.1 shows the plots of ln(tf~ /E) versus In £ for

s s

duplicate specimens for each grain diameter value; this figure suggests

that the results could be described in the framework of power-law creep.

These data were analyzed by a linear least square fit for the relation

l n r = b l n £ + C (1)
s s

where b and C are constants. Thus, with the usual power-law creep

relation..

£. = A((T /E)" (2)
s s

where n = 1/b and A = -C/b. Variations of b and C with grain size are

shown in Figs.1.2.2(a) and 1.2.2(b) respectively. These figures show the

results for individual tests and those for the concatenated data set as

well as the 95% confidence interval for the latter data- Prom these it

becomes clear that the presence of grain boundaries affect both b and C

(and thus n and A), the largest variations being seen between grain sizes

of 0.270 and 0.650 mm. The quantity C remains essentially constant while
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b seems to increase slightly with further decrease in grain size. A

quantitative mechanistic interpretation of these results is not yet

possible.

Ihe present results can be meaningfully compared with the

constant load creep test results for the same heat at 973K and strain

-7 -9 -1
rate range of about 5 x 1 0 to 2 x 1 0 s reported in the

literature as (i) the corresponding range of the Zener-Hollomon

parameter,

•

Z = £ exp(Q /RT) (3)
S o U

[Q_ is the activation energy £or alloy-diffusion, R is the gas constant

8 6 1
and T the absolute temperature] is about 5 x 10 to 2.2 x 10 s"

8 9—1

contiguous to the approximate range 5 x 1 0 to 5 x 1 0 s covered by

the data in Fig. 1.2.1; and, (ii) in both cases the dislocation structures

are unaffected by the large carbide particles. The n value reported for

the 973K creep data was 6.6 to 8.5, the rather large range being

attributed to experimental scatter. In the present cas?, n shows a

systematic variation with grain size, and is in the range of ~6.0 to

7.15, and also the variation of n between grain sizes of 0.65 to 0.27 mm

at least can be considered to be well established. Similarly, for the

creep results at 973K , smooth curves eyefitted through the plots of
log £ versus grain diameter for different constant stress levels show

s

maximum strengthening at ~0.27 to 0.33 mm grain size, a result in

qualitative agreement with the maximum strengthening.at about 0.27 mm for

the present data . The difference between the values of log £ read

(3) -2
out from the creep data are "0.14 at 140 MN.m , 0.185 at both

— 2 - 2 —2
120 MN.m and 90 WJ.ra and ~.37 at 70 fH .m . For the present
results, on the other hand, at £ = 5 x 10~ s~ , the difference of

s
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ln(<y-g/E) between 0.27 to 0.65 mm grain sizes is "0.1; taking n ~6 the

corresponding difference of log €. works out to be ~0.26, in good
s

quantitative agreement with those obtained from the creep data. The

present results thus unequivocally establish a small but perceptible

grain boundary effect on creep strength even at this high temperature,

and also is consistent with the concept that steady state is independent

of the testing mode.

1. S.K. Ray, K.G. Samuel, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez, Met. Sci.

Tech., 3, 1025 (1987).

2. S.K. Ray, K.G. Samuel, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez, Biennal

Activity Report of Met. Programme, 1983 and 1984, IGCAR-74,1(1985).

3. S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez, Metal Sci. 17,63(1983).

1•3 Effect of the Direction of Strain Rate Change on the Strain Rate

Sensitivity of a;n Aged AISI 316 Stainless Steel

(K.G. Samuel, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez)

Negative strain rate sensitivity and serrated flow are

characteristic features of materials deformed under conditions conducive

to dynamic strain ageing. In. the present investigation the strain rate

sensitivity and serrated flow at 923K in a commercial grade 316

au.«itenitic stainless steel are examined after ageing 5000 h at 923K

and compared with the behaviour at 923K of the unaged material

Figure 1.3.1 shows the results of the strain rate change tests

conducted at 923K on the unaged material. Tensile tests were done in the

region where the material showed pronounced serrations as well as in the

region where it showed smooth behaviour. Lowering the strain rate
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produced zero or negative strain rate sensitivity (as evidenced by the

same or higher flow stress at lower strain rate) in the region where

pronounced serrations were observed at the base strain rate. The flow

curve at the lower strain rate was free from serrations. At high strains

(i.e. after the abrupt end of serrations at the base strain rate), a

downward change in the strain rate showed positive strain rate

sensitivity. An increase in the strain rate at 923K showed negative

strain rate sensitivity and serrated flow at both low and high strain

regions. Results of the strain rate change tests at 923K on specimens

aged at 923K for 5000h are shown in Fig.1.3.2. The material was free

from serrations at the base strain rate. On a downward change in strain

rate, the material showed a positive strain rate sensitivity and there

were no serrations at the lower strain rate whereas an upward change in

the strain rate produced a negative strain rate sensitivity and

serrations at the higher strain rate.

It has been shown that strain rate sensitivity becomes negative

before serrations actually appear on the flow curve and becomes positive

after they disappear . There are other reports that show that strain

rate sensitivity remained positive at all strains in sged specimens and

serrated flow was absent. It is observed in the present study that the

sign of strain rate sensitivity depends on the direction of strain rate

change. It could be postulated that the equilibrium between atmosphere

formation and carbon depletion is maintained at lower strain rates and

serrations do not appear. At higher strain rates the equilibrium is

disturbed and serrations appear.

1. K.G. Samuel, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez, Acta Met. (in press).

2. P. Wycliffe et al, Scripta Met., 14, 1349 (1980).
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1.4 Effect of Thermal Ageing on Serrated Yielding of an Pdiil 3 16 Stainless

Steel at 923K

(K.G. Samuel, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez)

In austenitic stainless steels the most widely accepted

mechanism of serrated yielding is dynamic strain ageing due to the

interaction of solute atoms and dislocations during the test. Both

substitutional and interstitial solutes have been suggested to be

responsible for serrated yielding in stainless steels. Disappearance of

serrations from the load-elongation curves after thermal ageing has been

reported in aluminium alloys ~ and in AISI 1020, 2.25 Cr-IMo, Inconel

( 4 5)
718 and Inconel 600 ' . This has been attributed to the precipitation

and consequent depletion of the species responsible for dynamic strain

ageing. To study this effect tests were conducted at 923K on samples of

a commercial grade 316 stainless steel aged for different times in

the temperature range 823 to 1323K.

Serrated yielding completely disappeared from the flow curve at

923K after certain time-temperature combination of ageing as shown in

Fig.1.4.1. Hayes and Hayes have proposed two possible ways by which

serrations disappear from the flow curve at higher temperature, namely,

(i) a strain delay mechanism where a progressively higher strain to the

onset of serrations occur or (ii) by a progressively smaller strain to

the disappearance of serrations off the end of the flow curve. The

mechanism leading to the disappearance of serrated flow is a reaction

occurring between the carbide-forming substitutional atoms and carbon

atmosphere which are forming around the arrested dislocations. This

leads to depletion of carbon atmospheres and formation of finely

dispersed carbides along the dislocation line. When the net carbon on
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the dislocation decreases to a value below a critical concentration,

sarrated flow disappears. The rate controlling process is the rate of

diffusion of sustitutional carbid=-forming species to the arrested

dislocation line. Hayes and Hayes have shown that the disappearance

of serrated flow in 2.25Cr-1Mo is related to (a) the distribution of

carbides and (b) the composition of the carbide sinks. Both the abova

variables are dependent on the tempering temperature employed.

Disappearance of serrations could occur by strain delay

mechanism, particularly when precipitate-sinks are present. With

increasing density of carbide precipitates, which act as sinks for

drainage of carbon from dislocations, the critical concentration of

carbon around dislocations required for serrated flow might not build up

and smooth stress-strain curve would result. The disappearance of

serrated flow observed in the aged material in the present study can be

attributed to intergranular and intragranular carbides. The presence of

precipitates may suppress various manifestations of dynamic strain

ageing which is postulated to occur preferentially at grain boundary

regions. The density and morphology of carbides is expected to be an

important parameter determining the drainage of carbon from the

dislocations. Ageing for longer durations lead to coarsening of the

precipitates, reducing the precipitate density at grain boundaries and

weakening the effect of precipitate-sinks in draining off carbon. This

will reintroduce serrated yielding in the flow curve. Similarly, ageing

at a higher temperature or ageing at a lower temperature for a longer

duration can redissolve the precipitates and serrations can appear on the

flow curve due to replenishment of solutes to dislocations. These could

be the possible reasons for the reappearance of serrated yielding at 923K
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in specimens aged at 1123K, 1273K and 1323K.

1. M. Chaturvedi et alr Metal Sci. J, f, 16 (1972).

2. H.J. Harun and P.G. McCormick, Acta Met., 2T_, 155 (1979).

3. D.M. Riley and P.G. McCormick, Acta Met., J25, 181 (1977).

4. R.W. Hayes, Acta Met., 3J, 365 (1983).

5. R.W. Hayes and W. C. Hayes, Acta Met., _32, 259 (1984).

1.5 Tensile Properties of Three Heats of Nuclear Grade 316 Stainless Steel

( M.D. Mathew, S. Latha, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez )

Detailed evaluation of the tensile properties of three heats of

nuclear grade AISI 316 stainless steel (designated as Heat A, Heat B and

Heat C ) used in the fabrication of FBTR components has been completed.

Tensile tests have been carried out at different temperatures in the

-3 -4 -5 -1
range 300-1073K at nominal strain rates of 1 x 10 , 3 x 10 and 6x10 s

and the results are given in Table 1.5.1. Considering the heat to

-4 -1
heat variation at a strain rate of 3 x 10 s , the Heat A material has

the highest yield strength while Heat C has the lowest. Tensile strength

also follows the same trend with occasional discrepancies. The Heat B

material generally exhibited better ductility. These differences in

properties can be attributed to minor variations in the interstitial

contents of these heats and their grain sizes.
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liable 1.5.1

Tensile

T/K

A

Properties of

Three Strain

YS/MPa

B C

Three Heats of AISI

Rates as a

UTS/MPa

A B

Strain Rate =

Function

*
TE

C A

= 1 x 10~ 3

316

of

/ %

B

s

Stainless Steel

Temperature

R A + / %

C A B

at

C

673 204 509 - - 31 - - 51

773 189 472 - - 30 - - 63

873 158 - - 422 - - 24 - - 48

973 - 279 - - 25 54

-4 - 1
Strain Rate = 3 x 10 s

300 310 287 247 627 595 567 56 58 63 74 75 79

573 197 184 147 519 492 459 31 34 36 56 70 64

673 - 177 179 522 492 479 34 39 38 75 75 54

773 210 175 152 518 496 456 32 40 34 57 75 67

873 173 - 150 396 408 441 24 25 35 67 50 72

973 158 143 107 228 296 239 27 26 23 81 58 67

Strain Rate = 6 x 10 s

673 199 196 166 534 511 493 34 44 39 56 64 54

773 195 169 137 501 493 446 30 35 31 58 49 47

873 184 147 122 472 282 388 33 42 27 54 70 54

973 158 131 121 263 222 219 55 31 26 53 67 62

* = Total Elongation; + = Reduction in Area
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1.6 Influence of Tempering Treatments on Room Tenperature Tensile Properties

of 2.25Cr-1Mo Steel

(R. Sandhya, K. Bhanu Sankara Rao and S.L. Mannan)

The aim of this investigation was to establish a heat treatment

which satisfies the design requirements of: Yield Strength = 294 MPa;

Tensile Strength = 510-586 MPa; Reduction in area = 45% minimum;

Elongation = 22% minimum. The alloy was given a normalising treatment of

1193K/1h and further subjected to various tempering treatments. Tempering

was carried out in the temperature range 963-1023K for durations of one

to eight hours. The variation in hardness and tensile properties as a

function of tempering temperature is shown in Table 1.6.1. At a given

tempering temperature, the 0.2% offset yield stress and tensile strength

of the alloy were found to decrease linearly with increasing tempering

time. The maximum yield and tensile strengths were achieved on tempering

at 978K while the minima were obtained at 1023K. A tempering of one hour

at 1023K was adequate to achieve the desired strength properties.

However, at 993K and lower temperatures, longer durations were required

to achieve the same properties.
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Table 1.6.1

Variation of Tensile Properties of 2.25Cr-1Mo Steel with

Tempering Treatments

Tempering Tempe- 0.2% Yield % Re- Elonga- Work-
Tempera- ring Strength/ UTS/MPa duction tion/% Hardening
ture/K Time/h MPa in Area Rate/MPa

963

II

II

978

II

II

993

11

II

It

1023

1

3

6

1

4

8

1

3

4

6

1

570

538

480

578

523

452

513

474

478

422

443

683

653

612

695

648

580

626

595

600

553

564

75.0

77.3

79.7

75.6

75.5

72.4

73.2

78.6

75.3

71.8

76.4

25

25.5

26.3

24.3

23.3

23.9

27.5

26.0

24.6

21 .6

31.0

1800

3067

2489

2933

2756

3245

3156

2556

2333

2733

2667

Work-Hardening Rate = (<r o > 0 0 5- *"„. 005
) / ( K ° 4 5' ^0.05 a n d ^0.005 a r e

the flow stress values at 5 and 0.5% true

plastic-strain values respectively.

1.7 Tensile Properties of 9Cr-iMo Steel

{ S. Latha, M.D. Mathew and S.L. Mannan )

The 9Cr-1Mo ferritic steel is a candidate material for the

superheater of Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) steam generator. For

detailed evaluation of mechanical properties, a 1000 mm diameter, 300 mm

thick tube sheet forging has been procured in the quenched and tempered
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(Q&T) condition. As a part of the evaluation, tensile properties of this

material are being evaluated in the Q&T condition and after various heat

treatments. The results of tensile tests on the material in the Q&T

condition are being reported. Tests have been carried out using samples

taken in the through-thickness direction at various temperatures in the

-4 -3-1

range 300-823K and at nominal strain rates of 3 x 10 and 1.3 x 10 s

The results are summarised in Table 1.7.1.

The variation of total elongation with temperature indicated a

minimum at around 650K. Dynamic strain aging (DSA) as evidenced by

serrated flow was observed in the temperature range 523-623K. The

dependence of DSA characteristics on strain rate, temperature and

inicrostructural condition is being examined to identify the mechanism

responsible for serrated flow.



Tensile ;Properties

Tempera- YS/
ture/K MPa

300

523

573

623

673

723

753

773

793

823

*
A

434

375

370

404

356

344

351

298

280

238

of

B

449

379

382

328

368

355

318

323

309

306

Table 1.7

9Cr-1Mo Steel

Tempered

. 1

Forging in

Condition

UTS/MPa

A

599'

538

533

507

448

447

417

352

344

271

B

607

522

520

495

484

452

396

397

359

337

TE/

%

A

23

14

12

12

14

12

15

18

16

21

the

B

21

18

19

20

15

16

21

16

23

20

Quenched

RA/

A

75

74

72

73

71

75

82

89

86

92

and

%

B

74

66

76

76

71

74

80

72

87

88

Stra in Rate : A = 3 x 10 4s 1; B = 1.3x 1 0 ~ s

1.8 Anomalous Creep Behaviour of Two Heats of 316 Stainless Steel at 823K

( M.D. Mathew, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez )

The creep deformation behaviour of two heats of a nuclear grade

AISI 316 stainless steel has been studied at 823K in the stress range

200-300 MPa (Figs.1.8.1 and 1.8.2). The linear intercept grain sizes of

the two heats (designated as Heat A and Heat B) were 0.06 nun and 0.08 mm

respectively.

Normal creep curves with distinct primary, secondary and

tertiary stages were observed at stress levels of 245, 275, and 294 MPa
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(Fig.1.8.1). At the lowest stress level of 216 MPa, the initial primary

and secondary creep stages are not followed by the usual tertiary stage

of increasing creep rate (Fig.1.8.2); instead, a second or renewed

primary creep stage occurs followed by another secondary stage that has a

slope higher than that of the initial secondary stage. The durations of

the renewed primary and secondary creep stages are much shorter than

those of the initial primary and secondary regions. The onset of this

anomalous behaviour occurs earlier in Heat A (Fig.1.8-2).

It is suggested that the observed behaviour might be related to

the precipitation behaviour in the material. Long term exposure of 316

stainless steel to elevated temperature is known to cause

decomposition of the austenite matrix with precipitation of several

carbides and intermetallics. The precipitation of very fine intergranular

M C, carbides during the initial secondary creep period depletes the
e. 3 0

matrix of the elements responsible for solid solution strengthening. This

will result in the softening of the matrix and increased creep rates. The

absence of anomalous behaviour at high stresses could be due to : (1) too

short a rupture time to cause sufficient depletion of the matrix; and (2)

large amount of intragranular precipitation aided and enhanced by large

loading strains at high stresses. In the light of the above, the early

onset of the anomalous behaviour in Heat A (Fig.1.8.2) can be

rationalised in terms of its higher carbon content (0.057 % compared to

0.048 % in Heat B ) and smaller grain size.

After a slight initial decrease upto a life of about 5000

hours, the rupture elongation increases with increasing rupture life even

at a life of 52000 hours (Fig. 1.8.3). This indicates that there has been

no coarsening of carbides or enough precipitation of intermetallics to

cause a reduction in ductility. It is therefore concluded that the
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observed anomalous behaviour is not due to any coarsening of carbides or

precipitation of intermetallics; instead, it is due to the depletion of

carbon from the austenite matrix.

1. M.D. Mathew, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez, High Temp. Mater, and

Processes (In Press).

1.9 Rupture Ductility and Creep Damage in an AISI 316 Stainless Steel in the

Temperature Range 823-923K

(M.D. Mathew, G. Sasikala, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez)

The creep rupture ductility of a nuclear grade 316

stainless steel has been determined at temperatures of 823, 873 and 923K

in the stress ranges 216-234 MPa, 196-275 MPa, and 98-216 MPa

respectively. These results have been correlated with the morphology of

creep damage observed by optical metallography. A plot of rupture

elongation ( £ ) against rupture life (t ) shows a minimum at 823K and

maxima at 873K and 923K (Fig.1.9.1). The strain at the onset of tertiary

creep was small and generally independent of the rupture life.

Metallographic studies have been carried out on longitudinal

sections of creep-tested samples. Figure 1.9.2 shows the type of creep

damage observed at 823K in specimens fractured at stresses of 216 and

275 MPa. At 275 MPa, which produced a minimum in ductility at 823K, high

density of long and sharp cracks that initiated at the surface and

•extending over a number of grain facets was observed and there was little

deformation of the grains (Fig. 1.9.2(a)). On the other hand, only a few

short cracks were observed at 216 MPa (Fig.1.9.2(b)). At 873K and at a

stress level of 196MPa, which resulted in a ductility maximum, cracks

were elongated in the direction of the applied stress with large grain
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Fig.1.9.2 Optical Micrograph Showing Creep Damage
in 316 SS at 823K :
(a) 275 MPa; (b) 216 MPa
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Fig.1.9.3 Optical Micrograph Showing Creep Damage
in 316 SS at 873K :
(a) 196 MPa; (b) 157 MPa
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Fig.1.9.4 Optical Micrograph Showing Creep Damage
in 316 SS at 923K :
(a) 147 MPa; (b) 117 MPa
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deformation (Fig.1.9.3(a)). At the lowest stress level of 157 MPa, many

grain boundary cracks with low aspect ratio were observed (Fig.1.9.3(b)).

A stress level of 147 MPa at 923K (which also corresponds to the peak in

ductility ) produced extensive grain deformation with a few blunted

cracks (Fig.1.9.4(a)). However, at the lowest stress level of 117 MPa at

923K, a large number of short cracks were observed (Fig. 1.9.4(b)). Thus,

at all temperatures, high ductilities correspond to a few short, blunt

cracks with appreciable grain deformation, while low ductilities

correspond to many long and sharp cracks with small or little grain

deformation.

1.10 Creep-Rupture Properties of an AISI 316 Stainless Steel Weld Metal at

923K

( M.D. Mathew, G. Sasikala, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez )

Basic coated stainless steel electrode type E 316-15 with a

modified chemical composition has been used extensively in the

fabrication of 316 stainless steel components for FBTR. The creep-

rupture properties of this weld metal prepared by manual metal arc (MMA)

welding have been studied at 923K at various stress levels in the range

98-196 MPa and the results are compared with the properties of the base

material. The creep curves of the weld metal exhibited a pseudo-

tertiary type behaviour (i.e., absence of distinct primary and secondary

regions) at high stress levels and normal behaviour at low stress levels.

Logarithmic plots of rupture life against applied stress are linear for

both the weld metal and the base metal over the whole stress range

investigated (Fig.1.to.T). The rupture strength of the weld is

approximately 80% of the strength of the base material. The ASME design

curve for the expected minimum stress to rupture lies in between, the
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curves for the base metal and the weld metal, the latter being

nonconservative compared to the ASME curve (Fig. 1.JO. 1). The criterion of

1000 h minimum rupturd life at 923K at a stress level of 116 MPa

specified for acceptance of the electrode has been barely met.

Ihe rupture-ductility of the weld metal is significantly lower

than that of the base metal except at very short rupture times

(Fig.1.10.2). The maximum values of ductility for the base metal and the

weld metal are about 70% and 35% respectively. Metallographic examination

carried out on the creep-tested specimens indicated that the vermicular

morphology of the (J'-ferrite in the as welded condition has undergone

considej^ble change. Figure 1.10.3 shows the microstructure of the weld

metal and the gauge and shoulder regions of a weld metal specimen creep-

tested at 118 MPa. Extensive precipitation of carbides and sigma phase

occurred preferentially at the austenite-ferrite boundaries. Particles

were found to coarsen progressively with time and those in the gauge

section were always larger than those in the shoulder section. Magne-Gage

measurements of the residual delta-ferrite in the gauge and shoulder

regions of the specimens exposed to various rupture times were in

agreement with these metallographic observations. For long lives

corresponding to low stresses, significant amount of ^-ferrite had

transformed with substantial reduction in ductility (Fig.1.10.4). The

ease of nucleation of cracks at sigma-austenite interfaces and their

growth and linkage to final rupture, as observed metallographically, is

responsible for the deterioration in creep ductility.

1. M.D. Mathew, G. Sasikala, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez, Paper No.E,

Natl. Welding Seminar, Sponsored by Ind. Inst. Welding, Bangalore,

India (1987).
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Fig. 1.10.3 Optical Micrographs of 316 SS Weld Metal*.
(a) S - Ferrite in the Weld Metal; Transformed
S- Ferrite After Tests at 923K and 118 MPa in (b)
the Shoulder and (c) the Gauge Sections of Creep
Specimens
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1.11 An Analysis of the Tertiary Creep Behaviour of an AISI 316 Stainless

Steel in the Temperature Range 823-923K

(M.D. Ma:-.hew, S. Latha, G. Sasikala, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez)

The tertiary creep behaviour of three heats (designated as

Heat A, Heat B and Heat C ) of a nuclear grade 316 stainless steel

has been analysed in the temperature range 323-923K. The most widely used

method to analyse the tertiary creep data is an examination of the

relationship between the time for the onset of tertiary creep (t ) and

the corresponding time to rupture (t ). A commonly used relationship is

of the form t = A' x t where A1 and ft are constants. Figure 1.11.1

shows a plot of log t against log t for Heat C with data from tests

at the three temperatures indicated. Linear regression analysis yielded

values of A' = 0.48 and Ji = 1.00. Similar analysis of data for Heat A

and Heat B gave values A1 = 0.83 and 0.79 and J5 = 0.93 and 0.90

respectively. Values A' and E> show that the time for the onset of

tertiary creep as a function of rupture life I* /t ) is highest for Heat

A which has the longest rupture life also. Figure 1.11.2 is a plot of

applied stress versus t for all the three heats at 923K. Values of tfc

for Heats A and B always lie on or above the ASME curve (Fig.1.11.2).

This is a reflection of the high values of A' and low values of fi> for

Heats A and B discussed above. Similar behaviour is observed at 823K and

873K also.
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1.12 Creep-Rupture Properties of a Second Lot of Twenty Percent Cold-worked

Cladding Tubes of FBTR

( M.D. Mathew, S. Latha, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez )

The creep and rupture properties of a lot of 20 % cold-worked

cladding tubes ( made of nuclear grade AISI 316 stainless steel ) of FBTR

have been evaluated at temperatures of 873, 923, and 973K in the stress

range 100-220 MPa. Subsequently, creep-rupture testing of a second lot of

it% cold-worked cladding tubes has been taken up to study the lot-to-lot

variation in creep and rupture properties of these tubes. The choice of

the particular lots of tubes( out of sixteen lots of tubes procured) for

evaluation was based on their ductility : the first lot had the highest

ductility and the second lot the lowest.

The values of various creep properties determined for the

second lot are presented in Table 1.12.1. The corresponding values for

the first lot of tubes tested under the same conditions are also given

for the purpose of comparison. A power-law of the form €. = A x c~ has

been found to hold good between the minimum creep rate ( £ ) and the
5

applied stress {<T ) . The relations obtained for the second lot are:

£ = 2 x 10~34 x s-11 at 923K and
s

£ = 1 x 10 x (j- at 973K

It is observed that the second lot of tubes possesses a higher

creep-rupture strength, lower creep rate and lower rupture elongation

compared to the first lot at these test conditions. Results given in

Table 1.12.2 were obtained from creep-rupture tests at 823K on the first

lot of tubes.



Table 1. 12.1

Comparative Creep and Rupture Properties of

Tempera-
ture/K

923

973

worked

Applied
Stress/
MPa

125

150

175

200

220

100

11

125

II

150

11

175

n

200

220

1 Cladding

Minimum
-1

Rate/(s

Lot 1

13

52

0.91

—

5.5

—

12

13

110

89

330

1100

I Tubes

Creep
9

x 10 :

Lot 2

—

0.62

0.75

6.9

39

—

0.99

2.0

—

9.2

—

77

—

250

670

Two Lots

at 923 and 973K

Rupture
h

Lot 1

—

6416

3049

1206

462

3246

3020

1032

—

630

1090

140

222

81

25

Life/

Lot 2

6000

63OO +

5988

—

441

4415

*
2500

2162

2977

823

—

198

—

85

38

of 20%

Rupture
Elonga-
tion/ %

Cold-

Lot 1 Lot 2

3

15

20

53

—

3

12

—

18

25

47

26

38

31

--

—

8

—

24

19

—

14

—

14

—

29

—

19

31

* - Test interrupted + - Test in progress



Table 1.12.2

Creep

Applied

MPa

175

200

220

II

11

240

and Rupture Properties

worked Cladding

Stress/ Minimum
Creep Rate/
-1 9

(s x 10 )

0.43

0. 15

0.83

2.3

3.3

5.7

of the First Lot

Tubes at 873K

Rupture
Life/h

4680
*

8433
*

11091

of 20% Cold-

Rupture
Elongation/

260

5777

2256

19

20

* - Test interrupted

1.13 Metalloqraphic Investigation of the Influence of Grain Size on the Creep-

Rupture Properties of an AISI 316 Stainless Steel

( K. Laha and S.L. Mannan )

Optical metallographic investigations have been carried out on

longitudinal sections taken from creep-tested samples of a nuclear grade

AISI 316 stainless steel. The creep-rupture tests were conducted at 873

and 973K in the stress range 50-260 MPa. The grain size of the material

varied from 40 to 650 u.m. The failures under these test conditions were

predominantly intergranular. Crack orientation, maximum crack length,

crack aspect ratio (crack length / crack width ) and crack density



(number of cracks per unit area / number of grains per unit area) were

determined. A few observations are summarised below:

(1) Crack orientation changes from parallel to the tensile direction to

perpendicular to the tensile direction as the grain size and stress

increase.

(2) The maximum crack length increases with grain size with concomitant

reductions in rupture ductility and life.

(3) The rupture life and ductility were found to decrease with increase

in aspect ratio of cracks. The aspect ratio generally increased with

grain ^ize.

(4) The crack density increases with grain size. For a given grain size,

crack density decreased with increase in stress. Rupture life and

ductility decreased with increase in crack density. Large grain size

leads to more number of longer and sharper cracks which link up

faster to give reduced rupture life and ductility.

1.14 Evaluation of Creep Properties of Thick Section 9Cr-1Mo Ferritic Steel

( B.K. Choudhary, K. Bhanu Sankara Rao and S.L. Mannan )

The 9Cr-1Mo ferritic steel has been chosen for the superheater

portion of the steam generator in the proposed Prototype Fast Breeder

Reactor (PFBR). While extensive information on creep properties of

tubular products is available, data on creep behaviour of thick sections

like tube sheet forgings in steam generator are scarce. The aim of this

investigation is,therfore,to generate information on the creep properties

of 9Cr-1Mo thick sections.

Samples for creep testing were taken from a 1000 mm

diameter, 300 mm thick tube sheet forging .in the quenched and tempered



condition.Alloy was tested in the as received (quenched and

tempered:1223K/1h ,water quench + tempering at 1023K/8h) and simulated

post-weld heat treatment (SPWT: soaking at 998K/3h with a heating and

cooling rate of 50K/h between 673 and 998K) conditions. Constant load

creep-rupture tests were conducted at 793K in the stress range 150-275

MPa and at 873K in the range 70-100 MPa.

The results from these tests are summarised below:

(1) Creep-rupture data at 793K on as received and SPWHT conditions

(Fig.1.14.1) show no significant difference in rupture lives.

(2) At all stress levels at 793K, the alloy in both the conditions

exhibits well defined primary, secondary, and tertiary regimes.

(3) At all the stress levels used in this investigation, the minimum

values of creep rate obtained on samples subjected to SPWHT are

almost identical to those observed in the as received condition

(Fig. 1.14.2).

(4) The plot (Fig.1.14.2) between the minimum creep rate ( €. ) and the
s

applied stress (tf~) is found to follow a power-law relationship of

the form £. = A x <j- , A and n being constants.
5

(5) Creep-rupture data on thick section quenched and tempered material

obtained in this investigation are compared with the ISO data for

thin sections in the normalised and tempered condition

(Fig.1.14.3). In this figure the modified form of the Manson-

Mendelson parameter [P(«") = (Log t-Log t )/(T-T ) r where t is
3 cl

the test duration (h), T is the test temperature(K) and t , T and
3 a

r are constants] was used as abscissa. The stress-rupture data for

thick sections lie below the average and above the minimum values of

ISO curves for thin sections.
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1. D. Burton et al, Proc. Internatl. Conf. on "Ferritic Steels for Fast

Reactor Steam Generators",J,205,(1977)

2. A. Mendelson et al, NASA-TN-D-2975( 1965)

1.15 Cyclic Creep Behaviour of 2.25Cr-1Ma Ferritic Steel at 823K

(B.K. Choudhary, G. Sasikala and S.L. Mannan)

The cyclic creep behaviour of normalised and tempered 2.25Cr-

IMo steel has been evaluated by carrying out load controlled cyclic

tests using triangular wave form. The stress ratio 'R' (ratio of

compressive peak stress to tensile peak stress) was varied from -1.03 to

-0.40. The tensile peak stress was kept constant at 300 MPa for all the

tests. The cyclic creep curves, i.e. percentage mean strain versus

number of cycles, were derived for each test from the recorded load-

elongation hysteresis loops. These curves were similar in appearance to

conventional creep curves with three stages. The steady state mean

strain per cycle was calculated from the linear portion of the cyclic

creep curve. The effect of loading rates on cyclic creep behaviour was

also studied using three loading rates:0.5, 5 and 20 kN/s. A few

important findings are summarized below :

(1) The mean strain per cycle is very sensitive to stress ratio

(Fig. 1. 15.1). Almost zero mean strain per cycle has been observed

at stress ratio -1.03 and there is a rapid increase in net

elongation with increase in stress ratio to -0.94.

(2) Maximum mean strain has been observed when there is a small

positive mean stress (R = -0.94). Further increase in mean stress

(R from -0.94 to -0.40) caused mean strain to decrease (Fig.1.15.2).
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(3) Variation of steady state mean strain per cycle with the stress

ratio parameter (1-R) obeys a power-law (Fig.1.15.3)

(4) The above power-law relationship was valid for all the loading rates

studied. The decrease in steady state mean strain per cycle with

decreasing stress ratio parameter was more pronounced at higher

loading rates (Fig. 1.15.3)

1•16 Effects of Strain Induced Martensite Formation on Low Cycle Fatigue

Behaviour of 304 Stainless Steel at 300K

(K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, M. Valsan, R. Sandhya, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez)

The effects of deformation induced martensitic transformation

on the strain controlled low cycle fatigue (LCF) behaviour of a nuclear

grade AISI 304 stainless steel were assessed . The LCF testing was

carried out at 300K, which is in between the M {103K) and M (313K)

temperatures for o(-martensite formation in this alloy. Total strain

controlled LCF tests were conducted on samples with grain sizes of 75,

310, and 700pm. A constant frequency of 0.1 Hz and strain ranges between

+0.15 and +1.25% were used during testing. The amount of <K. -martensite

formed during fatigue deformation was estimated using a commercial Magne-

Gage. The presence of martensite was also confirmed by optical and

electron microscopy .

Both <K.-and £-martensites preferentially formed in the near-

surface regions of the fatigue-tested specimens to a depth of about 250-

200 M.m. The morphology of these phases is shown in Fig.1.16.1. The

maximum amount of magnetic phase ( o( -martensite) measured on different

samples at failure is given in Table 1.16.1. The formation of<* was

enhanced by the increase in the applied total strain range in samples



Fig.1.16.1 oL and € - Martensite in Fatigue Tested
304 SS (Grain Size 310 pm, &€t- 1.6%,
Freq. - 0.1 Hz, T - 300K)
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with grain sizes 310 and 700 U.m, while in 75 U.m samples considerable

amount of transformation occurred only at low strain amplitudes.

In the 75 jU. m samples, transformation to o<. at low strain

amplitudes induced secondary hardening towards the end of the test

(Fig.1.16.2). The start of secondary hardening coincided with the onset

of «=v -martensite formation. Secondary hardening tendency was not

observed at high strain amplitudes because the specimens fractured

before the onset of martensitic transformation. In the relatively coarse-

grained condition , the transformation to c< started in the strain

hardening stage (Fig.1.16.3) and increased with increasing number of

cycles even in the saturation hardening stage (Fig. 1.16.4). The effect of

strain induced martensLte formation on fatigue life was more pronounced

at strain amplitudes lower th.-n +̂ 0.5% (Fig. 1. 16.5). At low strain

amplitudes, where crack initiation ooccupies a significant portion of the

fatigue life, the fatigue life of samples with g.rain sizes 310 and 710^-m

was much shorter than that of 75 Um samples. It is presumed that in the

coarse-grained material regions of martensite act as preferential sites

for the initiation of crack and thus adversely affect fatigue life.

At high strain amplitudes ( >" 1. 0!5), wli=re the time for crack

initiation is small, coarse-grained alloy exhibits a tendency foe better

fatigue life at a given strain amplitude. It has been suggested that

marteosite formed around the crack tip absorbs the strain energy at the

crack tip and suppresses the crack propagation by producing residual

(34)compressive stresses ' . Mirtensite formation has induced few

intergranular cracks at low strain

1. K. Bhami Sankara Rao, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Madras, India

(To be submitted).
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2. S.D. Antolovich and B.Singh, Met. Trans. 2A, 2135 (1971).

3. A.G. Pineau and R.M. Pelloux, ibid, Sh, 1103(1974).

4. D. Hennessy et al, ibid, 7A, 415 (1976).

Table 1.16.1

Effect of Grain size and Strain Range on o('-Martensite Formed

during LCF Testing of an AISI 304 Stainless Steel

Grain Size/um % Strain Range % «(-Martensite at

Fracture

75 0.3 2.45

0.6 0.13

0.8 0.13

1.2 0.13

1.5 0.13

2.5 0.13

310 0.5 4.5

0.8 5.5

1.2 7.8

1.6 10.0

" 2.0 12.2

700 0.5 5.5

0.8 7.2

1.2 8.6

Test Conditions •• Frequency - 0.1 Hz

Temperature - 300K
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1.17 Significance of Weld Discontinuities in Low Cycle Fatigue

(K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, M. Valsan, R. Sandhya, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez)

A study has been carried out for assessing the significance of

weld defects on low cycle fatigue (LCF) behaviour of austenitic stainless

steel welds. Different types of flaws (porosity,slag inclusions,arc

strikes etc.) were introduced into the weld metal by grossly exaggerating

the conditions normally causing such flaws. Weld pads were fabricated by

manual metal arc welding process from 25 mm thick nuclear grade 304

stainless steel plates as per FBTR specification(01722-6) using AWS-A-

54-69(E 308-15) electrodes. One weld pads were examined by radiography

for their soundness. The LCF samples were fabricated incorporating the

defects into the gauge length of the specimen. Fabricated samples were

further examined by radiography in two mutually perpendicular directions

to characterize precisely the defects present in the gauge length. A

brief description of the defects and their location in the gauge length

are given in Fig.1.17.1.

Low cycle fatigue tests were conducted at 823K under total

axial strain control mode with a frequency of 0.1 Hz. A strain amplitude

of +0.25% was used for all the tests carried out on samples containing

defects.the results are compared with the LCF behaviour of the base

metal and sound weld metal. It is found that the base meta] undergoes

cyclic hardening whereas sound and defect containing all weld specimens

undergo cyclic softening. Base metal has maximum fatigue life

(Fig.1.17.2). Fatigue life of defect free weld metal is substantially

lower than the base metal only at low strain amplitudes. Defects on and

near the specimen surface have been found to reduce the fatigue life

drastically compared to the defects in the centre. Blow holes on the
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specimen surface(Sample 1) have been found to be particularly harmful and

caused a reduction in fatigue life by a factor of seven relative to sound

weld metal. Defect combination of deeply seated blow holes and elongated

inclusions (Sample 3) is found to be more deleterious than the case

when either slag inclusions (Sample 2) or blow holes(Sample 6) are

present alone. Blow holes at one end of the gauge length proved to be

less harmful(Sample 4) to the fatigue life of the weld metal.

1.18 Effects of Prior Thermal Exposure on Low Cycle Fatigue Behaviour of

Nuclear Grade 304 Stainless Steel

(K. Dhanu Sankara Rao, M. Valsan, R. Sandhya, S.L. Mannan

and P. Rodriguez)

Influence of thermal ageing on low cycle fatigue(LCF) behaviour

of nuclear grade AISI 304 stainless steel was evaluated using cylindrical

uniform gauge length specimens under total axial strain control mode of

testing at 823 and 923K. The testing was done on specimens in solution

annealed and thermally aged (1000,3000 and 5000 hours) conditions and at

amplitudes varying from 0.25 to 0.80% using a frequency of 0.1 Hz.

(1) The stress response plots at 923K for the solution annealed and aged

material (Figs. 1.18.1 and 1.18.2) show that the effect of ageing is

complex. Aged samples exhibit higher peak stresses at low strain

amplitude (Fig. 1.18.1) and lower peak stresses at high strain

amplitudes (Fig.1.18.2) than the solution annealed material.In - the

aged condition the alloy shows longer period of stable stress

response than in the solution annealed condition. At low strain

amplitudes, the solution annealed alloy exhibits secondary hardening

at 923K towards the end of the fatigue test (Fig. 1.18. 1).
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(2) Thermal ageing proved to be beneficial to fatigue life at all strain

amplitudes, the effect being particularly greater at low strain

amplitudes (Fig. 1. 18.3). Similar behaviour was observed with respect

to fatigue life at 823K.

(3) Subjecting the alloy to 1000 hours at 923K caused precipitation of

mainly intergranular M_,C, carbides. Ageing for 3000 hours led to

substantial increase in both the intergranular and intragranular

precipitation. This occurred by growth of the existing carbides and

by nucleation of fresh carbides from the austenite. At 5000 hours

the intergranular carbides showed a tendency to agglomeration with

the appearance of thin bands of grain boundary carbides.

(4) During testing of thermally aged alloy at 923K, precipitation of

matrix and grain boundary carbides continues to occur with specific

morphologies which are not observed under thermal exposure.

There is a large amount of massive M23
<"g carbide precipitation at

all the strain amplitudes. Electron microscopy investigations have

shown that these massive precipitates are platelets which are

crystallographically oriented with one of the two grains. Detailed

discussion of these results is reported elsewhere

1. K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, Ph.D Thesis, University of Madras, India

(To be submitted)
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1.19 Uniform Matrix Cavitation during Low Cycle Fatigue of AISI 304

Stainless Steel

(K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, M. Vijayalakshmi, M. Valsan, S.L. Mannan

and P. Rodriguez)

Earlier studies have provided evidence for the formation

of uniform matrix voids in strain controlled fatigue deformation of

nuclear grade 304 stainless steel. In order to determine the stage at

which the voids form and to evaluate the underlying mechanism in the

formation of these voids, TEM studies were conducted on samples cycled to

predetermined fractions of fatigue life. The detailed examination was

carried out on 10% prior cold-worked samples,LCF tested at 923K with a

strain range of 1.2% and at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. The tests were

interrupted at 10%, 20%, 30%, 50%, and 75% of the fatigue life (N f).

The substructure in samples interrupted at 10% of life

consisted of a uniform distribution of dislocation loops (Fig. 1.19. Ha))

and well defined cell structures (Fig.1.19.Kb)). Uniform matrix voids

large enough to be visible in TEM appeared at 20% of N (Fig.1.19.2(a)).

These observations indicate an incubation period for the nucleation of

matrix voids. From these studies it is inferred that in 10% of life,

when no voids are observed, the component of fatigue damage is present in

the form of vacancy loops. It is therefore suggested that these

dislocation loops could act as sites for the condensation of vacancies

generated during prior cold-work and subsequent fatigue deformation and

lead to the formation of matrix voids. The morphology and distribution of

matrix voids obtained at tha and of fatigue life (165 cycles) are shown

in Fig.1.19.2(b).



Fig.1.19.1 TEM Pictures of 304 SS LCF Tested at
923K : (a) Uniform Distribution of
Dislocation Loops^(b) Cell Structure
in Samples Cycled to 10% Life
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Fig.1.19.2 TEM Pictures of 304 SS LCF Tested at
923K Showing Distr ibution of Matrix Voids at
(O) 2O5K Li fe (Uniform) and (b) End-of-Life
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1. K. Bhanu Sankarar Rao, M. Vijayalakshmi, M. Valsan, S.L. Mannan and

P. Rodriguez, Scripta Met., ,20, 989 (1986).

2. I'. Bhanu Sankara Rao, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Madras, India (To

be submitted).

3. K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, M. Vijayalakshmi, M. Valsan, S.L. Mannan and

P. Rodriguez, J. Nucl. Mater. (Communicated).

'•20 Strain Rate Effects on Low Cycle Fatigue Behaviour of Nimonic PE t6

Superalloy

(M. Valsan, K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, and S.L. Mannan)

Effects of strain rate on low cycle fatigue (LCF) properties of

PE 16 superalloy have been evaluated at 723, 823 and 923K at a constant

3 -4 -5 -1
strain range of 1.2% over strain rates of 3 x 10 , 3 x 10 , and 3x10 s .

These tests have been conducted on samples subjected to solution

treatment (1313K/4h) alone and to solution treatment plus a double ageing

treatment (1313K/4h + 1073K/2h + 973K/16h). The latter treatment

generates maximum volume fraction of precipitates with optimum size and

distribution and gives the highest yield strength and ultimate

tensile strength at room temperature.

The results obtained on the solution annealed and the double

aged conditions are summarised in Tables 1.20.1 and 1.20.2 respectively.

(1) In the solution annealed condition, the alloy exhibits considerable

amount of hardening during cycling (Table 1.20.1) at 723 and 823K.

The large amount of hardening is attributed to the dynamic strain

ageing effects on fatigue.

(2? Double aged microstructure shows cyclic hardening to saturation at

823K while cyclic softening occurred at 923K. Cyclic softening

results from the shearing of Y particles precipitated during LCF
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Table 1.20.1

Effects of Temperature and Strain Rate on LCF Properties of

Solution Annealed Nimonic PE16 Superalloy

• • — — • • — — — — — — — — - . — • - — — — ••< — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — _ — — _ — — — — „. — _ — -

Strain Stress % Number Rem-
-1 5 Amplitude Amplitude/ Harde- of arks
(sx10 ) T/K % MPa ning Cycles

to

Total Plastic At At Failure
1st Satura-
Cycle tion

3000 723 0.60 0.45 220 437 99 755

300 " " 0.35 226 437 93 1276 DSA

30 " " " 231 437 90 1208 "

3 " " 0.36 220 454 107 975

3000 823 0.60 0.38 191 414 150 915
+

300 " " 0.35 198 406 106 1050 DSA

30 " " 0.39 210 3S8 89 Vi?0 "

3 " " " 231 390 69 780 "

3000 923 0.60 0.42 239 374 57 640

300 " " 0.41 271 310 13 670

30 " " " " 311 15 586

3 " " 0.42 279 319 14 440

* - Dynamic Strain Ageing + - DSA during first few cycles
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testing and subsequent localisation of deformation in planar slip

bands.

(3) For both the microstructures, the fatigue life, after an initial

increase,decreases with decrease in strain rate. At all

temperatures, a maximum in fatigue life occurs at a strain rate of

3x10~ s~ as shown in Tables 1.20.1 and 1.20.2.

(4) At 823K, the double aged material shows higher fatigue resistance

than the solution annealed material at all the strain rates-

1. V. Seetharaman, K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, S.L. Mannan and

P. Rodriguez, Mater. Sci. and Engg., 63, 35 (1984).
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Table 1.20.2

Effects of Temperature and Strain Rate on LCF Properties of

Double Aged Nimonic PE16 Superalloy

•

^ / T/K
-1 5
(s X10 )

3000 823

300

30

3

3000 923

300

30

3 "

*
Plastic
Strain
Amplitude/

0.28

0.30

0.26

If

0.38

0.35

0.36

0.38

Stress
Amplitude/
MPa

At 1st At
Cycle Satu-

ration

501

470

478

486

506

-

573

467

509

597

581

621

443

-

510

451

Hardening
or

Softening

+ 1.59

+ 27

+21.5

+ 27.7

-12.5

-12.0

-10.9

-3.4

Number
of

Cycles
to

Failure

1050

1073

890

500

544

747

700

320

* - Total Strain Amplitude = 0.60%

1.21 Effects of Microstructure on Elevated Temperature Low Cycle Fatigue

Behaviour of Nimonic PE 16 Superalloy

( M. Valsan, K. Bhanu Sankara Rao and S.L. Mannan)

The influence of microstructure on elevated temperature low

cycle fatigue (LCF) properties of Nimonic PE 16 superalloy has been

studied. Strain controlled LCF tests were carried out at 823 and 923K

employing strain ranges between 0.5 and 2.0%. All the tests were
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conducted at a constant strain rate of 3x10~ s~ . Samples chosen for

testing had the following three different microstructures: (A) a fine

grain structure, free from carbides and V (1313K/4h) ; (B)

microstructure with intragranular and intergranular M,,CC carbides and
23 o

uniform distribution of spherical ^ of 18 ntn diameter (1313K/4h +

1073K/2h + 973K/16M and (C) microstructure with predominantly

intergranular MC and uniform distribution of V" of 35 nm diameter

(1313K/4h + 1173K/1h + 1023K/8h ). These are referred to as A, B and C

respectively.

The results from the above tests on fatigue life, cyclic

deformation and the fracture behaviour of the alloy are summarised:

(1) At 823K, the total strain fatigue resistance of the three

micr->structures is found to be more or less the same whereas at 923K

the solution treated alloy (A) exhibits a marginally higher fatigue

resistance at all the strain ranges.

(2) At both these temperatures plastic strain fatigue resistance of the

material in the solution annealed condition (A) is higher than that

in the double aged conditions B and C (Fig.1.21. 1).

(3) The LCF behaviour of A and C follows Coffin-Manson and Basquin type

equations relating plastic (A£ /2) and elastic (A£ /2) strain

amplitudes respectively with number of reversals to failure (2N ).

(4) In the case of Br plots of plastic strain amplitude versus number of

reversals to failure exhibit a two-slope behaviour at 923K

(Fig.1.21.1). Samples cycled at low strain amplitudes show much

shorter lives than those indicated by extrapolation from the high

amplitude portion of the plot.
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(5) The two stages corresponding to high and low strain amplitudes are

also observed in the cyclic stress-strain curves of B at 923K

(Fig.1.21.2).

(6) At 823K, A exhibits rapid cyclic hardening to a peak stress value,

while B and C undergo relatively short cyclic hardening followed by

gradual softening to saturation at low strain ranges and continuous

softening to failure at high strain ranges. At 923K, B and C do not

exhibit a regime of saturation stress response but undergo cyclic

softening from the beginning. At both temperatures the response

stresses for B are higher than those for A and C.

(7) Scanning electron microscopy studies have revealed that at 923K

initiation and propagation of cracks occur by transgranular mode in

material A, while transgranular initiation and mixed mode

propagation occur in B and C. Mixed mode fractures lead to short

fatigue lives in B and C.

(8) For all the three microstructural conditions, planar slip has been

found to be the dominant mode of deformation at low strain

amplitudes.

(9) Cyclic stress response and damage mechanisms are found to depend on

the interaction between dislocations and Y . A complete account

of the dependence of LCF deformation and fracture behaviour of this

alloy on microstructure and of the micromechanisms involved is

(1 2)
published elsewhere. '

1. M. Valsan , K. Bhanu Sankara Rao and S.L. Mannan, Trans. Ind. Inst.

Metals (Communicated).

2. M. Valsan, P. Parameswaran, K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, M. Vijayalakshmi

and S.L. Mannan, Trans. Ind. Inst. Metals (Communicated).
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1.22 Strain Controlled Fatigue Behaviour of 2.25Cr-1Mo Steel

{ R. Sandhya, K. Bhanu Sankara Rao and S.L. Mannan )

The continuous cycling low cycle fatigue (LCF) and Creep-

Fatigue-Environment interaction behaviour of 2.25Cr-1Mo steel has been

investigated at 773K. The heat treatments employed to generate two

different microstructures were: (A) normalizing at H93K/1h + tempering

at 963K/1h and (B) normalizing as before and tempering at 1023K/1h. In

subsequent discussions material in these conditions will be referred to

as A and B respectively. The microstructure of A was tempered bainite

with a high density of uniformly distributed intra- and inter-granular

fine carbides and that of B was tempered bainite with small amounts of o(-

ferrite and a comparatively low density of coarse carbides. Hourglass

samples were tested under fully reversed axial strain control employing

strain ranges between 0.005 and 0.025 at a constant strain rate of

3x10~3s~1.

The alloy exhibited cyclic softening at all strain ranges

irrespective of the microstructure. Total and plastic strain fatigue

resistance of B was found to be better than that of A (Figs.1.22.1 and

1.22.2). The LCF behaviour of A obeys the Coffin-Manson relationship

(Fig 1.22.1) while that of B could be best described by the Coffin-Manson

relationship with two different slopes (Fig.1.22.2). Coarse carbides

present in B serve to blunt the crack tip and thus enhance fatigue life

by increasing the resistance to crack propagation.

Creep-Fatigue-Environment behaviour was^evaluated by conducting

hold-time tests. Hold-time of one minute was introduced at peak tension

strain , compression strain and at both tension and compression peaks.
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The results of hold-time tests are summarised in Table 1.22.1. The

following trend could be discerned in fatigue life: continuous cycling>

compression hold ^> tension hold >• tension + compression hold.

In none of the hold-time tests did the metallographic

examination of the longitudinal sections of fractured samples reveal

intergranular cavities and cracking. This indicates the absence of creep

damage. Thick oxide scales have been noticed on ths surfaces of the

samples tested under all the hold-time conditions. It is suggested that

the considerable reduction in life under hold-time conditions is due to

the interaction between oxidation and fatigue processes.

Table 1.22.1

Hold-Time Effects on the Low Cycle Fatigue Behaviour of 2.25Cr-

IMo Steel at 773K

Hold Position Hold Time/ ^£pat Number of Time
minute Half Life Cycles to to

Failure Failure/h

—

Compression

Tension

Tension +
Compression

0

1

1

1 + 1

0

0

0

0

.82

.945

.94

.976

1921

1000

800

630

33.78

184.25

147.4

221.1

* (a) Steel Normalised at 1193K/1h and Tempered at 963K/1h

(b) Fatigue Test Conditions : % Strain Range = 1.00;

Ramp Rate = 3.16 x 10~ s
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23 Evaluation of Ageing-Induced Embrittlement in an Austenitic Stainless

Steel by Instrumented Impact Testing

(K.G. Samuel, P.R. Sreenivasan, S.K. Ray and P. Rodriguez)

( 2)
In a previous report the results of the attempt to

characterize the ageing-induced embrittlement of a commercial grade AISI

316 austenitic stainless steel using instrumented impact tesing of half

size Charpy V-notch specimens (10 x 5 x 55 mm) had been reported. The

ageing temperature range was 823K to 1123K and the ageing time varied

from 10 to 1000 h. Several fracture toughness parameters like, K , the

equivalent energy fracture toughness K , the mean flow stress fracture

toughness, K , as well as the lateral expansion, the notch root width,

the notch root contraction and the crack opening displacement (COD) at

maximum load were examined for their suitability for characterising the

toughness degradation. It had been noted that none of these parameters

held any specific advantage over the Cy energy as an estimate of

toughness over the entire range of data.

In continuation of the above work, values of the ratio of the

maximum to the general yield load, p
ux/

p
Gy' determined from the load -

time traces of the instrumented impact tests, were plotted against

impact energy. In the fully embrittled condition, p m a x/
p
GY ratio would

tend to unity and C would tend to a minimum value around zero joule.

Figure 1.23.1 shows the results: a large dependence of p m x /
p
G Y

 o n c
v
 i s

seen in the region of lower energy; the dependence of this ratio on C y

becomes less sensitive above a C value ofabout 50 J.The sharp change in

the slope of the plot at lower C values could be attributed to a

change in the fracture mode; low values of P ^ / P ™ corresponded with
ITlclX \3JL

brittle intergranular fracture, whereas for ductile transgranular
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fracture, P /*Vv v a^ u e s w e r e high, and less sensitive to variation in

Microscopic examinations of mid-sections of the broken halves

of the specimen perpendicular to the direction of crack- propagation had

been carried out both before and after giving recrystallization-annealing

(1323K/1/2h) treatments. These results also confirmed that crack-

propagation in the severely embrittled condition { 1023K/1000h) is

associated with little plastic deformation of the material near the

propagating crack surface whereas for ageing at 823K/1000h crack-

propagation is associated with extensive plastic deformation of the

surrounding material.

A value of activation energy, 0, ' derived from an

Arrhenius plot of the ageing temperature required for a constant fraction

of embrittlement at various ageing times, has been used in constructing

plots of C and P /P,-v against the time-temperature parameter, namely,
v ITldX G x

A = Q/(2.3RT) - log t (1)

where t is the ageing time and T is the ageing temperature (Fig.1.23.2).

This plot shows that C,, (or P / P ™ ) is insensitive to A for high A
V max GY

values, whereas at higher temperatures (low A values), data points lie on

two parallel straight lines, one for 1123K and other for both 1023 and

923K. The parallel nature of the straight lines indicate that the rate

controlling process for embrittlement is identical at the three ageing

temperatures. However, depending upon the extent of embrittlement, the

preexponential factor in the Arrhenius plot could be different.

Based on fractographic observations and the variations of

P /P r v
 a n^ cv w* t n At a lower bound C value of 50 J could be

prescribed for quality control type tests for this heat of material and
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its weldments so that intergranular fracture could be avoided in

practice.

J. K.G. Samuel, P.R. Sreenivasan, S.K. Ray and P. Rodriguez, J. Nucl.

Mater. ,J_50, 78(1987).

2. K.G. Samuel, P.R. Sreenivasan, S.K. Ray and P. Rodriguez, Proc.

Sixth Internatl. Conf. Fracture, Volume of Poster Session Papers,

ICF, 75(1984); Biennial Activity Report of Met. Programme-1983

and 1984, IGCAR-74,118(1985).

1.24 Instrumented Drop-Weight Test Results for a Quenched and Tempered AISI

403 Martensitic Stainless Steel

(P.R. Ereenivasan, S.K. Ray, S.L. Mannan and P. Rodriguez)

The AISI 403 martensitic stainless steel (0.1%C, 12%Cr) is

widely used for the end-fittings' of the pressure tubes of Pressurised

Heavy Water Reactors (PHWR). The type P-3 specimens of a quenched and

tempered 403 stainless steel ( Hardness: HRC-23) were tested in an

instrumented drop-weight machine according to the ASTM Standard E 208

procedures. The results obtained are presented below:

(1) Nil-Ductility Transition Temperature (NDTT): The NDTT of the

material as per ASTM E 208 procedure (the highest break temperature

such that duplicate tests at a temperature 5K higher give no-break

performance) was 298K (Fig.1.24.1). Load-time traces obtained from

the instrumented tests at temperatures above and below the NDTT show

distinguishable features (Fig.1.24.2). The first drop and

fluctuation in the load-time traces are due to cracking of the weld-

bead and the final rise to high loads occurs on contact of the
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Fig.1.24.1 Drop - Weight Test Series of P-3
Specimens of 403 SS
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specimen with anvil deflection stops (Fig.1.24.2{a)). Above the

NDTT, the features are similar to those in Fig.1.24.2(a). At and

below the NDTT, after the cracking of the weld-bead, the load rises

and falls sharply to zero-level before the specimen contacts the

deflection stops (Fig. 1.24.2(b)). This is due to the propagation of

the thumbnail crack initiated by the weld-bead. The peak load from

which the above mentioned sharp drop to zero-level occurs is taken

as the fracture load, P .

(2) Dynamic Fracture Toughness, K , : For K , determination a K
Id Id

(stress-intensity factor) analysis for serrii-elliptical surface

(2 3)
cracks was used. ' The periphery of the thumbnail formed by

the heat-affected-zone (HAZ) of the weld-bead is taken as the

curved boundary of the semi-elliptical crack (Fig. 1.24.3). Crack-

profile measurements were made on photographs of the fracture

surfaces of the broken P-3 specimens. Using these values in the K

expression mentioned above, formulae for estimating K , at

and below the NDTT were derived. The final expressions are:

KT, (MPa/m) = 0.30 P_ Jo (at the NDTT) (1)
Id r

a n d

K (MPa\/~m) = 0 . 2 7 p / c ( b e l o w t h e NDTT) ( 2 )

where P is the fracture load in kN (see (1) above) and c, in mm, is

the semi-major axis of the thumbnail crack measured from the

fracture surface of the broken P-3 specimen. The above formulae

give K T, within +20%. KT, estimated at the NDTT (298K) and at 270KId — Id

were 98.0 MPa/m and 67.0 MPa,/m respectively. Lower bound values

can be taken as twenty percent less than the values obtained from

the above formulae.



Fig.1.24.3 Fracture Surface of a P-3 Drop-Weight
Specimen of 403 SS Showing Thumbnail Crack
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(3) K . to £~ (dynamic yield strength) Ratio at the NDTT: Assuming

that fracture at the NDTT occurs when the surface bending stress

equals the yield stress, the value obtained for the ' K
I d / ^ * J

 a t t n e

NDTT was 0.074 + 0.016/m". This is in excellent agreement with the

value of 0.075+ 0.015JUT reported for the same in recent

literature .

1. P.R. Sreenivasan, "Instrumented Drop-weight Testing of ASTM E 208

Standard P-3 Specimens of AISI 403 Martensitic Stainless Steel",

Report, Nuclear Power Board,Bombay, Jan. 1986.

2. P.M. Scott and T.W. Thorpe, Fatigue of Engg. Mater, and Structures,

4, 291 ( 1981).

3. W. Tyson and J. Harbec, Internatl. J. Fract., 2j>» 133 (1984).
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2. PHYSICAL METALLURGY SECTION

2.1 Microstructure - A Criterion for Superconductivity

(D. Sundararaman and V.S. Raghunathan)

Of the many criteria that exist to predict superconductivity,

the recent one is that, 'metastable states can give much higher

transition temperature, T than their corresponding equilibrium states'

seems to play a dominant role in many unfamiliar systems. Formation of

metastable phases is mainly governed by the extent of accommodation of

transformation strains in many of the phase reactions. This is especially

true of interstitial alloys involving elements like carbon, nitrogen and

oxygen. Since the elastic strain energy plays a dominant role in deciding

the sequence of intermediate states leading to the formation of a stable

phase, the strain fields associated with such metastable states can

explain the unusual behaviour of superconductivity in some systems.

The Ti-N system has been chosen to examine the validity of the

above mentioned criterion for the occurrence of superconductivity. The

Ti-2a/oN alloy on quenching from the jQ,-phase region, an enhancement in

T up to 3.5 K from that of 0.39 K for pure Ti, was observed. On ageing
c

" the alloy in the temperature interval 373-673 K, a steady degradation in

T was observed with no T for the samples aged at 673 K. Though many
c c

possible effects have been considered to explain this behaviour, only the

'strain field criterion1 seems to give a possible explanation of the

behaviour. In other words microstructural state of the alloy determines

the onset of T . The explanation is as follows : In the quenched state of
c

the alloy, the excess nitrogen is supersaturated in «C-matrix. Due to the

restricted solubility of nitrogen in oC-Ti at room temperature, nitrogen

rich clusters or zones develop and the sizes of the zones may not exceed
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hundred angstroms. As the transformation proceeds, zones develop into

ordered regions with a tetragonal structure. Since the product phase is

tetragonal, the associated volume strain is asymmetric in nature. Such

tetragonal strain centers grow in size and more metastable ordered

regions form. The strain field pattern can be visualised to be

distributed over a large volume of the matrix though with a smaller

amplitude. On continued depletion of nitrogen from the matrix, strain

fields tend to become localised with a larger amplitude. Such strained

regions can also be viewed as interfaces between the matrix and product

phases. From this picture it is suggested that once the strain field

interaction ceases to be long range in nature, T degradation is noticed.

Since the strain field pattern is truely manifested in the form

of microstructural variations, microstructure can also be considered as

one of the criteria for the superconductivity behaviour.

1. D. Sundararaman and V.S. Raghunathan, "Proc. Indo-German Seminar on

Trends and Technique in Mater. Res.", IGCAR, Kalpakkam, India (1986)

(In Press).

2.2 Phase Transformations in Ti-6a/oFe and Ti-6a/oFe-1.5a/oN Alloys

(D. Sundararaman, E. Mohandas and V.S. Raghunathan)

In many titanium base alloys it is well known that metastable

R-phase transforms by a martensitic or an omega reaction. The kinetics

of these reactions have been shown to depend on the nature of the solute

and the electron/atom ratio of the alloy. The Ti-6a/oFe and Ti-6a/oFe-

1.5a/oN alloys have been chosen to examine these effects. Quenching of

the high temperature £-phase produced hexagonal eC-phase which exhibited
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two distinct morphologies, one obeying Buerger's relation and the other

not conforming to any specific orientation relation. The retained R-

phase showed the existence of dynamical omega fluctuations as well as the

presence of fine omega precipitation. On introduction of nitrogen into

this Ti-6a/oFe alloy, it was observed that W-phase reaction was

suppressed completely. In addition, the martensite product so produced on

quenching has been formed to obey Buerger's relation. The supersaturated

nitrogen martensite, even quenching on to room temperature showed signs

of initial decomposition reacti'n according to

oC" ) oC + MN (?)

(M = Ti, Fe ; x = 0.3-0.5)

This precipitation reaction gives rise to the formation of lenticular

precipitates of tetragonal structure, uniformly dispersed inside the

lattice. The finer details of the effects of nitrogen on the u>-phase

reaction and nature of the transformations are described elsewhere

1. D. Sundararaman, E. Mohandas, V.S. Raghunathan and S. Ranganathan,

Trans. Ind. Inst. Metals, (In Press).

2.3 The 748 K Embrittlement in Fe-Cr Alloys

(M. Vijayalakshmi and V.S. Raghunathan)

The "748 K Embrittlement" in Fe-38w/oCr and Fe-54w/oCr alloys

has been confirmed by uniaxial tensile tests at 748 K, for samples aged

at 748 K for timings ranging from 125 to 5000 h. The high temperature

tensile tests at 748 K (Table 2.3.1) showed that the inherent ductility

at 748 K of the alloys was only 20%; the ductility further reduced to 8%

on ageing at 748 K for durations up to 5000 h. There was no significant
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change in the values of yield strength and ultimate tensile strength for

Fe-60%Cr alloy, while Fa-40%Cr alloy shows significant increase in both.

Scanning electron microscopy of the fracture surfaces revealed,

in general, a progressive change in the mode of failure with ageing time

at 748 K from ductile to mixed mode (intergranular and cleavage)

resulting finally in a cleavage failure.

Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) studies of the aged

samples do not indicate the presence of phase separation, probably due to

the negligible difference in the scattering factors for electrons of

iron-rich and chromium-rich domains. The TEM studies to identify a

possible change in the dislocation arrangement on testing after ageing

showed that the dislocation arrangement was random and remained the same

for various ageing durations-probably due to the high testing

temperature.

Table 2.3. 1

Results of High Temperature (748 K) Tensile Tests

Tensile Test Data
SI. Alloy Ageing time
No. composition at 748 K YS UTS Total

Elongation
(w/o) (h) (MPa) (MPa) (%)

0 360 500 19
1 38 500 510 640 11

_ _ _ — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ „ _ _ _ » - _ _ _ _ — _ _ _ — . — -».—• — — — — -«• — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

0 425 756 18
125 510 750 16

2 54 500 580 660 10
5000 590 665 8
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2.4 Effect of Nitrogen on ft-Phase Instability in a Ti-35a/o Nb Alloy

*
(A.L.E.Terrance, D.Sundararaman, V.S.Raghunathan and T.S.Radhakrishnan )

Commercial superconducting Ti-35a/o Nb alloy when quenched from

solution-annealing temperature of 1273 K or higher, retains the high

temperature B(bcc) phase. According to the equilibrium phase diagram

the alloy is supposed to be in cC(hcp) + [i region. As the

reaction is very sluggish at room temperature the retained (3 -phase

shows the instability. Dynamical fluctuation of a metastable lO

(hexagonal or trigonal) phase is a manifestation of this j?-phase

instability. This instability was identified from the streaking effects

in selected area diffraction pattern and the mottled contrast in electron

micrographs of this alloy. By ageing this alloy at 673 K results in

relieving the phase instability by the formation of isothermal iD-

phase and subsequent formation of oC phase.

Effect of nitrogen on the ft- phase instability was studied by

nitriding this alloy to various levels of nitrogen from 1a/o to- 3a/o. The

alloy was solution annealed at 1573 K for 30 minutes and quenched.

Electron microscopy of this alloy reveals that in addition to the (3-

phase, it contains small platelets of the size of 5 to 10 nm width and

100 to 500 nm length. These platelets were identified as hep ot phase as

a result of martensitic transformation as evident from Figs. 2.4.1 and

2.4.2. The same alloy was studied for characterising its superconducting

properties. The superconducting transition temperature T , observed was

7.85 K as opposed to 8.97 K of the unnitrided alloy. The degradation in

T Q is attributed to the fact that the phase instability of the

unnitrided alloy is relieved by the formation of oC phase in the nitrided

alloy.

*
Materials Science Laboratory, IGCAR



Fig.2.4.1 Electron Micrograph Showing
•6 Platelets

M artensitically F or m ed

Fig.2.4.2 Selected Area Diffraction Pattern from a Region of Fig.2.4.1

Revealing Both oC and [5 Phases. Zone Axis [111]_
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2.5 Interdiffusion in Nb-Ti System

(S. Siaroja and V.S. Raghunathan)

Interdiffusion studies in Nb-Ti system were carried out to

understand the diffusion mechanisms in the system. The Nb-Ti diffusion

couples were made from the pure metals and diffusion annealed in the

temperature range of 1173-1773 K for durations ranging from 4-150 h. The

measured zone widths were in the range of 50-170 um.

The concentration profiles were obtained by Electron Probe

Micro Analysis using K̂ , radiation of Ti and L^ radiation of Nb. The

concentration penetration curves obtained at different temperatures show

that there is considerable mixing of Nb and Ti. However, the profiles

exhibit a sharp decrease in the concentration of Nb between 20-30a/o Nb.

Concentration dependent interdiffusion coefficients (D) determined by the

Matano-Boltzmann analysis also showed a sharp decrease between 20-30a/o

Nb . As this behaviour was observed at all temperatures it could not be

attributed to low temperature effects which are characteristic of Ti

alloys, where low temperature phase transformation as well as defect-

aided diffusion, influence diffusion behaviour.

The temperature dependence of the interdiffusion coefficients

followed an Arrhenius behaviour i.e. D = D exp(-Q/RT), and the results
o

are shown in. Fig. 2.5.1. The values of Q and D obtained were in the

range of 160-215 kJ.mol" and 8.5 x 10~ -2.1 x 10~ m s~ respectively

for 10-50 a/o of Nb. The values of Q and D were lower than that expected

for monovacancy diffusion. The operation of other mechanisms such as

divacancy or low temperature phase transformations are possible

explanations for the lower values of Q and D .
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Fig.2.5.1 Arrhenius Plots of logD vs 1/T for Five Different Niobium Concentrations



Fig.2.5.2 Scanning Electron Micrograph of the
Nb-Ti Diffusion Couple Annealed at
1173 K for 150 h
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Microscopic observations revealed regions of different

microstructures on the Ti side of the diffusion interface, but no

significant feature on the Nb side. Figure 2.5.2 shows a typical

microstructure of a sectioned Nb-Ti diffusion couple. Microhardness

profiles taken across the diffusion interface show peaks with

considerably higher hardness values than either Nb or Ti. These led to

the speculation of an intermediate non-equilibrium phase being formed in

the interface during the cooling process. Studies on the alternative

diffusion mechanisms which could explain the above observations and the

lower values of Q and D are in progress.

1. S. Saroja and V.S. Raghunathan, "41st Ann. Tech. Meeting of the Ind.

Inst. Metals'; Trivandrum, India, Nov. (1987).

2.6 Analysis of Interdiffusion Data in Ni/Fe System

(Vaidehi Ganesan and V.S. Raghunathan)

The activation enthalpy for interdiffusion can be correleated

to thermodynamic data of the system like T and A H . for the
o mix

appropirate compositions. In the iron/nickel system for the iron

composition range 10-90 w/o, values of Q has been worked out accordingly.

The T_ and A H . values were taken from Hultgren et al . The heat of
S mix

sublimation, L g
e and L^1 of iron and nickel were determined from vapour

pressure data. The migration and formation energy of vacancies for pure

iron and nickel are also calculated using the same expression. The

experimental activation energy values for diffusion were compared with

the calculated values and were found to be higher. Our experimental

values are comparable with other experimental data available on the

system and any discrepancy could be attributed to the models used. It has
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been recognised that the variations in the physical property strongly

influence diffusion behaviour and the above discrepancies could be

resolved. For example the deviation of the solidus temperature from an

assumed ideal melting point of the alloy, A T is a parameter chosen to
s

correlate interdiffusion coefficients. The following correlation has been

suggested

_ D K A T

"D = exp ( --) ( 1)

^ A B R T

where D/oC is the thermodynamic activity corrected interdiffusion

coefficients and K is a constant. To verify this relation for Ni-Fe

system, from the available thermodynamic data the values of <£-.„ wereestimated. The ^1T values were obtained from phase diagram. The results
5

of analyses using these data are shown in Fig.2.6.1, wherein the

composition dependence of D, D/ °C and D are plotted in a

semilogarithmic scale for the temperature 1223 K. The analysis has been

done for the temperature 1373 K data also. In evaluating ~b by the above

expression a value assigned to K was 66.94 J.mol , following the

suggestion by Vignes and Birchenall . A linear relation was obtained

for the plot of log "5" against C confirming the validity of the model.

The values of the interdiffusion coefficients at '148 K and

1073 K were found to be higher than those obtained by extrapolation of

the high temperature data . In addition, metallography of the couples

reveal incipient recrystallisation near the interface at these

temperatures (Fig.2.6.2). Diffusion induced grain boundary migration

(DIGM) is a recently recognised phenomenon which leads to unexpected

grain boundary motion and vastly enhanced mass transport. One of the

manifestations of DIGM is the possibility of diffusion induced

recrystallization (DIR).
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Fig.2.6.1 V-B Analysis of Ni/Fe System at 1223 K



Fig.2.6.2 Recrystall ization Near
in Ni/Fe System at 1148 K

the Interface
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The Fe-Ni alloys containing less than 10% nickel are likely to

be in the °C+V phase field in the temperature range 1073-1173 K. If the

recrystallisation is due to the phase transformation occurring at these

temperatures, the recrystallisation will occur in the regions where

nickel is below 10w/o. Analyses of the composition profiles shew that the

recrystallisation has occurred near (10^-m) the interface indicating that

the recyrstallisation is not due to phase transformation but due to DIR

mechanism.

1. Hultgren et al, Selected values of Thermodynamic Properties of

Binary Alloys, Amer. Soc. for Metals,p.85 (1973).

2. A. Vignes and C.E. Birchenall, Acta Met., ^6,1117 (1968).

3. Vaidehi Ganesan, V. Seetharaman and V.S. Raghunathan, Mater.

Letters, 2.4A, 257 (1984).

2.7 Interdiffusion in an AISI 316L Stainless Steel/Nickel System

(Vaidehi Ganesan, V. Seetharaman and V.S. Raghunathan)

As a part of on-going research on interdiffusion of stainless

steel with component elements, work on AISI 316 L stainless steel/Ni

system was taken up and completed. Earlier experiments presented

difficulties during analyses. The difficulties pertain to anomalous

values of diffusion coefficients in the range 10-40% Ni and in the

temperature range 1273-1373 K. They were then repeated and interdiffusion

coefficients were calculated on the basis of Ni and Cr profiles

separately. The data were checked for their veracity following Zener's

hypothesis which correlates diffusion parameters, activation energy Q,

and frequency factor D through solidus temperature Tg as
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Fig.2.7.1 Zener's Relation in SS 316L/Nickel System;
Chromium and Nickel as Solute Elements
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Q
log D = + B

° RTs
The slopes of the plots of log D against Q/T are shown in Fig.2.7.1.

These values (of the order of 0.05 J~ .mol.K) are not too different from

the expected value of 1/R (0.12 J .mol.K). The measured activation

energy decreases, with increasing Cr concentration and increases with

nickel concentration. An effort has been made to relate the inter-

diffusion parameters to tracer diffusion values and the thermodynamic

properties of the system. In addition microstructural characterization of

the couple was carried out to check the possibility of diffusion induced

grain boundary migration in the system. Evidences for diffusion induced

recrystallization were obtained.

2.8 Quasicrystalline Phase in Rapidly Quenched Al-Mn, Al-Fe and Al-fo-Fe

Alloys : Microstructure and the Effect of Heat Treatment

*
(V.S. Raghunathan, G.A. Dixit and P. Kuppusami)

Considerable interest has been aroused in the study of quasi-

crystalline phases (qc phases) following the report of experiments by

Shechtman et al and Field and Fraser wherein it was shown that a

..rapidly cooled Al-14a/o Mn exhibited a phase showing five fold symmetry

in electron diffraction. This was attributed variously to the existence

of icosahedral point group symmetry and to the consequence of microscopic

twinning. Several hypotheses have been put forth to describe the atomic

arrangement in the qc-phase that include a quasi-periodic icosahedral

order and bond orientational order. An interesting approach is to

consider I-phase as three dimensional in-commensurate phase with spacings

and compositional modulations following a Fibonacci series.

Now with State University of New York, Stony Brook, New York, USA.
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Our early effort was to characterize the microstructure in

Al-Mn alloys. Based on the fact that Al-22a/o Mn showed completely qc-

phase and that alloys containing lesser amount of Mn showed the

coexistence of fee Al-phase, it was suggested that qc phase in the alloys

were of Al-22a/oMn composition. This was borne out by the contemporary

( 2)
results of stem-microanalyses data . It was also found that from the

streaking effects of electron diffraction pattern and corresponding

•striation in the qc phase that defects of stacking variations could exist

and that a heat treatment at 100 C renders the structure ""perfect".

An attempt has been made to prepare qc-phase containing Al-Mn,

Al-Fe and also ternary Al-Mn-Fe systems. The main findings were :

1) Fe atoms could substitute for Mn in the qc-phase up to about 50%. It

was noticed that 'd' values of 100000 and 110000 reflections of the

qc-phase obtained by X-ray diffraction showed systematic decrease

with increasing substitution of Fe in the phase (Fig.2.8.1).

2) Heat treatment in the range 338-423 K of the alloys do not seem

to have measurable effect on d-spacings of the qc-phase though

certain broadening of peaks occur, possibly as a result of

(4)
transformation to the T-phase

3) The Al-phase coexisting with the qc-phase appears to be pure

aluminium. This is independent of the composition of solutes in the

Al-Mn-Fe system. Heat treatment has no effect on the Al-phase. There

are reports suggesting some solubility of Mn or Fe in Al-phase

contradicting our findings. Careful microanalysis alone can resolve

these contradictions.

4) Microstructurally the qc-phase in Al-Mn, Al-Fe and Al-Mn-Fe are

similar and have predominantly two types of morphology,
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(i) the spherulitic, a collection of faceted aggregates of crystals

in a mosaic form and

(ii) a dendritic morphology. Clusters of crystals in a collection

often have identical orientation as observed by diffraction and

contrast in the image.

1. D. Shechtman et al, Phys. Rev. Letters, £3, 1951 (1984).

2. R.D. Field and H.L. Fraser, Mater. Sci. Engg., 6j}, L17 (1984).

3. G.A. Dixit and V.S. Raghjnathan, Scripta Met.,20, 195 (1986).

4. V.S. Raghunathan, G.A.Dixit and P. Kuppusami, Proc. Internatl. Conf.

"Metallic and Semi-Conducting Glasses, MSG-86", Hyderabad, Dec. (1986)

2.9 Transmission Electron Microscopy Study of an AISI 316 Stainless Steel

Plasma-Nitrided at 823 K

(P. Kuppusami, D. Sundararaman and V.S. Raghunathan)

In order to facilitate the transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) sample preparation, plasma-nitriding was carried out at 823 K in a

commercial grade AISI 316 stainless steel samples of 0.1 mm thickness.

Samples for TEM study were prepared by polishing electrolytically with

10% perchloric acid in 90% acetic acid followed by further thinning in a

solution containing CrO in 100 ml of orthophosphoric acid. During this

process it was noticed that nitrided layers tended to loose their

integrity owing to their extreme brittleness. However, it was possible to

get some good electron-transparent regions suitable for TEM examination.

Selected area diffraction methods were used to identify the

various particle morphologies. Results of the complex diffraction

patterns containing superimposed spots from various nitride particles

-made the analysis very difficult. This was overcome by microdiffraction
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technique where the size of the incident electron probe is reduced to

about 0.1|uun. The globular or irregularly shaped particles were

identified to be y-Fe^N. The lamellar aggregates were found to be CrN

(Fig.2.9.1). The respective microdiffraction patterns are shown in the

insert in the figure. The specific lamellar morphology of the CrN phase

seems to suggest a precipitation process from a supersaturated matrix

( Vog)- The reaction could be classified as follows :

^ss * v + CrN

The appearance of the lamellar colonies with respect to their spacing and

sizes have the resemblance to discontinuous reactions. There is a further

evidence to the above mechanism that the matrix adjacent to the interface

exhibits a mottled contrast as shown in Fig.2.9.2. No unique diffraction

effects corresponding to this contrast could be noticed. It is believed

to have resulted from a pre-precipitation phenomenon due to the formation

of substitutional-interstitial (nitrogen) solute atom clusters/ zones in

the supersaturated matrix.

The effect of diffusion annealing on the shape and size of the

lamellar colonies were also studied . Fine lamellar colonies (~30 nm)

form in the cyclic plasma-nitrided samples (Fig.2.9.3) while coarser

colonies ( > 70 nm) form in the conventional plasma-nitriding process for

identical times of treatment. A uniform distribution of lamellar colonies

is another characteristic feature of the cyclic plasma-nitrided samples.

The present process is favourably enhanced during the diffusion annealing

process. But the possible mechanism for the influence of diffusion

annealing on the spacing of the lamellar colonies is not yet clear.



Fig.2.9.1 Lamellar
V +CrN

Colonies of
(B.F. Image,

823 K, 12 h). Inset
shows the Microdiff-
raction of CrN

Fig.2.9.2 Mottled Contrast Near
the Subsurface/Austenite
Interface (B.F. Image,
823 K, 12 h)

0.17M*n

Fig.2.9.3 Microstructure of V+CrN Colonies (B.F.
Image, Cyclic Plasma-Nitrided at 823 K, 12 h)
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1. D. Sundararaman, P. Kuppusami and V.S. Raghunathan, "Natl. Symp.

Advances in Surface Treatment of Metals" (ASTOM-87), BARC, Bombay

Oct. (1987).

2. P. Kuppusami, D. Sundararaman and V.S. Raghunathan, Proc. "Second

Internatl. Conf. Surface Enggl1, Stratford-upon Avon, London, June

(1987).

2.10 A Comparative Study of the Plasma-Nitriding Behaviour of an AISI Type

316 Stainless Steel and a Microalloyed Steel

(P. Kuppusami, D. Sundararaman and V.S. Raghunathan)

A commercial grade 316 stainless steel samples (dimension

15 x 10 x 0.5 mm) and microalloyed samples (discs of 24 mm diameter and

3 mm thick) were metallographically prepared and nitrided by a glow

discharge process. The nitriding temperatures used for stainless steel

were in the range 673-973 K and for microalloyed steel in the range 623-

823 K. To improve the efficiency of the nitriding process, the stainless

steel samples were subjected to a cyclic plasma-nitriding process . On

the other hand, for the microalloyed steel the cyclic plasma-nitriding

was not a necessary step and a plasma-nitriding step alone suffices.

The results of the X-ray analysis on the depth-profiling of ths

nitrided surfaces of both the steels are shown in the schematic

diagram (Fig.2.10.1). It is clear that in type 316 stainless steel the

layer is made up of an iron rich zone consisting of £-Fe2N, £-Fe3N-Fe2N

and v'~
FeAN followed by a zone containing chromium nitride. In contrast,

in the microalloyed steel the zone is made up of mainly €.-Fe3N, £-Fe3N-

Fe_N and J-Fe.N followed by <J-Fe.H precipitation in subsurface.

The surface hardness measurements on these steels (nitrided at

different temperatures) were also carried out. The results indicated
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Surface: €-Fe3N-Fe2N,
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Fig.2.10.1 Schematic Presentation of the Constitution
of the Nitrided Layer Obtained on Type 316
Stainless Steel and a Microalloyed Steel
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that there exists an optimum temperature for maximum hardness for each

steel. Under the identical plasma nitriding conditions, the stainless

steel showed a maximum hardness for the sample nitrided at 823 K and for

the microalloyed steel at 773 K. This suggests that stainless steels

containing higher concentration of alloying elements have to be nitrided

at relatively higher temperatures for the precipitation of the alloy-

nitride phase of optimum particle size and density.

Microhardness measurements along the depth of the nitrided

layer were carried out on the samples which were edge-preserved by thin

deposition of nickel. Figure 2.10.2 shows the hardness-depth profiles

obtained on the stainless steel and microalloyed steel nitrided under

similar conditions. In nitrided stainless steel, the peak hardness is

observed at a distance of 10 pm and there is an abrupt fall in the

hardness value to 400 HV at 25 urn from the surface. This indicates a

sharp interface between the nitrided case and the matrix. However, the

microalloyed steel exhibits a steady decrease in hardness values with

respect to distance. The difference in the behaviour of the hardness

profile of the nitrided steels could be attributed to the concentration

of the alloying element, the interaction of the alloying element and

nitrogen arid upon the ease of nucleation of a nitride phase

• 1. D. Sundararaman, P. Kuppusami and V.S. Raghunathan, Surface and

Coatings Technology, 29_, 343 (1987).

2. P. Kuppusami, D. Sundararaman and V.S. Raghunathan, (Unpublished

Work)

3. B.J. Lightfoot and D.H. Jack, Proc. Conf. "Heat Treatment '73", The

Metals Society, London, P.248, (1973).
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2.11 Electro-Migration of Hydrogen

*
(P. Parameswaran, K. Govinda Rajan , U. Kamachi Mudali and V.S. Raghunathan)

The phenomenon by which a directed flow of atoms occurs in a

metallic specimen when a direct current is applied, is called electro-

migration (EM). This finds wide technological interest because of :

(i) its deleterious effect on the thin film circuitry

(ii) its frutiful application in the purification of metals like Ta, Nb

and Zr to a higher degree and

(iii) its potential use as techniqe to study impurity-host interaction

Present work is aimed at obtaining EM data in zircaloy-2 and zirconium

with a view to reducing the hydrogen level in zircaloy by this method.

The EM is a solid state purification technique . It can be

carried out at low temperatures. Hence, the EM becomes a relevant

technique for zircalloy structurals so as to retain the metallurgical

features. The EM experiments were carried out on Zr-2 samples of 50 mm

length, 7 mm width and 150 fxm thick. They were vacuum annealed and

charged with hydrogen electrolytically using a potentiostatic technique.

The concentrations were estimated from the hydrogen induced resistivity

increase.

Five platinum wires of 0.2 mm diameter were spot-welded on to

the specimen. They serve as potential leads to monitor the electrical

resistance variation that occurs during the EM. In comparison to the

other available techniques, this resistivity method is very sensitive and

non-destructive. With the result, a number of runs can be made on the

same sample.

The cell (Fig.2. 11.1) for carrying out EM consists of an oil

bath which can be maintained at temperatures ranging from 333-473 K using

Materials Science Laboratory, IGCAR.
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Fig.2.11.1 Schematic Diagram of Cell Assembly
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Fig.2.11.2 Block Diagram of Electro-Migration
Apparatus
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a power proportional temperature controller (Fig.2.11.2). A constant

current source is used to deliver the electro-migration current.

Potential leads from the specimen carry the voltage signals to the micro-

voltmeter. In the EM experiments, a current density of 4.5 x 10 -5 x 10

A/m was used. The experiments were conducted at 423 K. The time

required to achieve steady state was of the order of 3 to 5 days. The

voltage versus time curves for the five sections along the specimen

length inJicated a depletion of impurity in the anode end and an increase

in the csthode end.

1. D.A. Blackburn, Electro and Thermo-Transport in Metals and Alloys,

R.E. Hummel and H.B. Huntington (Eds)>Metallurgical Soci.

AIME, p.20 (1976).

2. J.D. Verhoeven, J. Metals, J_8, 26 (1966).

2.12 Failure Analysis of a Boiler Feed Pump

(V.S. Raghunathan, H.S. Khatak and S. Vaidyanathan)

Impellars of boiler feed water pumps at MAPS failed repeatedly

after only a few hundred hours of operation. The impellars were made of a

martensitic stainless steel, and were manufactured by sand casting to

stringent specificatiors. Visual examination revealed a systematic

failure in the sanie, the cracks always initiated at the outer periphery

of the shroud and the exit point of vane. Detailed metallurgical

investigations were done by conventional metallographic methods including

optical and scanning electron microscopy as well as composition analysis

by EDAX techniques. The appearances of the crack and its propagation

leading to breaking of parts of impellar suggested a sharp notch or

stress raising situations. Microstructural examination revealed that the



Fig.2.12.1 Showing a Cluster of Defects. Some of
Them Contain MnS Inclusions

Fig.2.12.2 Fracture Surface in the Fast Propagation
Region; Shows the Multiple Branching
Cracks
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impellar casting had significant amounts of porosities as well as

shrinkage cavities. There were also a large number of MnS inclusions. A

notable feature was that these defects occurred as cluster of large

number of defects. Eventhough the individual sizes of defects rarely

exceeded about 50 pm, the cluster sizes were often greater than 0.1 mm

(Fig.2. 12.1). The investigations lead to the conclusion that the

undesirable combination of stress concentration and casting defects like

porosities and inclusions resulted in crack initiation. The SEM

examination showed (Fig.2.12.2) typical features of fast fracture

(cleavage type) caused by overload in brittle materials.

Based on the analysis, it was possible to say that the crack

initiation took place early due to a combination of material defect and

stress raising situations. Heavy overloads occurring in the structure

were demonstrated. Recommendations were made indicating the need to

improve the quality of casting and for re-evaluating the design features

of the component.

2.13 Report on the Analysis of Failed Bolts of Turbine Gland-Housing at MAPS-1

(D. Sundararaman, R.K. Dayal and V.S. Raghunathan)

It was reported that a set of bolts used as fasteners in the

turbine gland housing of MAPS-1 failed almost simultaneously resulting in a

damage to the turbine gland housing and secondary damage to the turbine

diaphram on the low pressure side. It was further reported that two of

these bolts had corrosion marks on the fracture surface. The vibration

amplitude in this region of the turbine generator system was reported to

be rather high of the order of 60 urn in amplitude.

Microstructural examination on the longitudinal cross section of

the failed bolts as well as a bolt from another gland which had not
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failed was examined. The microstructure of the transverse and

longitudinal cross sections of bolts revealed that the bolts are

normalized mild steel with grain size in the range ASTM No.7-8. The

average macrohardness of the sample is 160 VHN. The hardness values on

the threads were higher and were 230 VHN. Both the failed and unfailed

bolts show larger inclusions such as MnS at the threads. Other types of

inclusions were relatively low. Cracks are seen to emanate from the roots

of the threads near the fracture and show a branching behaviour. At low

magnifications, the fracture surface reveals the presence of beach marks

in a few places, indicating a possible fatigue mechanism of failure. This

is supported by the presence of cracks orginating from the roots of

threads close to the fracture surface. It is felt that fatigue loading

seen by the bolts (because of high vibrations) adds to the cause of

failure event.

The major finding is that more that 90% of the area has

cleavage fracture with well defined river-line pattern and cleavage

tongues. Near the shear lip area extensive ductile fracture was noticed.

From the predominant cleavage fractures observed and the corrosion

products namely iron sulphide detected on the fracture surface, it was

inferred that corrosion plays a role in the fracture of the bolts by

indicating the cracks on the surface. This could be attributed to the

fact that MoS used as a lubricant could react with steam or water at

about 373 K leading to sulphidizing of ferritic steels.

The following recommendations were made for improvements :

i) The analyses showed that stress corrosion cracking assisted by

fatigue situation caused by high vibration levels are the causes of

failure. Therefore it was recommended to damp the vibrations using a

symmetric fastening of the gland housing.
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ii) The analyses suggested that MoS. lubricant could provide the

environment necessary to cause stress corrosion cracking and hence

it is better to avoid this lubricant atleast at those locations

which are likely to see higher than the normal stresses under

operating conditions. If use of MoS is unavoidable, a non-porous

coating of nickel or cadmium on the bolts would reduce the severity

of the environment. One could even think of galvanised bolts,

iii) Since a tempered martensitic structure is more resistant to

vibration fatigue than the ferritic-pearlite structure of the mild

steels used, it is suggested that a suitable medium carbon or low

alloy steel may be used for the material of the bolts.

2.14 Failure Analysis in the Process Sea Water Pump (PSWP) and Condenser

Cooling Water Pump (CCWP) in MAPS

(M. Vijayalakshmi, T.P.S. Gill and V.S. Raghunathan)

Repeated failure of different components of water pumps in MAPS

was reported. The impeller guide piece of PSWP 1, after 31,000 h

operation, studs at various locations in CCWP 10, after 3500 h of

operation and casing of the shaft of CCWP were found to have been damaged

(Table 2.14.1 for details).

By carrying out visual examination, in-situ metallography as

well as metallography of corroded and failed components, it has been

inferred that

•i) damage to the guide piece has taken place by a combination of

mechanical (owing to particles like shells etc) and electrochemical

(owing to flowing sea water) action.
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Table 2.14. 1

Data Regarding the Failure

1. Damaged Components : a. Impellar Guide Piece in PSWP-1

b. Studs in location B,C and D

c. Casting of the shaft

2. Operating Conditions and Specifications

(a) Material of Impeller Guide Nickel cast iron

Piece and Shaft Protection Conforming to IS 3/4 2749-
Pipe 1964, AFG : IB

(b) Chemical composition of AFG:IB (w/o)

Si Mn Ni Cu Cr

3 max 1-28 1-1.5 13.5-17.5 5.5-7.5 2-3.5

(c) Stud Materials : AISI 410 Stainless Steel

(d) Chemical composition of AISI 410 S.S (w/o)

Mn Si Cr

0.15 max 1.00 max 1.00 max 11.50-13.50

(e) Design Capacities

(f) Rpm

(g) Sea water PH

PSWP pump : 63,000 gpm

CCWP pump : 60,000 gpm

496

8.5
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ii) frequent failure of the studs has been attributed to nucleation of a

large number of radial cracks, which could have grown leading to

failure, when there is an accidental increase in radial shear stress

or asymmetry of the stress axis and

iii) shearing of the casing as a consequence of failure of supporting

studs.

The following remedial actions have been recommended to avoid

repeated failure of these components.

I. Damage to the guide piece can be limited by :

(a) adjusting the operating conditions and pump characteristics to avoid

conditions conducive to cavitation.

(b) replacing the present bitumen-coating by elastomer-coating, if

cavitation conditions are present.

(c) choosing cast type 316 stainless steel as construction material

since it has been resistance to cavitation damage than AFG-1B in sea

water.

II. Frequent failure of studs can be avoided by

(a) using studs with higher hardness of 400 VHN i.e. in their

martensitic state rather than presently used studs with 200 VHN.

(b) fabricating the studs with MONEL instead of stainless steel.
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3. CHEMICAL METALLURGY SECTION

3.1 Effect of Cold-Work on the Oxidation Resistance of Ferritic Steels

(A.S. Khanna, J.B. Gnanamoorthy and P. Rodriguez)

In several alloys, prior cold-work has been found to have a

beneficial effect on the oxidation resistance. This has been attributed

mainly to the faster diffusion of the alloying elements through the

modified dislocation network structure formed as a result of cold-work.

The additional diffusion paths thus resulting help in the faster

transportation of the element to the metal surface; which generally forms

a protective layer. To a lesser extent, development of texture as a

result of cold-work, has also been found to favour the enhanced oxidation

resistance.

In the present work ferritic chrome-moly steels have been

studied in air, oxygen and steam at temperatures in the range of 773 to

1173 K. The higher temperatures, namely, 1073 and 1173 K were mainly

chosen to study the effect of prior cold-work (CW) on the initiation of

breakaway oxidation and the post-breakaway rates. Specimens of 1/2 Cr-

1/4 Mo steel, 2 1/4Cr-1Mo steel and 9Cr-lMo steel under various degrees

of prior cold-work, ranging from 20 to 90% were used. Experiments were

carried out in a Mettler TAI thermobalance for short durations up to

24 h, while long duration experiments (r^1000 to 2000 h) were carried out

in a muffle furnace.

In general, enhanced oxidation was observed for 2 t/4Cr-1Mo,

and 9Cr-1Mo steels in air and oxygen. For 1/2Cr-J/4 Mo steel, the

oxidation rate increased with cold-work up to about 500 h and there was

no systematic relation between degree of cold work and extent of
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oxidation afterwards. It was found that at 873 Kr after 1000 h, the 40%

CW sample showed the lowest weight gain, while 60% CW sample th<; highest.

The weight gain in 20% CW sample was just close to that in 60% CW sample.

Samples after oxidation were analysed for scale structure,

scale composition and morphology. Based upon these analyses a suitable

mechanism is proposed for the enhanced oxidation resistance of these

steels as a result of cold-work. Texture coefficient on the cold-worked

specimens of 2 1/4Cr-1Mo and 9Cr-1Mo steel specimens showed that a (110)

texture exists in the cold-worked samples. This could also be one of the

reasons for better oxidation resistance of CW alloys compared to that of

annealed ones.

1. A.S. Khanna, J.B. Gnanamoorthy and P. Rodriguez, Proc. 10

Internatl. Congress on Metallic Corrosion (ICMC), Madras, India,

Vol.IV, pp.3463-3473 (1987).

3.2 Oxidation Kinetics, Breakaway Cfetidation and Inversion Phenomenon in

9Cr-1Mo Steels

(A.S. Khanna, P. Rodriguez and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

The oxidation behaviour of 9Cr-1Mo ferritic steels has been

studied in air, oxygen and steam at 1 atmosphere pressure at various

temperatures . Long term experiments in air were carried out in the

temperature range of 773 to 1073 K by measuring the weight gains after

regular intervals of time. Short term tests in oxygen and air in the

range 773 to 1123 K were carried out using a continuous recording

balance. Short term experiments in steam were carried out using a special

atmosphere furnace attached to the thermogravimetric balance.
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It was noticed that all the three steels with different silicon

contents (Table 3.2.1) showed lower weight gain at 973 K oxidation

compared to that at 873 K oxidation. This phenomenon was termed as

inversion phenomenon. It was found that the mechanism of oxidation

switches over to selective oxidation of Cr at 973 K compared to the

general oxidation of Fe and Cr at lower temperatures. This ao*i'lts in

lower oxidation resistance and hence more weight gain at these

temperatures (873 K and below) where a mixed oxide of Fe and Cr is

formed. At 973 K, however, owing to selective oxidation a more protective

Cr 0 lkyer is formed which results in lower oxidation rate.

At and above 1173 K, all the steels underwent breakaway

oxidation. Time to initiate the breakaway was lower in high Si steel

compared to the low Si one. The mechanism responsible for the breakaway

oxidation was mainly due to the depletion of Cr in the underlying alloy

as a result of selective oxidation of Cr. This has resulted in the

formation of a thick iron oxide layer over a thin inner high Cr spinel

layer. The contributions owing to the mechanical cracking of the scale to

cause breakaway oxidation cannot be however ruled out as th>2 acoustic

emission (AE) technique has given large AE activity during the initiation

of breakaway oxidation.

1. A.S. Khanna, P. Rodriguez and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, Cfcidn. Metals,

171 (1986).
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Table 3.2.1

Chemical Conposition of the Steels Used

Type of Composition (w/o)
Steel

Cr Mo Mn Si P S C Nb Fe

9Cr-1Mo 9.1 0.86 0.53 0.90 0.014 0.005 0.13 Balance
(high Si)

9Cr-1Mo 8.7 1.0 0.53 0.47 0.012 0.008 0.11 Balance
(low Si)

9Cr-1Mo- 8.46 1.02 0.46 0.41 0.001 0.004 0.083 0.072 Balance
Nb

3.3 Effect of Various Heat Treatments on the Oxidation Behaviour of

2 1/4Cr-tMo Steel

(A.S. Khanna, R.K. Singh Ramaxi and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

The 2 1/4Cr-iMo ferritic steels are important materials used

for various moderate temperature application. This alloy is generally

used in the normalised and tempered condition as is adopted in FBTR,

Kalpakkam. However, in U.S.A., the practice is to use the alloy in

quenched and tempered condition. It is expected that the oxidation

behaviour would be different depending upon the alloy microstructure. In

this study, therefore, an attempt has been made to investigate the effect

of various heat treatments on the oxidation behaviour of this

material

The 2 1/4Cr-1Mo steel was used in the following conditions :

a) heat treated at 1123 K for 2 h and air cooled;

b) heat treated at 1373 K for 0.5 h and air cooled;

c) heat treated at 1373 K for 0.5 h and water quenched;
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d) heat treated at 1223 K for 2 h, air cooled and tempered at

1023 K for 2 h; and

e) heat treated at 1373 K for 0.5 h, and furnace cooled.

The corresponding microstructures were found to be respectively

a) ferrite and bainite;

b) mainly bainite with little ferrite;

c) mostly bainite;

d) tempered bainite; and

e) ferrite plus pearlite

Oxidation tests were carried out at 873, 973, 1073 and 1173 K

in air in a Mettler TAI thsrmobalance for a duration of 6 h. A long term

test of about 2000 h was carried out in a muffle furnace at 773 K.

Oxidation kinetics were in general parabolic in nature. Breakaway

oxidation followed by linear oxidation kinetics was observed at 1173 K.

On comparing the parabolic rate constants at various temperatures it was

found that the tempered samples showed the lowest oxidation rate and

those quenched from 1373 K the highest.

Detailed microstructural evaluation has been carried out to

relate the oxidation behaviour with the microstructure. SEH/EDAX and EPMA

analyses have been carried out to correlate the changes in oxide scale

compostion, morphologies etc. with the microstructure.

1. A-S. Khanna, R.K. Singh Raman and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, Proc. 10

Internatl. Congress on Metallic Corrosion, Madras, India, Vol.IV,

pp.3453-3462 (1987).
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3.4 Application of Acoustic Emission Technique in the Study of High

Temperature Oxidation

(A.S. Khanna, B.B. Jha and Baldev Raj)

The fact that acoustic emission (AE) technique is capable of

detecting the initiation of microcracks in the surface oxide films was

utilized in studying the initiation of breakaway oxidation and in situ

spalling of the oxide scales formed on metals and alloys at high

temperatures. The technique has been successfully applied to detect the

breakaway oxidation in 2 1/4Cr-1Mo and 9Cr-1Mo steels , in situ

scale spalling and internal scale cracking on these materials and

anomalous behaviour of the copper oxide formed at 773 K

Time domain , frequency domain and amplitude distribution

( 2)
modes were used to study the above mentioned phenomena. Using time

domain mode it was possible to detect the initiation of cracking in the

scale as well as the intensity of various signals arising from different

phenomena, viz, prebreakaway, post-breakaway and spalling. In frequency

domain, it was possible to find out exactly in terms of their frequencies

to differentiate various phenomena mentioned above. Amplitude

distribution is a powerful technique which reflects on the energetics of

these phenomena.

The AE results have been corroborated with the corresponding

thermogravimetric (TG) results. A good correlation has been found between

the results obtained using these techniques . For studying the in situ

spalling and the effect of thermal cycling on the scale integrity, the AE

technique is complementary to that of TG technique.
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The potential of this technique is being explored for on-line

monitoring applications for detecting the phenomena like scale

degradation owing to spalling, exfoliation in steam generator tubes and

several other high temperature application materials.

1. A.S. Khanna, B.B. Jha and Baldev Raj, Qxidn. Metals, 22, 159 (1985).

2. B.B. Jha, A.S. Khanna and Baldev Raj, J. Mater. Sci., (In Press)

3. A.S. Khanna, B.B. Jha and Baldev Raj, Oxidn. Metals, 2]_, 97 (1987).

4. B.B. Jha, Baldev Raj and A.S. Khanna, ibid, 26, 263 (1986).

5. A.S. Khanna, B.B. Jha and Baldev Raj, J. Acoustic Emission (In Press)

3.5 Applicability of EPR Technique for Assessing Intergranular Corrosion

Susceptibility of Cold-Worked Type 304 SS

(N. Parvathavarthini, R.K. Dayal, S.K. Seshadri and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

The ASTM standard methods for determining the susceptibility to

intergranular corrosion are time consuming, destructive and only

qualitative. Electrochemical methods such as the Electrochemical

Potentiokinetic Reactivation method (EPR) are rapid, non-destructive and

quantitative. The possibility of using EPR technique to determine the

degree of sensitization (DOS) in cold-worked type 304 SS (AVESTA) was

examined in the present study . From the results of experiments carried

out on this material by single loop method, peak current density and

reactivation charge density were determined and from double loop

experiments ratio of reactivation-to activation-peak current densities

was determined. All the three parameters were found to follow a similar

trend for all the cold-worked samples (viz., 0 to 25% reduction in

*
Department of Metallurgical Engineering, IIT, Madras.
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thickness by cold-rolling) aged at different temperatures for various

durations of time. These results were also confirmed by performing EPR

tests starting from the transpassive range. Iso-charge curves were drawn

along with Time-Temperature -Sensitization (TTS) curves which were

determined as per ASTM standard A262 practice E (Pig.3.5.1). The results

of EPR experiments indicated that EPR parameters are dependent on the

ageing temperature and that none of the isocharge curves fully matches

with the TTS curves. Desensitized materials (aged for longer durations'Of

time) showed higher EPR values compared to the materials sensitized close

to the demarcation line of sensitization/non sensitization regions of TTS

curves. Considerable scatter in the charge values were observed in EPR

results, probably due to the defective passive film and/or matrix

precipitation of carbides. Thus EPR parameters are found to be dependent

upon the ageing temperature and the degree of cold-work (Fig.3.5.2) and

hence DOS of an as-received material which could have seen varying

thermal history and cold-work cannot be determined from EPR values alone

unless the results are supplemented by ASTM standard tests.

1. N. Parvathavarthini, R.K. Dayal, S.K. Seshadri and J.B.Gnanamoorthy,

Proc. 10 Internatl. Congress on Metallic Corrosion, Madras, India,

Vol.IV, pp.4039-4046 (1987).

3.6 Corrosion-Microstructure Correlation Studies on an AISI Type 316 L SAW

Weld Metal

(U. Kamachi Mudali, T.P.S. Gill, V. Seetharaman and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

Submerged Arc Welding (SAW) process is being used in the

welding of thick section structural components of Liquid Metal Fast

Breeder Reactors (LMFBRs). The various welding parameters and the service
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conditions lead to drastic changes in the microstructure of the weld

metals and this affects the corrosion and mechanical properties of the

components. in the present work ' an attempt has been made to study

the effect of heat input and stress-relieving heat treatment on the

pitting corrosion and microstructure of SAW weld metal. Four weld pads of

AISI type 316 L stainless steel having different heat inputs viz., 1.73,

2.58, 4.08 and 5.77 kJ.mm were prepared by the SAW process. The delta-

ferrite content of the weld specimens was measured using a Magne-Gage and

it was found to be around 8 FN for all conditions. The distribution and

morphology of the second phases like delta-ferrite, sigma and M_,C were
23 6

studied using both optical and electron microscopy techniques such as SEM

and TEM. The EPMA profile across the delta-ferrite showed the progressive

segregation of Cr and Mo with increasing heat input. The pitting

corrosion resistance of the weld specimens in acidic chloride medium was

studied by determining the critical pitting potential, Epp, above which

pits are found to nucleate and grow, using potentiodynamic anodic

polarization method. The Epp values are found to decrease as the heat

input is increased (Fig.3.6.1). Pits were found to initiate at delta-

ferrite/austenite interface and chromium depleted zones of M_,C.

carbides.

Stress-relieving heat treatment at 873 K for 200 h, 973 K for

20 h and 1073 K for 10 h was given and the changes in the pitting

corrosion resistance and microstructure were studied. The E values are

found to decrease and remain constant irrespective of heat input

(Fig.3.6.1). The sigma phase present was separated using a phase

extraction technique and it was estimated to be around 4.5 w/o for all

conditions. The pits were found to initiate at sigma/austenite interface
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and grow into austenite phase.

1. V. Kamachi Mudali, T.P.S. Gill, V. Seetharaman and J.B. Gnanamoorthy,

Proc. Natl. Welding Seminar-1986, Indian Institute of Welding,

Madras, India, p.265 (1986).

2. T.P.S. Gill, U. Kamachi Mudali, V. Seetharaman and J.B. Gnanamoorthy,

Corrosion, NACE (In Press).

3.7 Pitting, Crevice and Intergranular Corrosion Resistances of Titanium

Modified Austenitic Stainless Steel

(U. Kamachi Mudali, R.K. Dayal, V. Seetharaman and J.B.Gnanamoorthy)

The pitting, crevice and intergranular corrosion resistances of

titanium modified low carbon austenitic stainless steels with a nominal

composition of 15Cr-15Ni-2.5Mo-0.24Ti were found superior to type 316

stainless steel. Potentiodynamic anodic polarization studies carried out

in a neutral chlorida medium (0.5 M NaCl) showed higher critical pitting

and crevice potentials (Table 3.7.1). The immersion tests conducted in a

boiling solution containing (by w/o) 11% H2SO4 + 3% HCl + 1% CuCl2 +
 1%

FeCl for 24 h showed lower mdd values. Sensitization studies carried out

by following ASTM A262 practices A and E and EPR tests on samples heat

treated at 923 K for 1 and 50 h showed a better resistance to

intergranular corrosion than that for type 316 stainless steel

(Table 3.7.2). The elemental analyses across the pit sites indicated the

presence of titanium and decrease in the levels of Cr and Mo. The

improved pitting and crevice corrosion resistance of this alloy is

attributed to the stabilization of the passive film by titanium addition.

The presence of titanium also delays the nucleation of M^Cg carbides and

retards their growth by forming Tic and TiN. Hence the localized
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corrosion resistance of this alloy is attributed to the presence of

titanium in the solid solution.

1. U. Kamachi Mudali, R.K. Dayal, V. Seetharaman and J.B. Gnanamoorthy,

Proc. Internatl. Congress on Metallic Corrosion, Madras, India,

Vol.IV, pp.3213-3223 (1987).

Table 3.7.I

Critical Pitting (E ) and Crevice (E ) Potentials in Neutral Chloride Mudium
— ± pp c c

15Cr/15Ni/2.5Mo/ 15Cr/15Ni/2.5Mo/
316 SS 0.25 Ti 0.34 Ti

E {mV versus SCE) +540
PP

E (mV versus SCE) +230
cc

+ 660

+ 370

+600

+ 340

Table 3.7.2

IGC Test Results

Alloy
Heat

treatment

10% Oxalic
acid etch test
microstructure

Cu-CuSO EPR Test
-H SO Charge2Q
U-5end (mC/cm )

test

15Cr/15Ni/ 1 h at 923 K
2.5Mo/

0.21Ti 50 h at 923 K

step 7.29

step 54.6

step 28.8

dual No cracks 162.1
observed

15Cr/15Ni/ 1 h at 923 K
2.5MO/

0.34 Ti 50 h at 923 K
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•8 Effect of Heat Input on the Microstructure and Pitting Corrosion

Resistance of Nitrogen Added Type 304 SS Weld Metal

(U. Kamachi Mudali, T.P.S. Gill, R.K. Dayal and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

Nitrogen addition to the austenitic stainless steel weld metals

has been found to improve the pitting corrosion resistance and changed

the microstructure to that of complete austenitic . In the present work

the influence of various welding parameters and the nitrogen level on the

changes in microstructure and pitting corrosion resistance were

(2)
studied . Autogenous GTA welds of AISI type 304 SS were prepared, by

mixing various proportions of nitrogen gas (0-4 vol%) with the shielding

argon gas and changing the heat input by increasing the welding current

as 100, 150, 200 and 250 A. The delta-ferrite measurement by Magne-Gage

showed decreasing values of FN as the nitrogen level was increased. The

optical microscopic observation showed the change of solidification mode

from primary delta-ferrite to primary austenite as the nitrogen level was

increased. The resistance to pitting corrosion was studied by potentio-

dynamic anodic polarization method in a neutral ch?.oride medium (0.5 M

NaCl) by determining the critical pitting potential, E . The pitting

corrosion resistance was found to increase as the nitrogen level was

increased at all heat input levels. However, as the heat input was

increased the pitting corrosion resistance decreased at all nitrogen

levels (Fig.3.6.1). At low nitrogen levels the pitting attack was at

delta-ferrite/austenite interface, and at high heat input/nitrogen levels

the pitting attack was at the austenite grain boundaries (Figs.3.8.2(a)

and (b)).

1. U. Kamachi Mudali, R.K. Dayal, T.P.S. Gill and J.B. Gnanamoorthy,

Werkstoffe und Korros., 37, 637 (1986).
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Fig.3.8.2 SEM Micrographs of Pitted Specimens;

( a) at Low Nitrogen Level and

( b) at High Nitrogen Level
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2. U. Kamachi Mudali, T.P.S. Gill, R.K. Dayal and J.B. Gnanamoorthy,

Proc. Internatl. Welding Conf., Ind. Inst. Welding, New Delhi,

India, pp.465-476 (1987) .

3.9 Influence of Nitrogen Addition on Microstructure and Pitting Corrosion

Resistance of Austenitic Weld Metals

(U. Kamachi Mudali, R.K. Dayal, T.P.S. Gill and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

A study to investigate the role of nitrogen in improving the

pitting corrosion resistance of types 316 and 304 stainless steel weld

metals has been attempted, the details of which are given elsewhere

Weld metals were prepared by autogenous TIG welding process with argon-

nitrogen mixture as the shielding gas. As the vol% of N (0-10) in the

shielding gas was increased, the weld metal nitrogen content was also

found to increase (Fig.3.9.1). Delta-ferrite measurements made with

Magne-Gage showed the absence of delta-ferrite in all the weld samples of

type 316" stainless steel whereas for type 304 stainless steel weld metal

it decreased from 3.8 to 0 FN with increase in the levels of nitrogen.

Potentiodynamic anodic polarization studies carried out on weld metal

samples in a neutral chloride medium (0.5 M NaCl) showed improved

resistance to pitting attack with increase in the amount of nitrogen

(Fig.3.9.2). This improvement in pitting resistance could be due to the

dissolution of nitrogen and formation of inhibiting compounds at the pit

sites. The ESCA results of the anodically polarized weld metal samples

showed the presence of nitrogen in a compound form at the pit sites. The

SEM and optical microscopic studies of the pitted samples showed that the

initiation sites for pitting attack were triple points, austenite centres

and delta-ferrite/austenite interfaces (Fig.3.9.3(a) and (b)). At higher
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Fig.3.9.3 Morphology of Pitting Attack
(a) at Austenite Grain Centres and
(b) at Delta Ferrite/Austenite

Interface
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Fig.3.9.4 Morphology of Pitting Attack at Micro-
fissures Present in Type 304 SS Weld
Metal Containing Nitrogen
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levels of nitrogen, pits were found to be present at the weld fusion line

and HAZ. Also the microfissures present were found to give sites for

pitting attack (Fig.3.9.4).

1. U. Kamachi Mudali, R.K. Dayal, T.P.S. Gill and J.B. Gnanat\oorthy,

Werkstoffe und Korros., 32' 6 3 7 <»986).

3.10 Localized Corrosion Resistance of a New Ferritic Stainless Steel

(U. Kamachi Mudali, N. Parvathavarthini, R.K. Dayal and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

The excellent pitting and crevice corrosion resistance of a new

ferritic stainless steel sheet material has been already reported . In

the present work the pitting corrosion and stress corrosion cracking of

the same alloy with tube material has been carried out . The

potentiodynamic anodic polarization study carried out in 0.5 M NaCl

solution showed that the tube material is also immune to pitting attack

similar to the sheet material. However, there was an increase in the

critical "passivation current density of the tube material. Hie stress

corrosion cracking study was carried out in boiling MSClj (45% at

427 + 1 K) test using C-ring specimens made out of the tube material. A

similar test was conducted with C-ring specimens of type 316 SS for

comparing the results. It was found that at 70% yield strength, this

ferritic stainless steel was found unattacked even after exposing it to

the boiling MgCl solution for 8 days whereas type 316 SS failed within

24 h. The excellent resistance of this alloy to pitting, crevice

corrosion and stress corrosion cracking is attributed to the

stabilization of the passive film due to the combined effect of Cr, Mo,

Ni and Ti.
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1. R.K. Dayal, N. Parvathavarthini and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, Biennial

Activity Report of Mat. Prog., 1983-84, IGCAR-74, p.200 (1985).

2. U. Kamachi Mudali, N. Parvathavarthini, R.K. Dayal and

J.B. Gnanamoorthy, Trans. Ind. Inst. Metals (In Press).

3.11 Comparison of EPR Mathod and ASTM A262 Practice E for Measuring Degree of

Sensitization in Austenitic Stainless Steels

(P. Muraleedharan, J.B. Gnanamoorthy and K. Prasad Rao )

Electrochemical Potentiokinetic Reactivation (EPR) technique is

a quantitative method that can be used for insitu detection of

sensitization in austenitic stainless steels. However, the method does

not give "go/no go" materials acceptance criterion for different

practical purposes and therefore correlating values have to be

established using methods having an acceptance criterion. In the present

study degree of sensitization (DCS) measured by both EPR method and

modified ASTM A262 practice E was compared. In the modified A262

practice"E, percentage loss of tensile strength after exposure to the Cu-

CuSO-H_SCi solution is taken as a measure of the degree of
4 2 4

sensitization.

Type 316 stainless steel (for composition see Appendix-I),

sensitized at 923, 973, 1023 and 1073 K for various durations, was used

in the study. Figure 3.11.1 gives the plot of EPR-DOS nnd DOS determined

from A262/E against the duration of sensitization heat treatment for

various temperatures. The DOS determined from A262/E showed linear

variation with log (t) for complete duration of heat treatment whereas

EPR-DOS versus log(t) plot deviates from straight line behaviour after a

Department of Metallurgical Engineering, IIT, Madras.
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certain duration of heat treatment. The EPR-DOS was also plotted against

DOS determined from A262/E (Fig.3.11.2). Good correlation between the

EPR-DOS and DOS determined from A262/E was obtained for most of the heat

treatments. However, for longer durations of sensitization and higher

sensitization temperatures there was no correlation between these two

parameters. This discrepancy has been explained based on the variation in

the size of the Cr-depleted zone and the percentage of depletion with the

time and temperature of sensitization

1. P. Muraleedharan, M.S. thesis, IIT, Madras (1986).

3.12 Effect of Ageing at 973 K on the SCC Behaviour of Type 304 SS in Boiling

MgCl Solution

(P. Muraleedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

Besides the stress and the environment, the most important

parameter having a strong influence on the stress corrosion cracking

(SCC) behaviour of a material is its microstructure. In an earlier

paper we had discussed the effect of deformation structure

(prestraining) on the SCC behaviour of types 304 and 316 stainless

steels. The present study deals with the SCC behaviour of a type 304

stainless steel aged at 973 K for various durations in boiling magnesium

chloride solution . This is significant because ageing at 973 K

produces a microstructure with the carbides precipitated at the grain

boundaries as well as in the matrix.

Round tensile specimens of type 304 SS were solution annealed

at 1323 K for 1 h and water quenched. The specimens were then aged at

973 K for various durations of time, viz., 100, 200 and 500 h. Stress

corrosion tests were carried out in boiling magnesium chloride solutions
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using constant load method under the following two conditions

i) At a stress of 112 MPa in MgCl solution boiling at 428 K.

ii) At a stress of 150 MPa in MgCl solution boiling at 398 K.

Tests were conducted up to complete fracture and time to fracture (tf)

was noted in all the cases. Fractographic features of the stress

corrosion fracture surfaces were studied in a scanning electron

microscope.

Figure 3.12.1 gives the time to fracture versus ageing time

plot for the tests at 112 MPa in magnesium chloride solution boiling at

428 K. This shows an improvement in SCC resistance on ageing. Transition

in stress corrosion cracking mode from transgranular to intergranular, as

the crack proceeds was observed for the solution-annealed material

(Fig.3.12.2). In aged samples, no such transition was observed when

tested in MgCl solution boiling at 428 K. However, in MgCl solution

boiling at 398 K, aged samples also exhibited transition in cracking mode

as in the case of solution-annealed material. The above behaviour is

(2)
explained based on a slip dissolution mechanism for SCC

1. P. Muraleedharan, H.S. Khatak, J.B. Gnanamoorthy and P.Rodriguez,

Metall. Trans., T6h, 285 (1985).

2. P. Muraleedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, Proc. 10 Internatl.

Congress on Metallic Corrosion, Madras, India, Vol.Ill, pp.2241-2247

(1987).
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Fig.3.12.2 SEM Micrograph of a Typical Transgranular
to Intergranular Transition in the
SCC of Type 304 SS Aged forlOO h, Tested
in Boiling MgCl? Solution (398K) at
an Applied Stress "of 150 MPa
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3-13 Electrochemical Pottintiokinetic Reactivation Behaviour of Sensitized Type

316 Stainless Steel

(P. Muraleedharan, J.B. Gnanamoorthy and K. Prasad Rao )

The EPR technique consists of passivating a sensitized

stainless steel in an electrolyte containing 0.5 M H SO and 0.01 M

NH.SCN and then reactivating (by scanning the potential in the cathodic

direction) at a fast rate, say, 6V/h. During this process an anodic peak

is generated due to the dissolution of the chromium depleted grain

boundary zone. Hence the study of the nature of this peak can throw some

light on the size of the Cr-depleted zone and the extent of depletion in

this zone.

The EPR studies were conducted on Type 316 SS sensitized at

873, 923, 973, 1023 and 1073 K for various durations. It was found that

the area under the reactivation peaks increase with the duration of heat

treatment for all the temperatures. Also, the peak potential, i.e., the

potential at maximum current was found to shift in the anodic direction

with increasing ageing time. Another interesting observation was the

presence of a hump anodic to the main reactivation peak in the EPR curves

of the material sensitized for certain time/ temperature combination. For

example, at 873 K, the hump appeared for a heat treatment time of 5 h and

the size of the hump increased for 20 and 40 h heat treatments

(Fig.3.13.1)- At a higher heat treating temperature the duration of heat

treatment for observing the hump was reduced (Fig.3.13.2).

The shift in the peak potential indicates a decrease of

chromium content in the depleted zone with the time of heat treatment.

*
Department of Metallurgical Engineering, IIT, Madras.
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The presence of an anodic hump for certain time/ temperature combination

of sensitization can be explained based on the formation of a

chromium-cum-molybdenum depleted zone during the sensitization of 316 SS.

This zone forms only a small part of the Cr-depleted zone. During the

reactivation process, Cr-cum-Mo depleted zone gets activated before the

Cr-depleted zone and the hump is formed due to the dissolution of the Cr-

cum-Mo depleted zone.

1. P. Muraleedharan, M.S. Thesis, IIT, Madras (1986).

3.14 Evaluation of SCC Susceptibility of Weldments of Cold Rolled Type

316 Stainless Steel in Sodium Chloride Solution

(H.S. Khatak, J.B. Gnanamoorthy, K.A. Padmanabhan and P. Rodriguez)

Stress corrosion cracking (SCO studies were conducted on

weldments of cold-rolled (5,10 and 15% reduction in thickness) type 316

stainless steel in boiling solution of 5 M NaCl + 0.15 M Na_SO + 3ml/l

HC1 (b.p = 382 K, pH = 1.3) using the constant load method and at a

nominal stress level of 390 MPa. Weldments were prepared by welding a

pair of plates having same degree of cold-work by manual metal arc (MMA)

process. Some of the samples were heat treated at 1023 K for 10 minutes

to study the effect of sensitization.

The results are shown in Fig.3.14.1. It is seen that time to fracture

decreases with an increase in cold-work in both as-welded and heat

treated conditions. A large difference in the fracture time for the two

conditions was observed. The SEM examination showed transgranular fracture

in weldments with 5 and 10% cold work and transgranular with a little

*
Department of Metallurgical Engineering, IIT, Madras.
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Fig.3.14.2 SEM Micrographs of SCC Fracture Surfaces
Weldment Samples (15% CW)

(a) as-Welded (b) Heat Treated for 1023K/
10 min.
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intergranular fracture with 15% cold work. Heat treated weldments showed

increase in intergranular fracture mode with an increasing cold work.

Typical fractographs are shown in Fig.3.14.2. Decrease in time to

fracture with increasing cold work and fracture mode change from

transgranular to intergranular were related to increased pitting

tendency with increasing cold work (lower crack initiation time) and the

availability of pre-existing path in the form of increase in the degree

of sensitization with increasing cold work. Details of the work can be

found elsewhere

1. H.S. Khatak, J.B. Gnanamoorthy, K.A. Padmanabhan and P. Rodriguez,

Proc. 10 Internatl. Congress on Metallic Corrosion, Madras, India,

Vol.Ill, pp.2249-2254 (1987).

3.15 The Influence of Liquid Sodium on the Fracture Behaviour of Stainless

Steel

* - * * *
(H.S. Khatak, H.U. Borgstedt , G. Drechster , G. Frees , Z. Peric and

B. Seith*)

Crack growth behaviour of stainless steel type AISI 304 has

been studied in flowing sodium of controlled purity at 823 K under creep

and fatigue conditions. Pre-cracked compact tension (CT) type of

specimens were used. Calibration curves generated which were based on the

load line displacements and were measured on specimens pre-cracked to

different lengths, were used for measurement of the growth of creep

crack. The growth of fatigue crack was determined by measuring crack

opening displacement and using compliance method. For creep crack growth

*
Institute of Materials and Solid State Research-II, Nuclear Research

Centre, Karlsruhe, West Germany.
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*
rates C -energy rate integral was found more suitable as compared to

stress intensity factor and °~het. The results of the tests conducted in

air and sodium indicated that sodium did not significantly influence the

growth of creep crack at 823 K. The crack growth rate depends on C

according to the relation.

da tY
= A.C ( 1)

dt
Q

where A = 2.55 x 10~ , V = 1.376. The results on the growth of fatigue

crack in sodium followed the relation given below,

da

dN
= 4.763 x ID"10 . A K 3 ' 8 2 6

Comparison with the data from the literature showed that sodium did not

enhance the rates of fatigue-crack growth. Hence, it was found that high

temperature liquid sodium which is known to reduce creep-rupture life of

same material did not affect the crack growth under static and cyclic

load conditions. Further details on the work are given elsewhere . This

study was carried out using the facilities of Kernforschungs Zentrum,

Karlsruhe, West Germany.

1. H.U. Borgstedt, G. Drechster, G. Frees, H.S. Khatak, Z. Peric and

B. Seith, Internatl. J. Fracture, 32, R23 (1986).
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3.16 Transformation of Delta-Ferrite during the Post Vteld Heat Treatment of

Type 316L Stainless Steel Weld Metal

(T.P.S. Gill, M. Vijayalakshmi, J.B. Gnanamoorthy and K.A. Padmanabhan )

A detailed study was carried out to understand the

transformation kinetics of delta-ferrite and the microstructural changes

that take place in type 316 L weld metal as a function of time and

temperature . Figure 3.16.1 shows the fraction of ferrite transformed

as a function of the ageing time at 773, 873 and 973 K.

The secondary phases present in the as-deposited and aged

specimens were extracted by selective electrochemical dissolution of the

austenite matrix. Table 3.16.1 gives the amount and nature of secondary

phases present in the aged samples. The following observations were made

based on the optical and electron microscopy studies and the data

presented in Table 3.16.1.

(1) On ageing at 773 K, an almost continuous layer of M_,C, carbide was

found to decorate the austenite/ferrite interface in addition to

extensive precipitation inside the ferrite particles.

(2) Precipitation kinetics of secondary phases at 873 and 973 K was

quite different from 773 K, and the kinetics of transformation of

delta-ferrite considerably faster. The sigin a phase nucleated and

grew preferentially along the secondary dendrite arms of delta-

ferrite. On further ageing, these particles grew independently, and

the replacement of ferrite by sigma occurred when two or more sigma

particles grew continuously.

It was found that no precipitation occurred in the austenite

region. The localized nature of the nucleation and growth of secondary

Department of Metallurgical Engineering, IIT, Madras
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773K
873K
973K

10" 10'
Time/1 h)

10' 10'

Fig.3.16.1 Fraction of Delta-Ferrite Transformed on
Ageing at 773, 873 and 973K as a Function
of Ageing Time

Fig.3.16.2 The Variation of Log (Normalised Equiva-
lent of Chromium Content) with Time
of Ageing Required to Transform 0.75
Fraction of the Initial Ferrite Content
(tQ ? 5) at 873, ?73 and 1073K
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Table 3.16.1

Total Amount of Precipitate

Ageing
Temperature

(K)

As-deposited

773

873

973

Extracted and

Diffraction Analyses

Ageing
Time
(h)

200

2000

5000

2

20

200

2000

5000

0.5

2

20

200

2000

5000

Total Amount
of Precipitate

(w/o)

6.2

0.83

0.87

1.67

1.46

4.30

5.80

6.31

8.96

4.22

5. 19

8.04

8.63

12.45

13.40

Results of X-ray

Phases
Present

s

*'*•' *'M23C6

°"'M23C6

cr- X-M 2 3C 6

or'M23C6

<*"'M23C6

°"'M23C6

°"'M23C6

<T*'M23C6

<*-'M23C6

°"'M23C6

23 D
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phases within delta-ferrite can be ascribed to the following reasons :

(a) availability of more chromium and molybdenum and

(b) higher diffusion rates in ferrite than in austenite.

These factors ultimately lead to the faster growth rates of the secondary

phases in the duplex weld metal. The present study has established that

the nucleation and growth of the sigma phase in type 316 L SS weld metal

(which in turn depends on the carbon content) is the controlling

mechanism that determines the rate of ferrite transformation at

relatively high temperatures of ageing.

Since carbon level and "sigma forming tendency" of the weld

metal influence the transformation kinetics of delta-ferrite

significantly, an attempt was made to rationalize the kinetics data on

the basis of "normalized equivalent chromium content" (NECC) of the weld

metal. The present results are compared with those obtained in earlier

works (Fig.3.16.2), where the NECC are plotted against the time required

to transform 0.75 fraction of the initial ferrite content at 873, 973 and

1073 K. It is is seen that delta-ferrite transforms at a faster rate in

alloys with a higher NECC. This relationship is also found to hold good

for other values of the fraction ferrite transformed

1. T.P.S. Gill, M. Vijayalakshmi, J.B. Gnanamoorthy and

K.A. Padmanabhan, Welding J.f 6>5 122s (1986).

2. T.P.S. Gill and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, Ind. Welding J.,Jj8,61 (1986).
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3-17 Influence of Secondary Phases on the Localized Corrosion of Thermally

Aged AISI 316 L Stainless Steel Weld Metal

(T.P.S. Gill, J.B. Gnanamoorthy and K.A. Padmanabhan )

The resistance to pitting corrosion of an AISI 316 L SS weld

metal in as-deposited and aged conditions was evaluated by determining

the critical pitting potential (E ) in acid chloride solution ' . The

average critical pitting potential for the unaged sample was found to be

+ 910 tnV (SCE). Up on thermal ageing at 773, 873 and 973 K for various

durations, the pitting resistance of the weld deteriorated, as shown in

Fig.3.17.1. The E values decreased gradually with ageing time at 773

and 873 K; however, at 973 K, a steep fall in the Epp was observed in the

early stages of ageing. Thereafter, no significant change in E was

noted upon further ageing.

The extent of chromium depletion in the matrix owing to the

precipitation of carbides was assessed by the EPR technique. It was

observed that decrease in E during ageing at 773 and 873 K was

accompanied by an increase in the reactivation peak current density. At

873 and 973 K, the deterioration in pitting corrosion resistance was

found to depend critically on the (Cr + Mo) w/o in the matrix estimated

from the weight fractions of various secondary phases present and their

chemical compositions (Fig.3.17.2).

The SEM investigations of the morphology of pits revealed the

preferential nucleation of pits at the austenite/ferrite and

austenite/sigma interfaces. Delta-ferrite and sigma remained unattacked

Department of Metallurgical Engineering, IIT, Madras.
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Fig.3.17.1 Variation of the Critical Pitting Potential
(E ) with Ageing Time at 773, 873 and 973K
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the Matrix pp
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during pit growth because of their relatively nobler electrochemical

potentials.

1. T.P.S. Gill, J.B, Gnanamoorthy and K.A. Padmanabhan, Proc.

Internatl. Conf. on Corrosion Science and Technology, Metal Sciences

Division of IIM and IIT, Kharagpur, Calcutta, India, pp.55-64 (1985).

2. T.P.S. Gill, J.B. Gnanamoorthy and K.A. Padmanabhan, Corrosion, 42,

208 (1987).
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3.18 Thermodynamic Stabi l i t ies of Mo.O.Js) and MoO.(l) from Oxide EMF Method
* 4 11 3

(R. Pankajavalli and O.M. Sreedharan)

The oxidation state of molybdenum, which is a fission product

of fast breeder nuclear reactors, often serves as an indication of the

oxygen potential prevailing locally in a fuel pellet. Hence, accurate and

precise thermodynamic values for the different phases in Mo-0 system are

needed. Further, the thermodynamic values for the oxides of molybdenum

are useful in the analysis of results from phase equilibrium measurements

in systems such as U-Mo-0 . For this purpose, the EMFs of the following

cells have been measured.

Pt,C,MoO2(s),

Pt,C,Mo02(s), Mo03(l)

TJwt% *2°3
stabilised
ZrCL

15wt% Y2O3

stabilised
ZrCL

0 (air, P = 0.21 atm), Pt I

02(air, PQ = 0.21 atm),Pt

2

A typical plot of the results of the EMF of cell I against temperature

over 768 to 1058 K is shown in Fig.3.18.1. A similar plot with even less

scatter has been obtained for the cell II. These EMF results have been

fitted into the following least squares expressions :

(E (I) + 1.6) / mV = 789.33 - 0.36836 T/K

(E (II) + 0.56) / mV = 541.98 - 0.13572 T/K

(D

(2)

The spontaneous chemical reaction corresponding to cell I is amenable to

a third law analysis after correcting for the standard state of oxygen in

air reference electrode and hence the results of such a third-law plot

for Afl° is shown in Fig.3.18.2 for the following standard chemical
R, 298

reaction :
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Fig.3.18.1 Temperature Dependence of the EMF of the Elec-

trode Mo02(s)/MoA011(s) Against Air as the

Reference Electrode
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4/3 MoO + 1/2 0 <-"•• > 1/3 Mo 0 . (3)

From the results on cell II and from the assessed values of <̂ G of

o

MoO (s) reported in the literature, the following expression for ^ G of

MoO^(l) has been derived for the temperature range 1075 to 1150 K ignoring

the oxygen deficiency of the peritectic liquid :

* (MoO ,1) + 1.2) / kJ = -669.79 + 0.18163 T/K (4)

By combining with the data on the enthalpy of fusion of MoO (s), the

standard enthalpy of formation, -A.H' 0QQ of Mo O Is) and MoO (s) have

been found to be -2820.4 + 9.2 and -746.6 kj.mol" respectively. These

( 2)
results are in good agreement with the critically assessed values

reported in the literature.

1. K. Swantinathan, C. Mallika and O.M. Sreedharan, J. Am. Ceram. S o c ,

70, C 168 ( 1987) .

2. R. Pankajavalli and O.M. Sreedharan, J. Chem. Thermodyn. (In Press).

3.19 Thermodynamic Stability of Sb 0 by a Solid Oxide Electrolyte EMF Method

(R. Pankajavalli and O.M. Sreedharan)

Antimony sesquioxide, sb->°o in t h e orthorhombic (ortho)

modification (known as valentinite) encapsulated in stainless steel is

often used as a neutron start-up facility in contact with beryllium in

fast breeder reactors. The utility of such a facility has been limited by

a rather low temperature of melting (929 K) of sb
?°o (ortho). Though

Sb O is less stable thermodynamically compared even to the oxide of

nickel which is a component of stainless steel, still Sb 0 was

compatible with stainless steel owing to its lower chemical reactivity in
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its solid state. However, in the molten state it could be reactive enough

to lead to clad failure. As this poses a serious limitation on the

temperature range of utility of Sb 0 -Be neutron start-up facility, use

of sb_0 with a much higher melting point ( ̂ >1400 K under 0.1 MPa) has

been contemplated. To evaluate the suitability of this higher oxide, the

oxygen potential data on the Sb 0 / Sb 0 system have been determined by

a solid oxide electrolyte technique.

The standard Gibb's energy change for the reaction :

Sb 0 (Qrthorhombic) + 1/20 (g)

was measured using the following galvanic cell.

Sb_O4(Orthorhombic)2 4
( 1)

Pt,Sb 0 (ortho), Sb.O,, (ortho) ,Pt black
2 3 2 4

15wt% Y 0 -
stabilised
ZrO_

0 (air, P =0.21 atm),Pt I
Z 0 ̂

over the range 585 to 828 K. Reproducible EMF values were obtained only

when the otherwise poorly electronic conducting oxide mixture is blended

with platinum black. These EMF results are presented in Fig.3.19.1.

The standard Gibb's energy change for this reaction has been found to be

n + 0.81) / kJ = -168.33 + 0.09019 T/K.
R

(2)

This has yielded the standard Gibb's energy of formation, A.G of

Sb 0 (ortho) to be as follows :

(Sb204,ortho) + 1.61) / kJ = -854.69 + 0.33614 T/K. (3)

A third-law plot for ° of s b
? ° 4 computed from the

experimental values of at each temperature of measurement and

from 4 G ° of Sb 0 (reported earlier) is given in Fig.3.19.2. This has

-1
yielded a value of -880.55 +1.21 kJ.mol for the standard enthalpy of
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formation of Sb 0 (ortho) at 298.15 K. Thus the third-law treatment of
2 4

the data has established the absence of large temperature dependent

errors. Hence, the above Gibb's energy expressions can be used to compute

the oxygen partial pressures in the biphase mixture st>
?
0T / St?O.

 e v e n

beyond the temperature range of experiments. The expression

log <P0 / atm) + 0.12 = 9.42 - 17585 K/T (4)

2

so derived yields a value of approximately 40 volume ppm of oxygen even

at 1273 K. Thus, Sb 0. can be used as a substitute for Sb 0 in contact

with SS in the neutron start-up facility for fast breeder reactors

provided it is not exposed to temperatures above 1000 K for long

duration. The other details are published elsewhere

1. R. Pankajavalli and O.M. Sreedharan, J. Mater. Sci. Letters, 22, 177

( 1987) .

3.20 The Oxygen Potential Measurements in the System UMoOVUMoO.
i_̂  5 5

(K. Swaminathan, C. Mallika and O.M. Sreedharan)

The oxygen potential in the system UMoO /UMoOfi is of importance

in understanding the chemical state of Mo (which is a fission product) in

the fast reactor fuel pins and in the fixation of the nuclear wastes.

Tripathi et al have determined the standard Gibb's energy of formation

of UMoO, by carrying out vapour transport measurements on a mixture of
D

UMoOVMoO-. Thermogravimetric s t u d i e s on UMoO have shown t h a t UMoO i s6 3 D 5

formed by the high temperature dissociation of UMoO, and the metastable
o

coexistence of UMo05/UMo06 is also been verified by powder X-ray

diffraction. The oxygen potential in a mixture of these two phases have

been measured using air as a reference electrode in a galvanic cell over
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the range 776 to 1127 K. The results of these experiments are shown in

Fig.3.20.1 and can be fitted into the following least-squares

expression :

(E + 4.3) / mV - 751.7 - 0.4909 T/K (776 - 1127 K) (1)

From these EMF results, the oxygen potential in the system UMoO /UMoO
5 6

c a n b e c o m p u t e d t o b e

( A G Q (UMo0 5 /UMoOg) + 1 .7 ) / k J = - 2 9 0 . 1 + 0 . 1 7 6 5 T / K . ( 7 7 6 - 1127 K) ( 2 )

C o m b i n i n g e q u a t i o n ( 2 ) w i t h t h e /\G° (UMoO,) r e p o r t e d i n t h e
r 6

literature , the following expression is derived for /\G° of UMoO :

( A G ° (UMoO ) + 6.0) / kJ = -1816.9 + 0.3748 T/K. (3)

These values are in agreement with the Gibb's energy data

reported by Chattopadhyay et al by EMF measurements on the system

UMoO /MoO /UO . However, consistency of the present data with

literature values has been checked by computing the entropy change for

the following solid-solid reaction :

UO (s) + MoO (s) ^ "» UMoO (s). (4)

A small value of the /is° from the present study verifies the
f,ox

reliability of the temperature dependence of the expression (3). The

details of this work are published elsewhere

1. S.N. Tripathi et al, J. Am. Ceram. S o c , ^ 8 , 232 (1985).

2. G. Chattopadhyay et al, ibid, 67, 610 (1984).

3. K. Swaminathan, C. Mallika and O.M. Sreedharan, ibid, 70, C168 (1987)
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3.21 Study of the Formation of LiMO, (M=Nb or Ta) from Li CO., and MO by DTA
j 2 j 2 5 —'

(A.M. Azad and O.M. Sreedharan)

The compounds LiNbO and LiTaO are important optoelectric

materials besides being products of interaction between tritium-breeding

blanket materials like Li 0 and structural alloys bearing Kb or Ta in

fusion reactors. For this purpose, the thermodynamic properties of these

compounds at high temperatures are required. To facilitate such a

characterization it is necessary to knew the experimental conditions

under which these are formed, the approximate P-T - U. domain of their

stability and the phases coexisting in the Li-M-0 systems. As a part of

this programme, a kinetic study of the formation of these compounds from

Li CO and M O (M = Nb or Ta) using DTA technique has been carried out.

The typical DTA curves of equimolar mixtures of Li CO and M O powders

in a flowing (10 dm /h) argon atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 K/min

are shown in Fig.3.21.1. The temperatures of inception for the formation

of LiNbO and LiTaO, are 966 and 956 K with peak temperatures of 1066 and

993 K respectively. These inception temperatures have also been confirmed

by plotting the derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curves recorded

simultaneously with DTA. Within the limits of detection the products have

been identified to be LiMO. by X-ray diffraction. The parts of the DTA

curves between the inception and peak temperatures (shown in Fig.3.21.2)

can be fitted into the following Piloyan equations for LiNbO., and LiTaO

respectively :

8 3 . 9 2 5 2

I n | A T | = 8 4 . 8 0 5 6 ( 1 )
T

and
9 0 .7 2 2 7

In I < A T | = 93 .0046 (2)
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Mackenzie has pointed out that the formation of LiFeO from Li CO and

Fe 0- was initiated by a continuous coating of Li CO over Fe 0^

particles, followed by the preferred diffusion of Fe ions into the

carbonate lattice. Such a diffusion could result in a cation deficient

lattice leading to the decomposition of carbonate at a temperature

somewhat lower than that of the decomposition of pure Li CO . This

diffusion-controlled mechanism, suggested by Mackenzie appears to be

valid in the case of reactions between Li CO and Nb 0 and Ta 0 , by

virtue of similarity between the ionic sizes (cationic radii of Nb ,

Ta and Li are 0.070, 0.073 and 0.068 nm respectively). To measure the

thermodynamic stability of LiTaO through oxygen potential measurements,

mixtures of Li o|LiTaO | Ta can be used after establishing their

coexistence. However, the phase that can coexist with LiNbO |Li 0 can be

Nb, NbO or NbO depending on the magnitude of the oxygen potential. These

systems are likely to pose problems related to electronic conduction in

case thoria based solid electrolytes are used. Hence appropriate phase

mixtures should be established to monitor the alkali potential. The

( 2)
details of the work were presented elsewhere

1. K.J.D.Mackenzie, Reviews on High Temp. Mater., 2 and 3, 282 (1983).

2. A.M. Azad and O.M. Sreedharan, Proc. Fifth Natl. Symp. Thermal

Analysis, Ind. Inst. Technol., Kharagpur, Paper No.II.8, Dec.(1985).

3.22 Prediction of Threshold Oxygen Levels in N a d ) / Stainless Steels for the

Formation of Corrosion Products in LMFBRs

(A.M. Azad, O.M. Sreedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

The thermodynamic activities of metals in commercial grade

AISI 316 and 304 stainless steels determined by the metastable EMF method
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described in Section 3.30 can be used to compute the threshold oxygen

levels in Na(l)/SS systems for the formation of various corrosion

products. For this purpose the Gibb's energy change for the following

reaction should be calculated, where M stands for Mn, Cr, Fe, Ni or Mo in

SS :

a [Na.Ol + b[Ml v. •">• Na M,0 + (2a-c)Na (1) (1)
2 Na(1) SS c b a

Making use of Noden's equation for saturated oxygen solubility in Na(l),

the available Gibb's energy data on ternary oxides and the presently

generated activity data for the metals in SS , the threshold oxygen levels

in liquid sodium are computed from equation (1) for the formation of the

relevant corrosion products and are listed in Table 3.22.1.

From the threshold oxygen levels, it is possible to predict the

minimum temperature above which a given corrosion product such as Na FeO

will be stable in preference to Na O. Thus 740 and 721 K are found to be

the temperatures below which Na 0 will be stable and above which Na FeO.-

will be stable when liquid sodium is in contact with 316 and 304 SS

respectively. Similarly the formation of MnO and NaMnO indicate that

Na O, NaMnO and MnO will be the stable phases coexisting with

Na(l)/316 SS over the ranges up to 974 K, between 974 and 1037 and above

1037 K respectively. Likewise these phases will be stable with

Na(l)/304 SS over the respective ranges up to 948, between 948 and 1091

and above 1091 K.

Using the activity data for the metals present in these steels,

typical Ellingham diagrams for the formation of pure binary fluorides on

304 SS and that for the formation of pure binary oxide scales on 316 SS

are shown in Figs.3.22.1 and 3.22.2 respectively. It is interesting to

note from Fig.3.22.2 that it is MnO and not Cr O which is the stable
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oxide scale that can be fbrined on this steel above 1125 K. Other details

have been published in the literature '

1. A.M. Azad, O.M. Sreedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, J. Nucl . Mater.,

144, 94 (1987.

2. A.M. Azad, O.M. Sreedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, ibid, (In Press).

Table 3.22.1

Threshold Oxygen Levels in Nat1)/Stainless Steel Systems for the Formation of

Corrosion Products

Oxide formed in Threshold (wppm) in Threshold (wppm) in
Nad (/stainless Na(l)/AISI 316 SS at Na(l)/AISI 304 SS at

steel

800 K 1000 K 800 K 1000 K

Na O 1509.3 6495.3 1590.3 6495.3

NaCrO 1.1 6.7 1.2 6.8

Na.FeO, 1272.0 3007.5 1222.9 3091.1
4 3

MnO (26448.4)a (9203.2)a (20582.0)a 6234.6

NaMnO2 (2186.6)a 1529.4 (1929.4)a 1259.1

These products are thermodynamically not stable in Na(l)

3.23 Thermodynamic Properties of Liquid Pb-Li Alloys

(A.M. Azad and O.M. Sreedharan)

The liquid Pb-Li alloys are candidate tritium breeding blanket

materials for D-T (fusion) reactors. Recently Pb-Li alloys have also been

contemplated for use in storing irradiated fuel materials for fast
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reactors. The high temperature thsrmodynamic properties of these alloys

are therefore of interest to the reactor designers with reference to

problems arising from the corrosion and compatibility with structural

materials. There are a few thermodynanuc measurements in these alloys

using fused salt EMF and Knudsen cell mass spectrometric techniques

covering different ranges of composition and temperature. Hence it became

necessary to evaluate a consistent set of thermodynamic data for this

system from the presently available experimental results. The integral

molar mixing and integral molar excess enthalpies and entropies for this

system are fouid to be independent of temperature and within the

precision of the reported experimental studies and were functions of

composition only. Some of the interpolated values of the integral molar

mixing and integral molar excess properties, viz., H , S , H and S at

steps of 0.10 in the composition from 0.05 to 0.95 mole fraction of Li in

the range 750 to 1150 K are listed in Table 3.23.1. The properties H and

v
H exhibit a minimum aroun=l 0.8 mole fraction of Li. To highlight this

minimum, an 'Excess Stability' function defined as :

S(GE) RT
E S = _ = ^i— (1)

^ X 1-XL.
Ll

has also been computed at 950 K (which is the mean temperature of the

experimental results) and is plotted as a function of composition in

Fig.3.23.1. In the above composition range these plots are suggestive of

partial electron transfer from Li to Pb to form ionic bond as postulated

by Wagner . The liquid alloy system conforms to a quasi-chemical

subregular solution model reported in the literature . The details of
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Fig.3.23.1 Composition Dependence of Excess Stability
Function for Liquid Pb-Li Alloys at 950K



the critical assessment and the model in Pb-Li system are presented in a

report'3).

1. C. Wagner, Thermodynamics of Alloys (Addison-Wesley), Reading,

Massachusetts, (1952).

2. M. Hoch, J. Nucl. Mater., 120, 102 (1984).

3. A.M. Azad and O.M. Sreedharan, IGCAR Report, IGC-75 (1935).

Interpolated

Composition

Values of

HM

HM,

Table

SM, HE

S

3 .23 .

and S

M

1

E
f o r t h e Ranqe 750 t o

sE

1150 K

(kJ.mol"1) (J.K. 1mol 1) (kJ.mol ^ (J.K. 'mol

0.05
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
0.95

Thermodynamic

- 3.82
- 7.35
-15.59
-23.53
-32.35
-39.70
-45.00
-47.94
-47.76
-27.94
- 9.26

S t a b i l i t y of

1.75
3.70
7.60

11.60
15.20
18.50
20.70
22.50
21.20
10.70

4.00

MoTe (s)

- 2.50
- 5.50
-11.50
-15.75
-23.50
-30.50
-36.75
-41.50
-40.50
-26.25
-10.50

from EMF Measurements

1.0
2..0
3..6
6 . 0
9 .0

12.1
15.4
18.5
19.0
10.0

5 .0

(C. Mallika and O.M. Sreedharan)

Molybdenum and telluriun are amongst the predominant fission

products found in the metallic precipitates of the spent fast-reactor

fuel pins. They are found to occur along with U + Pu, the noble metals,

Sb and Sn. For a thermodynamic analysis, precise Gibb's energy data on

the relevant binary phases such as MoTe and Mo Te are needed. As a part
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of the thermodynamic characterization of different phases in Mo-Te

system, the stability of MoTe phase has been studied using the solid

oxide electrolyte EMF technique. For this purpose, the galvanic cells of

the following type have been employed for the measurement of EMF as a

function of temperature over the range 654 to 1065 K :

Pt or chromel, C (graphite), MoTe ( s , oC ) , Te(s or 1), MoO (s)

| 15 YSZ | 0 (P = 0.21 atm, air), Pt I

The results of the EMF are shown in Fig.3.24.1 after correcting for the

thermo EMF due to chromel/Pt whenever necessary. There are 37

experimental points corresponding to the region of Te(l) over the range

728 to 1065 K whereas only 4 cell voltages could be measured below 723 K

corresponding to the existence of Te in the solid state. These 4 readings

have been used only to check the consistency in the direction of iareak in

the EMF-T plot with what could be anticipated from thermodynamics due to

the melting of Te. These are however not used in further processing of

the experimental results owing to the lack of reproducibility. The 37 EMF

points in Fig.3.24,1 can be fitted into the following least-squares

expression :

(E + 3.35)/mV = 1168.45 - 0.33937 T/K. (728-1065 K) (1)

After correcting for the standard state of oxygen in the air

reference electrode, equation (1) is appropriately combined with the

standard Gibb's energy of formation of Mo02 to derive AG* (MoTe2,s,cC)

as given below over the range 728 to 1065 K.

(/3Gf°(MoTe2,s,oC) + 2.39)/kJ = -114.25 + 0.04397 T/K (2)

Further assessment of the temperature dependent error can be made by
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Fig. 3.24.1 Temperature Dependence of the EMF of MoTe2/Te/Te02 Electrode Against Air Reference

(After Correcting for TEP of the Dissimilar Leads)
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1
computing A H ° n n D (MoTe ,s) by making use of the value of 115.41 J.K.

r , 2. y 8 2

mol for S° (MoTe ,s,oC) and the free energy function assessed in
f , 2 9 o 2

the literature.. This has yielded a value of -90.32 _+ 1.00 kJ.mol"

for ^\H° of MoTe (s) in good agreement with the value of
i,29o 2

-89.50 + 11.00 kJ.mol" reported by Krabbes . The other details are

published elsewhere

1. H. Kleykamp and A. Supawan, J. Less-Common Metals, >̂3_, 237 ( 1979).

2. G. Krabbes, Z. Anorg. Allg. Chem., j>^3, 97 (1986).

3. C. Mallika and O.M. Sreedharan, J. Chen. Thermodyn., (In Press).

3.25 Thermodynamic Activities of Te in the Single Phase Regions of pd Te and

PdTe2

(C. Mallika and O.M. Sreedharan)

Studies on the single phase regions of Pd-Te alloys by EMF

method is replete with many experimental problems associated with the

change in composition or surface depletion of the alloy arising from the

volatilization of Te. However, the experimental difficulties and the

errors involved in other methods such as the isopiestic tecirvrque make

the EMF method still attractive. The volatiliEation can be minimized by

carrying out the experiments under a near static argon atmosphere and

also by making use of a smooth fitting graphite cup as a container. With

these precautions the EMF measurements have been made on the following

galvanic cells :

Pt, C, Pd 2 Q Te? 4, TeO 2 | 15 VSZ | O 2 (PQ - 0.21 atm, air),Pt I

Pt, C, PdTe , TeO | 15 YSZ ) 0, (P = 0.21 atm, air), Pt II
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The EMF results on cells (I) and (II) are presented in Fig.3.25.1. The Te

potential, ^G (RT In a ) corresponding to the above EMF results can

be represented by the following expressions :

T e
( p d20 T e7 4* t 4-37) / kj = -51.03 - 0.04433 T/K (628-985 K) (1)

(2lGTe(Pd Te ) + 2.00) / kJ = 24.32 - 0.04086 T/K (635-975 K) (2)

The large scatter in the above data is still within acceptable

limits in view of the fact that th= measurements pertain to the single

phase region of the alloy of volatile component namely Te. The

temperature coefficients (the relative partial molar entropies of Te) are

slightly large (about 40 J.K. mol ) positive values which are

indicative of considerable disorder in these single phase materials. Tine

possibility of an order-disorder type of transition is ruled out within

the limits of quoted precision over the temperature range of 650 to

1000 K as seen from the absence of a significant bre.Vt in the Gibb's

energy data. As stated earlier these Te potentials are with reference to

Ted) as the standard state. According to Ipser and Schuster the

homogeneity range of Pd^.Te is 2 a/o and that of PdTe is 1.5 a/o of Te

at 900 K. Hence it is rather difficult to study many compositions within

the homogeneity range.

1. H. Ipser and W. Schuster, J. Less-Common Metals, 125, 183 (1986).

3.26 Thermodynamic Activities of Te in Pd Rich Biphase Mixtures of Pd-Te

Alloys

(C. Mallika and O.M. Sreedharan)

The fission products Pd and Te are often found to be associated

with each other in the white metallic inclusions in the spent fast-
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reactor fuels. Two of the typical compositions in the two" phase

inclusions near the central void are 81 a/o Pd-8 a/o Te and 69 a/o Pd-24

a/o Te along with Sb and Sn. It is therefore necessary to determine the

thermodynamic activity of Te and hence the stability of the Pd-Te phases

in the Pd rich alloys encompassing these compositions. The difference of

more than six orders of magnitude in the dissociation pressures of PdO

and TeO in the range 700 to 1000 K is suggestive of the potentiality of

the EMF method for the precise determination of the tellurium activities

in these alloys. Hence the following galvanic cells have been constructed

and studied.

Ptr C(graphite), Pd, Pd Te, TeO | 15 YSZ | 0 (P =0.21 atm, air), Pt I

Pt,C, Pd^Te, Pd Te , TeO | 15 YSZ | O (P = 0.21 atm, air), Pt II

For the cell (I), two compositions (approximately 5 and 10 a/o Te) have

yielded overlapping values of EMF as shown in Fig.3.26.1; this is

indicative of the biphasic mixture in contradiction to the single phase

( 1 2)
region as per one of the reports in the literature ' . Also shown in

this Fig. 3.26.1 are the results of the EMF measurements made on Cell

(II). The EMF data represented in Fig.3.26.1 for the cells (I) and (II)

can be summarized by the following least-squares expressions :

(Ej + 2.14) / mV = 522.70 - 0.51321 T/K (1)

(E ± 8.08) / mV = 799.67 - 0.79370 T/K (2)

The expressions (1) and (2) are valid over the temperature ranges 64 3 to

953 K and 630 to 912 K respectively and the following equations for the

activities of Te can be derived from the EMF data :
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(Log a T e + 0.09) / atm = 0.71 - 7186.99 K/T (643-953 K) (3)

(Lo<3 a T e ± 0.25) / atm = -4.95 - 1602.85 K/T (630-912 K) (4)

The integral molar Gibb's energy of formation, G for the

phases Pd Te and Pd Te are given below by ignoring the solubility of Te

in pure Pd. These G values are with reference to Ted) as the standard

state.

G (Pd Te) / kJ = -137.6 +• 0.0135 T/K (643-953 K) (5)

G M (Pd2()Te7) / kJ = -739.3 - 0.1217 T/K (630-912 K) (6)

The magnitude of the entropy terms per Te atom from the above expressions

is quite small as can be expected for the reaction amongst the condensed

phases. These values will be helpful in assessing the Te potentials

prevailing in the different regions of the fuel pin. Other experimental

details are to be published elsewhere.

1. G. Chattopadhyay et al., J. Less-Common Matals, 123, 251 (1986).

2. H. Ipser and W. Schuster, i.bid, 125, 183 (1986).

3-27 Thermcdynamic Activities of Te in Biphase Mixtures of Te Rich Pd-Te

Alloys

(C. Mallika and O.M. Sreedharan)

The biphase mixtures Pd Te IPdTe and PdTe | PdTe have not been

thermodynamically characterised in the literature. The miscibility gap

between PdTe and PdTe has also been a subject of many

investigation.".' ' '. Further, Pd Te coexists with PdTe only over a narrow

range of temperature from 650 K (amenable for isopiestic measurements) up
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to the peritectic temperature which is given as 780 K by Ipser and

Schuster . Despite this limitation, an oxygen potential measurement has

been carried out with a Pd-0.48 Te alloy coexisting with TeO . Below the

peritectic temperature, which is observed to be 773 K from the present

EMF studies, Pd-0.48Te alloy is a mixture of Pd Te and PdTe while above

the peritectic temperature PdTe coexists with liquid alloy. The galvanic

cells corresponding to these compositions as well as the ones

characterizing the miscibility gap are given below.

Pt, C, Pd Te , PdTe, TeO | 15 YSZ | 0 (P = 0.21 atm, air), Pt I
O C, £, £. \J

Pt, C, PdTe, PdTe (1), TeO | 15 YSZ | 0 (P = 0.21 atm, air), Pt II

Pt, C, PdTe, PdTe TeO | 15 YSZ | 0 (P = 0.21 atm, air), Pt III

The EMF results on cells I to III are presented in Fig.3.27.1. These

results are combined with the AG° of TeO., (with reference to Te(l) as

the standard state) to compute the following expressions for the Te

potentials, •55 .

(Pd Te /PdTe) + 1.8) / kJ = -69.7 + 0.0357 T/K (1)

(215 (PdTe/PdTe (1) + 1.7) / kJ = -104.6 + 0.0809 T/K (2)

(AG (PdTe/PdTe 2) + 0.9)/ kJ = -57.4 + 0.0443 T/K (3)

These expressions are valid over the temperature ranges 668-773 K, 773-

961 K and 613-962 K respectively. The standard Gibb's energy change for

the peritectic decomposition of Pd Te into PdTe and Te deficient liquid

alloy is found to be as follows :

(AG° . . (Pd,TeJ) / kJ = -34.9 + 0.0452 T/K (4)
peritectic 3 2
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The peritectic temperature from the present EMF technique is

found to be 773 K as compared to 7'80 K in the phase diagram by Ipser and

Schuster . A part of this investigation is published elsewhere

1. F. Gronvold and E. Rost, Acta Chem. Scand., JJ), 1620 (1956).

2. Z.S. Medvedeva et al., Russ. J. Inorg. Chem., 6, 886 (1961).

3. H. Ipser and W. Schuster, J. Less-Oommon Metals, 125, 183 (1986).

4. C. Mallika and O.M. Sreedharan, J. Mater. Sci. Letters, 5, 915

( 1986) .

3-28 Precise Thermodynamic Data on MnF , CrF and FeF from Solid State EMF

Measurements

(A.M. Azad and O.M. Sreedharan)

Precise thermodynamic data on binary fluorides of ferrous

metals are required for the measurement of activities of individual

components in their alloys using fluoride electrolyte galvanic cells.

Though it is more than two decades since the CaF fluoride based galvanic

cells are in vogue for thermodynamic property measurements, still the

uncertainties in their Gibb's energy data is of the order of 4 to

8 kj.mol" which is of unacceptable magnitude for activity measurements.

Further, the uncertainty in the enthalpy data is of even higher magnitude

owing to the rather limited temperature range of CaF -EMF measurements.

In an attempt to improve the precision of the Gibb's energy data, Daniel

type galvanic cells have been studied using single crystal CaF2 as

electrolyte. Since NiF is better characterized by calorimetry among the

ferrous metal difluorides, it has been used as the reference electrode

material in the following galvanic cells :

P:f M, MF2 | CaF2 | NiF^ Ni, Pt
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where M is M\, Cr or Fe.

In order to establish the accuracy of the data, it is necessary to

determine the standard Gibb's energy of formation, AG° of these

fluorides by an independent method with a commensurate precision. Such an

alternate method should also be helpful in extending the temperature

range of measurements. The obvious choice has been the cells using beta-

alumina which functions as sodium ion conducting electrolyte down to

425 K. To facilitate these measurements the fluorine potentials in M/MF

and Ni/NiF electrodes are converted into Na potentials by mixing with

NaF to conform to the following cell configurations :

Pt, Ni, NiF , Na j |?>-alumina | NaF, MF , M, Pt II
( 0.11 A12O3)

The approximate temperature range of cells (I) and (II) are 773 to 1070 K

and 500 to 1070 K respectively. Combined plots of EMFs of cells (I) and (II)

where M is Fe and Cr are shown in Figs. 3.28.1 and 3.28.2 respectively, A

third law treatment of the EMF data yielded values of -840.2, -777.4 and

-716.8 kJ.mol"1 for AH° _OD for MnFo, CrF_ and FeF using 92.3, 86.9 and

87.0 J.mol .K~ for S° of these difluorides respectively. Details of
298

the work are published elsewhere

1. A.M. Azad and O.M. Sreedharan, J. Appl. Electrochem., _T7, 949

( 1987).

3.29 Thermodynamic Activity Measurements in Fe-40 Cr and Ni-25 Cr Alloys by

Metastable EMF Method

(A.M. Azad, O.M. Sreedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

In any conventional EMF method for the characterization of

alloys, only the activity of more electropositive metal is directly
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determined from the experimental results while that of less

electropositive metal is derived from Gibbs-Duhem integration. This is

due to the fact that the coexistence of compound of the less

electropositive metal with the alloy may lead to direct displacement

reaction, thereby resulting in mixed potentials. However, the fluoride

electrolyte galvanic cells can operate at such lower temperatures which

are not conducive for direct displacement reactions on a macroscopic

scale. Nevertheless these lower temperatures are still high enough to

permit electrochemical equilibria between owing to the metastable

coexistence of the more noble fluoride with the alloy. To test this

proposition two alloys of chromium, namely Fe-40 a/o Cr and Ni -25 a/o Cr

have been chosen for which reliable activities are available in the

literature for a comparison. Using these alloys, the cells (I) and (II)

have been constructed and equilibrium EMFs measured in order to derive

the activity of Cr in these alloys.

Pt, Cr, CrF2 | CaF., | CrF.,, fCr] p e_ 4 0 C r, Pt

Pt, Cr, CrF2 | CaF2 | CrF2, f C r I N i 2 5 C r , Pt

The activities of Fe and Ni in the respective alloy have also been

measured directly from the following metastable EMF cells :

Pt, Fe, FeF2 | CaF,, | FeF,,, [PeJpe_40 C r, Pt III

P t , Ni , NiF2 | CaF2 j N iF 2 , [ N i l N i _ 2 5 C r , Pt IV

Typical results on cell (IV) are shown in Fig.3=29.1. A comparison of the

activities of both the components in Ni-25Cr alloy by direct measurements

with those reported in the literature are shown in Table 3.29.1. The
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results show that the metastable EMF technique can be used for the direct

determination of activities of more noble components as well in their

binary alloys. Microscopic examinations using SEM have also confirmed tine

absence of direct displacement reaction to a significant extent. Details

of the work are published elsewhere

1. A.M. Azad, O.M. Sreedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, Bull.

Electrochem., 3, 331 (1987).

Table 3.29. 1

Comparison of Activities in Ni-25 a/o Cr Alloy

Metal Log a Range a at Remarks
M T(K) 1000 K 1100 K

Cr -0.897 + 345.23/T 973-1166 0.281 0.261 This work (by direct
measurement)

-0.869 + 317.31/T 1073-1448 (0.281)a 0.263 Pugliese and Fitterer
(by direct measurement)

-1.060 + 701.24/T 1273-1573 (0.430)a (0.378)3 Mazandarany and Pehlke
(by direct measurement)

Ni -0.190 + 72.87/T 973-1120 0.764 0.752 This work (by direct
measurement)

-0.155 + 37.33/T 1073-1448 (0.763)a 0.757 Pugliese and Fitterer
(from Gibbs-Duhem
integration)

a
Extrapolated values

3.30 Activities of Metals in Type AISI 316 and 304 Stainless Steels by

Metastable EMF Method

(A.M. Azad, O.M. Sreedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

It is well known that the austenitic AISI 316 and 304 stainless

steels are used as structural alloys in many fast nuclear reactors.

Precise measurements of the thermodynamic activities of the metals in the
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commercial and nuclear grades of these alloys in the temperature range of

their use are needea by the reactor designers to facilitate materials

selection and to assess their corrosion and compatibility behaviour under

service conditions. However, a complete characterization of these

stainless steels would appear a formidable task owing to the complex

(multicomponent and multiphase) nature of these alloys. The metastable

EMF method developed in MDL has paved the way for the direct

determination of activities of all the metallic constituents of these

alloys in the working temperature range of fast reactors . This is also

made possible by the separation of fine austenitic powders through the

sensitization and ASTM procedure (ASTM A 262-8U for the phase

separation, adopted in MDL. The austenitic phase separated from the

commercial grades of AISI 3 16 and 304 SS have been used in the following

galvanic cells :

Pt, M, MF2 ! CaF2 | MF2, [M] g s, Pt I

where M is Mn, Cr, Fe or Ni. In the case of 316 SS, the molybdenum

activity has been measured using the cells :

Pt, Mo, MoO_ I 15 YDT I MoO_, [Mo] , Pt II

where 15 YDT stands for 15 mass percent yttria doped thoria electrolyte.

Typical results for 316 SS from the EMF measurements on these

cells in the range 800 to 1200 K are shown in Figs.3.30.1 and 3.30.2.

Similar results have been obtained in the case of 304 SS in the range 770

to 1135 K. The activities of these metals computed from the EMF results

at 1000 and 1100 K are compared in Table 3.30.1 for the two steels. Only

chromium activity in 18-8 stainless steels has been reported in the
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literature . Out of these, the value of 0.293 for a reported by

Slough et al., as a temperature independent quantity over the range

500 to 1100 K has been most widely used. This is in good agreement with

0.311 and 0.305 for 316 and 304 SS respectively reported in Table 3.30.1.

However, the chromium activity quoted by Slough et al., has been

extrapolated from Knudsen cell measurements conducted at 14 72 K.

Similarly only one estimate of 0.83 for iron activity in 18-8 steels

( 4)
exists in the literature as reported by Tyzack and Campbell which

again is in good agreement with the values reported in Table 3.30.1. For

other metals, practically no data can be found in the literature. The

details of the method are published elsewhere ' .

1. W. Slough et al., J. Chem. Thermodyn., 2, 117 (1970).

2. Y. Jeamin et al., Trans. Met. Soc. AIME, 227, 300 (1963).

3. M.G. Nicholas and I.W. Cavell, "Proc. 2nd Internatl. Coaf. on Liquid

Metals Technology in Energy Production", J.M. Dahlke (Ed.), IAEA,

Richland, Vol.1, P.39 (1980).

4. C.S. Campbell and C. Tyzack, "Proc. Symp. Alkali Metal Coolants",

IAEA, Vienna, P.168 (1967).

5. A.M. Azad, O.M. Sreedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, J. Nucl. Mater.,

144, 94 ( 1987) .

6. A.M. Azad, O.M. Sreedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, ibid, (In Press).
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Table 3.30.1

Comparison of the Thermodynamic Activities of Metals in

Types AISI 304 and 316 Stainless Steels

Activity, aL at
M

Metal 1000 K 1100 K

304 SS 316 SS 304 SS 316 SS

Cr 0.305 0.311 0.313 0.306
Mn 0.021 0.015 0.038 0.025
Fe 0.783 0.852 0.767 0.898
Ni 0.467 0.615 0.423 0.727

3.31 Thermodynamic Stability of M C Phase in Commercial Grade 18-8

Austenitic Steels

(A.M. AzaA, O.M. Sreedharan and J.B. Gnanamoorthy)

The austenitic 18-8 stainless steels are prone to sensitization

when they are thermally aged in the temperature interval of 730 to

1080 K. To understand the sensitization behaviour in these steels, it is

necessary to generate the standard Gibb's energy of formation, A.Gf of

the carbides with nominal composition M_.C precipitated during
ij fa

sensitization. Since these carbides are multicomponent in nature, with

the composition varying with time and temperature of sensitization,

direct determination of such a data becomes very difficult. For this
o

purpose, many investigators have made efforts to compute ^Gf of M23("6

with the help of solid solution modelling by making use of thermodynamic

data on the pure binary carbides . An alternate approach is to compute

the Gibb's energy data on the carbides making use of the analysis of

composition of the carbide precipitates. In this context one basic
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assumption has to be made that equilibrium prevails between the metals in

austenitic phase and in the carbide phase at the time of precipitation.

( 2)
Gill and Gnanamoorthy have reported the composition of M_.C- in a

23 6

commercial grade 316 SS under identical conditions of sensitization

employed in the present studies. Thorvaldon and Dunlop have reported

the composition of M C as a function of time in 304 SS at the required

temperature. Combining these compositional analyses with the activity

data generated by the metastable EMF method, it is possible to compute

M2 C ) with the help of the following stoichiometric equations

for 316 and 304 SS respectively :

2.571 Cr + 0.732 Fe + 0.303 Mo + 0.226 Ni + C *."• -•"=» M 23/6 C (1)

3.003 Cr + 0.726 Fe + 0.104 Ni + C •<. • "• M 23/6 C. (2)

The data on carbon activity are based on the work done by

(4 i
Goswami et al. This exercise leads to the following Gibb's energy

expressions :

f M 23/6 C, 316 SS) / kJ = -29.16-0.0522 T/K (3)

AG°(M 23/6 C, 304 SS) / kJ = -57.16-0.0213 T/K. (4)

If the mechanisms of carbide precipitation are assumed to be

the same in both types of stainless steels under the conditions employed,

then the magnitudes of /S.G° can bo taken as the measure of the driving

force for the precipitation of carbides. At the temperature of cross-over

in the plots of ,AG° from expressions (3) and (4), the driving forces for

the carbide precipitation will also be equal in both the steels. This

should reflect in the TTS diagrams for these steels. The TTS diagrams

reported in the literature ' for 316 and 304 SS are superimposed in

Fig.3.31.1. It can be seen that the lower area of the two C-curves
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intersect at 923 K which is indicative of 316 SS being more prone towards

sensitization above this temperature and the converse is true for 304 SS

at lower temperatures. This is in good agreement with the value of 900 K

for the cross-over derived by solving equations (3) and (4).

1. T.A. Mozhi et al., Corros., jM , 555 (1985).

2. T.P.S.Gill and J.B. Gnanamoorthy, J. Mater. Sci., ]_]_, 1513 (1981).

3. T. Thorvaldon and G.L. Dunlop, ibid, _1f5, 800 (1983).

4. G.L. Goswami et al., Physical Metallurgy Division, BARC, Trombay

(Pr-'.vate Communication).

5. R.K. Dayal, N. Parvathavarthini, S. Venkadesan, S.K. Mannan and

J.B.Gnanamoorthy, "Proc. Workshop on Experience and Use of SS

Equipment in DAE Projects", Vol.Ill, Paper C.66 (1981).

6. N. Parvathavarthini, R.K. EByal, S.K. Seshadri and J.B. Gnanamoorthy,

"Internatl. Congress on Metallic Corrosion", Madras, Nov. (1987).

3-32 Effect of Radiation on Boron Carbide

(V. Saraswati)

Boron carbide is a control rod material for fast reactors as

B is a neutron absorber. On absorption of neutron, helium is formed as

a product of B1 (n,oC) Li reaction. The integrity of the absorber

pellet in the presence of radiation and stress due to heating are of

importance to the designer in preventing deformation and breakdown of the

clad owing to swelling and fragmentation of the material. Some data were

available for powders irradiated in thermal and fast reactors

Helium ions of 100 keV were used for irradiating natural boron

carbide. Apart from speed, the advantages were control over dosage of

irradiation, temperature of target and energy of impinging ion. Thermal
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stress effect due to self-shielding and lithium precipitate interactions

are absent in externally irradiating with ions. Microstructure study-

revealed the presence of helium bubbles on surface for an irradiation

19 -2

dosage of 10 ions,cm . Lattice parameter change and indentation

hardness were measured to estimate the damage, swelling and

embrittlement. Their dependence on the dosage and post-irradiation

heating were studied

The heat treatment of irradiated pellets exhibited certain

microstructural and microchemical changes (Fig.3. 32.1). The formation and

segregation of an impurity silicate compound due to oxidation was

identified. The presence of this impurity increased the embrittlement of

pellets.(3)

1. A. Jostsons et al., J. Nucl. Mater., 4% 136 (1973).

2. V. Saraswati and G.V.N. Rao, J. Mater. Sci. Letters, ^, 260 (1985).

3. V. Saraswati, Nucl. Inst. Methods, _23B, 347 (1987).

3.33 Electronic Properties and Microhardness of Boron Carbide

(V. Saraswati)

Boron carbide is a low mobility ,• intrinsic, crystalline,

semiconductor. It has a resistivity of î.0.2 ohm. cm at ambient

temperature. It can be used for measuring the neutron fluence and

temperature in a reactor, similar to SiC pellets. Using a four-probe

technique, resistivity was measured in a pellet (92% d.ense) in the

temperature range, 100-900 K/"^ Evidence -(For tliermally activated and

variable range hopping conduction was observed. The results were in

agreement with the postulation localized valence states . The

localization and electron transport also support the concept of
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'amorphous character' observed in many boron compounds . Though

microstructure and microhardness showed obvious changes on irradiation

with 100 keV helium ions, the effect on resistivity was negligible

because the influence of irradiation was not deep into the bulk '

In three stoichiometricaily different pellets of boron carbide,

magnetic susceptibility and magnetic resonances were measured.

Ferromagnetic impurity (2^260 pprn as estimated by EPMA and confirmed by

susceptibility) contributed significantly to the susceptibility at low

temperatures. Over and above the influence of impurities, significant

contribution from localised states was confirmed. The susceptibility was

dependent on the carbon content.

In the phase diagram of. B and C there is a homogeneity range

from 13 to 20% C. Though the molecular formula of bocon carbide is

written as BAC> there is strong evidence for support to B C . X-ray

diffraction at varied temperatures from 299-1673 K, thermogravimetric

loss and differential thermal analysis in vacuum and argon atmosphere

were carried out for characterisation and phase identification of the

powder

Boron carbide is next only to diamond in hardness with a

value =*4000 kg/mm . The hot hardness of a refractory carbide is superior

to diamond. A diamond indenter becomes soft above 1273 K whereas

carbides, especially boron carbide could be usable up to 1673 K.

The contact of a Vickers diamond indenter against a ductile

metal can be considered plastic whereas for a refractory material an

elastoplastic, interpretation is needed as the material displaced by the

indenter is accommodated elastically by the surrounding medium. Hence,

for polymers, glasses and some ceramics the expression H/Y is not equal

to 3 (as for metal) but,
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H/Y = 0.2S + 0.60 In 0.7 E/Y (1)

where H is hardness number, Y is uniaxial flow stress and E is Young's

modulus.

Materials can be distinguished as those with high E/Y (metals)

and those with low E/Y (polymers, glasses and some crystalline ceramics).

The low E/Y materials are (i) not dense and so are capable of

densification when compressed (ii) prefer compression and an uniform

stress distribution as in liquids (iii) have short range order as in

glasses or partial order as in polymers. The carbides are characterised

by the highly covalent bond. Experimentally, H/E was greater than 0.02

for boron carbide as for glasses (low E/Y). This also agreed with the

Meyer index criterion and 'amorphous' concept for boron compounds. The

high value of hardness in boron carbide is related to the localization of

valence electrons at nuclei with the formation of stable sp

configuration which determine the rigidity and direction of chemical

bonds.

Microhardness of other nonmetallic materials also show a

tendency to increase at small loads.

1. N.F. Mott, 'Electron Processes in Noncrystalline Solids', Oxford

Clarendon Press, (1979)•

2. O.A. Golikova and A. Samatov, Phys. Stat. Solidi A, 1T_, 449 (1983).

3. V. Saraswati, Nucl . Instr. Methods, 23B, 347 (1987).

4. V. Saraswati, T.S. Radhakrishnan and R.V. Nandedkar, Proc. Solid

State Phys. Symp., Nagpur, (1985).

5. V. Saraswati and P.L. Paulose, J. Less-Common Metals, 128, 185 (1987)

6. V. Saraswati, Internatl. Conf. on Powder Met., Dusseldorf, Germany,

PM/86, (1986).
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3.34 Development of Transparent Alumina

(V. Saraswati and G.V. Ramarao)

Compared to glass, a transparent refractory has the advantage

of withstanding high temperatures. Alumina has the unique combination of

useful electrical, mechanical and chemical properties. Transparent

alumina is used as a lamp envelope in high-prossure sodium lamps. Hereto,

pressure sintering at high temperatures was the only method available for

producing a transparent (rather translucent) ceramic. In recent years,

sol-gel process has evoked considerable interest because preparation of

glass or glass ceramic has become feasible at reasonably low

temperatures. Apart from saving in energy, it has become feasible to make

novel multicomponent oxides as phase separation, component segregation

and stoichiometric changes could be averted. Homogeneity is obtained at

molecular level and purity is better. Transparency, in spite of large

porosity (~60%) is achieved because of the extremely fine size of

particles and pores (less than 10 nm).

For preparation, a method described by Yoldas has been used

here. The starting material was aluminium isopropoxide, A1(OC H ) . The

process involves four steps : (i) the hydrolysis of aluminium

isopropoxide (ii) peptization of hydroxide to a clear sol (iii) gelation

and (iv) pyrolysis to alumina. Control of parameters is essential at

every step viz. time duration of hydrolysis controls the extent to which

alkyl group is hydrolysed. The temperature had to be kept above 333 K to

prevent the formation of the trihydroxide (bayerite) because the

monohydroxide (boehmite) alone is capable of being polymerized. An acid

had to be used for peptizing. It required the condition that it be strong

so that a small quantity be enough, secondly it had to be non complexing
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with Al ions. Similarly the 3rd and 4th steps also involved control of

temperature, time and concentration. After trying out several variations,

the molar ratio of alkoxide/water/acid which is the most conducive for an

optimum gel formation is found to be 1/100/0.3.

The monolithic Xerogels were porous (~60%), highly transparent

(transmission greater than 90%) and microstructure revealed fibrils of

fine size (less than 10 nm) and pore size ( 2=:2. 5 nm) . Recent measurements

of surface area and pore volume through BET methods confirm the average

pore size to be ci3 nm.

Apart from monolithic ceramics, gel alumina is being used for

automotive exhaust catalyst, for drawing out fibres in the preparation of

strong composites and as coatings.

The properties studied show mixed features of a glass, polymer

and a ceramic.

1. B.E. Yoldas, Amer. Ceram. Soc. Bull., _5_4, 289 (1975).

2. V. Saraswati and G.V. Ramarao, J. Mater. Sci. Letters, _5, 1095

( 1986).

3.35 Structural Evolution in Alumina Gel

(V. Saraswati, G.V.N. Rao and G.V. Ramarao)

The xerogel of alumina is polymerized oxyhydroxide, called

boehmite, AlOOH and on heating undergoes dehydration and phase

transformations, which involved rearrangement of atoms. The sequence was

followed with different physical measurements viz. TG, DTA, XRD, IR

. absorption and microstructural changes by studying several batches of gel

Materials Science Laboratory, IGCAR.
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powder heated at 398, 623, 873, 1073, 1173, 1223, 1273, 1473 and 1673 K

for 10 h or longer.

Though DTA showed change to V phase at 748 K and °C at 1473 K

it was possible to obtain these at lower temperatures by increasing the

duration of heating viz. y~ phase at 623 K and oC at 1423 K. Hence tho

dehydration sequence could be written as

A1OOH 623 K V-Al 0 1223 K &~-M 0 1423 K cC-Al,0
(boehmite)' =* S • > " > 3

The boehmite structure consists of water molecules adsorbed between

layers. Diffuse, broad bands were observed in the Debye-Scherrer powder

diffraction pattern, corresponding to orthorhombic structure. Infrared

absorption corresponding to vibrations of OH stretch and H-O-H bending

modes confirmed the presence of water. On dehydration, as the water

molecules between the layers are removed there is expected to be a complete

collapse of the lattice and rearrangement of atoms take place. These

changes were clearly shown in the X-ray diffraction spectra and IR

absorption modes. From the few bands (X-ray) observed the structure

in Y~phase was identified to be cubic ( and not tetragonal or

orthorhombic as expressed by earlier workers ) using both Mo K^ and

Cu K^ radiations. The b- phase was tetragonal, a three block extension

of N'-unit cell.

A polymer has a partial order, it is neither short range like a

glass nor long range like a crystal. Surprisingly, V~ and S alumina

(known as transition phase aluminas) are amenable to both treatments i.e.

assignment of radial distribution and also lattice spacings. The cubic

structure of V phase has been further confirmed by the study of Y~ -

alumina whiskers grown out of gel solution.
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The aC phase obtained by heating the gel at temperatures above

1473 K was crystalline and showed IR absorption and X-ray spectra quite

similar to hexagonal corundum phase alumina

1. B.C. Lippens and J.H. de Boer, Acta Cryst., JJ7, 1312 (1964).

2. V. Saraswati, G.V.N. Rao and G.V. Ramarao, J. Mater. Sci., (In Press)

3.36 Optical Properties of Gel Alumina Monoliths

(V. Saraswati and G.V. Ramarao)

The gel alumina monoliths are transparent up to the 8 phase

(Fig .3.36.1). They become opaque when heated above 1273 K owing to the

coarsening of the pores. The transmission and absorption properties of

transparent xerogels were measured using a Hitachi Spectrophotometer in

the wave length range, 0.2-2.5 \im. As the xerogels are thin (0.1-0.6 nm)

and have a natural gloss, no grinding or polishing was done. Moreover, as

2

the hardness is very low (17 kg/mm ) they were easily scratched and this

resulted in scattering loss, otherwise scattering losses were negligible.

The transmission was good when compared with soda lime glass in the

visible, infrared and ultraviolet region of wavelengths.

There was significant absorption due to water molecules in the

boehmite phase at 1.4 and 1.9 Lun. On heating, this decreased and was

negligible in the S phase. The transmission was above 80% in the visible

and near infrared regions.

The structural rearrangement during phase transitions affects

the bond nature (covalency in Al-O) and crystalline field about the Al

cation. The octahedral and tetrahedral arrangements have distinct

signatures in the visible region for transition metal ions. This

technique is adopted for glasses in identifying coordination and
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oxidation states. Doping was very easy for the gels as they are porous

and highly reactive. The colouration of the gel depends on the transition

metal ion. The iron doped gels were yellow, chromium doped were green,

copper doped were green or blue depending on the chlorine content. The

oxidation states can also be identified from the absorption in the

visible region and charge transfer spectra in the ultra violet.

There were some changes in the oxidation states, in the o and

Y phase, in Cu doped and Cr doped alumina gels. The absorption edge also

shifted with increased doping concentration and dehydration. The

calculated extinction coefficients were similar to those in glasses. In

the Y" and 0 alumina phases, evidence has been found only for octahedral

(2 3)
arrangement of 0 atoms about Al ion. '

1. V. Saraswati and G.V. Ramarao, J. Mater. Sci. Letters, 5, 1095

(1986) .

2. V. Saraswati and G.V. Ramarao, 'Current Trends in the Physics of

Materials ' , M. Yousouff (ed.), (World Scientific), p.381 (1987).

3. V. Saraswati and G.V. Ramarao, 'Transparent Alumina-Optical

Properties of Doped Gels', Proc. Solid State Phys. Symp., DAE,

Pantnager, J29C, 58 (1986).

3.37 X-ray Diffraction in V Alumina Whiskers

*
(V. Saraswati and G.V.N. Rao )

Whiskers are micron size single crystals with large length/

width ratio. We observed the growth of alumina whiskers out of Cu doped

gel solution. The 1/w ratio was greater than 1000 in a good number of

Materials Science Laboratory, IGCAR.
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whiskers. They had a rectangular cross section and were identified to be

Y-alumina by heating and observing X-ray diffraction (Fig.3 .37 . 1). Lave

spots showed streaks which could be due to the fine size or stress

associated with a large 1/w ratio. From the analysis of diffraction from

several micron size crystals it was concluded that (i) V-alumina has a

cubic structure with a = 0.79 nm, in close agreement with the powder

results (ii) the streaking in the electron diffraction observed by

earlier workers ' could be attributed to defects in growth

( 4)
(Fig. 3.37.2) which was present even in the micron size whiskers

1. V. Saraswati, G.V.N. Rao and G.V. Ramarao, J. Mater. Sci. r (In Press)

2. H.P. Rooksby, 'X-ray Identification and Crystal Structure of Clay

Materials' , London, p.264 (1951).

3. S.J. Wilson, J. Solid State Chem. , _3J>, 257 (1979).

4. V. Saraswati and G.V.N. Rao, J. Cryst. Growth (Communicated).
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Fig.3.37.2 Optical Micrograph of a "/- Alumina Whisker Showing
Growth and Stacking Faults
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4. MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY SECTION

1 Process Flow Sheet Modifications for the Production of Zr-2.5%Nb Pressure

Tubes

(C. Ravishankar, S. Venkadesan and P. Rodriguez)

The Zr-2.5%Nb pressure tubes produced by Nuclear Fuel Complex

(NFC), Hyderabad, using the existing process route, were unable to meet,

with consistency, the required hardness specifications. Hence, detailed

examination of the NFC process route was carried out, in order to suggest

modifications necessary for achieving the specifications. Further,

microstructural examination and hardness measurements were carried out on

1st stage pilgered specimens obtained from NFC, after subjecting them to

vacuum heat treatment in the range 723 - 923 K.

It was noticed that the /I-quenching treatment currently

practised at NFC, which involves solutionizing at 1323 K, would result in

considerable grain growth since the ft/oC+fi phase boundary for Zr-2.5%Nb

containing 1100 ppm oxygen, lies in the range of 1200 K. However, the

cooling rate being achieved at NFC during A-quenching is found to be

adequate. In view of this, ^-quenching after a solutionizing treatment

for 1/2 h at 1273 K, instead of 1373 K, was suggested.

The recovery of the ^-matrix in Zr-2.5%Nb with 20-30% cold work

occurs at 575-725 K, whence the tubes after the Ilnd stage pilgering

(which introduces "56% cold work) would show recovery, even at lower

temperatures. However, drop in hardness is observed only in the samples

annealed beyond 773 K (Fig. 4.1.1). This could be due to the fact that

ageing at 575-775 K could transform the fl-phase present to Nb-rich A and

u) phases, .thereby offsetting the expected reduction in hardness due to

recovery of <>C. However, any further increase in the annealing
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temperature beyond 773 K, would be undesirable as it would lead to

coalescence of the fi-phase. Since, any annealing after extrusion and

pilgering are seen to adversely change the microstructure, it was further

suggested that the stress relieving treatments after extrusion should be

avoided. Hence, to meet the required specifications, it was suggested

that the tubes should be hot extruded to near-final dimension and finally

cold pilgered to introduce the required cold work

1. C. Ravishankar, S. Venkadesan and P. Rodriguez, "Report on the

Suggested Modifications in the Flow Sheet for the Development of Zr-

2.5Nb Alloy Pressure Tubes".

4.2 Some Aspects of Flow Curves Dependence of Commercial Purity Titanium

(CP Ti) on Forming Temperatures and Strain Rates

*
(S. Venugopal, V. Seetharaman, S. Venkadesan and P.Venugopal )

In this investigation ring and solid compression tests were

carried out on CP Ti in the temperature range 303 to 573 K and strain

rate range of 0.07 to 32 s to evaluate the flow stress. Analysis of

flow stress data and microstructural studies on the upset samples were

carried out to predict optimal strain rate and temperature to get the

full advantage of adiabatic heating in reducing the flow stress of CP Ti.

Data pertaining to variation of true stress, as a function of

temperature at different strain rates are presented, as a 3-dimensional

plot, in Fig. 4.2.1 The combined effects of temperature and strain rate

were analysed to arrive at the optimal working condition in terms of

temperature and strain rate, wherein low forming stresses of CP Ti can be

realised •

Department of Metallurgical Engineering, I.I.T., Madras.
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The analysis revealed that for room temperature test condition,

if the strain rate is increased from 0.07 to 32 s , the reduction in the

forming stresses to an order of 50 % is possible. The results also

revealed the manifestations of dynamic strain ageing at temperatures

beyond 303 K. In light of this it can be concluded that warm working is

*iot conducive for forming of CP Ti. Based on the above study, it was

concluded that working at 303 K and 32 s was the optimal condition for

the effective utilisation of adiabatic heating in reducing the flow

stress'1).

1. S. Venugopal, M.S. Thesis, I.I.T., Madras (1986).

4.3 Influence of Strain Rate on Cold Extrusion of Commercial Purity Titanium

(CP Ti)

(S. Venugopal, V. Seetharaman, S. Venkadesan and P.Venugopal )

Titanium and its alloys demand high magnitude of forming

stresses during cold extrusion. The forming stresses can be reduced by

utilising heat generated during deformation, particularly in case of

materials like titanium which has low thermal conductivity and -low heat

capacity. This deformation heat can be effectively utilised at high

strain rates, because at these strain rates the heat loss by conduction

is minimised (due to shortened contact time between work metal and tool

surface). In this investigation an attempt was made to utilize the

deformation heat in cold extrusion of CP Ti. Extrusion tests (solid and

hollow forward) were carried out in a hydraulic press (for low strain

rates) and in an eccentric press (for high strain rates). The forming

load data were analysed to study the effect of deformation ratio and

Department of Metallurgical Engineering, I.I.T., Madras.
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strain rate to establish the conditions for the minimum forming stresses

during cold extrusion. The results are presented in Table 4.3.1 .

Table 4.3.1

Comparision between the Measured Peak Extrusion Pressure for Different

Extrusion Strains in Hydraulic Press (Auto Mode) and in Crank Press for

Solid Forward and Hooker Extrusion Processes

Peak Extrusion Pressure (MPa) % Decrease in
Process Strain Extrusion

Hydraulic Press Crank Press Pressure in
(Auto Mode) Crank Press

0.32 377 340 9.8
Solid 0.50 53 4 481 9.9
Forward 0.65 632 56 6 10.4

0.82 764 656 14.1

0.39 432 378 12.5
Hooker 0.61 655 521 20.5
(Hollow 0.84 793 638 19.5
Forward) 1.10 992 766 22.8

It can be seen from the results that large reduction in forming stresses

could be realised in extrusion involving large strains carried out at

higher strain rates. Post extrusion tests were also carried out to

assess the properties of the extrudes and it has been found that the

extrudes are of adequate quality for engineering applications

1. S. Venugopal, M.S. Thesis, I.I.T. , Madras (1986).

4.4 Computer Simulation of Force Travel Diagram for Cold Extrusion of

Commercial Purity Titanium

(S. Venugopal, P.V. Siva Prasad and S. Venkadesan)

Force-stroke diagrams were simulated for cold forward extrusion

of solid and hollow sections of commercial purity titanium at various
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extrusion strains. The flow stress data for this simulation work was

obtained from solid compression tests, using titanium oxide and a

lubricant layer of MoS , while the friction factor was determined using

ring compression test data. The force-stroke diagrams were then

generated using Lange's formula for cold extrusion.

Since the thermal conductivity of titanium is low and its heat

capacity is small, the heat generated during deformation leads to rise in

temperature in the deforming material. As this rise in temperature

influences the forming load, the force-travel diagram was regenerated

taking into account this adiabatic temperature rise. Further, as the

extrusion strain rate is usually higher than that of the upsetting strain

rate even at the same ram velocity, the force-travel diagrams were

generated using the actual extrusion strain rates.

Figure 4.4.1 shows the simulated force-travel diagrams for the

isothermal, adiabatic and experimental conditions along with the actual

experimental curve. Based on this computer simulation work , it was

concluded that :

1. The simulated force-travel diagram under experimental conditions of

strain rate and temperature lies in between those obtained under

isothermal and adiabatic conditions.

2. The computer simulation predicts extrusion pressure conservatively

as 16% higher value than the experimentally measured one.

1. S. Venugopal, P.V. Siva Prasad and S. Venkadesan, "Computer

Simulation of Force Travel Diagram for Cold Extrusion of

Commercially Pure Titanium", 40th Ann. Tech. Meeting of the Ind.

Inst. Metals, Bombay, Nov 1986. Bombay, November (1986).
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4.5 Analysis of Tensile Work Hardening Behaviour of Warm Rolled AISI Type 316

Stainless Steel

(S. Venkadesan, P.V. Sivaprasad, S.K. Ray and V. Seetharaman)

Work hardening analysis was carried out on the tensile test

data of AISI type 316 stainless steel plates, warm rolled to different

strain levels in the temperature range 823 - 1123 K. The flow curves

obtained from the tensile tests were fitted to Ludwigson's equation

and were used to obtain the instantaneous work hardening rate,

{9 = d<f/d£), while the instantaneous plastic strain rates were calculated

from the experimental data. The 9 vs <f and <f& vs <f curves, which have

been widely used to interpret the work hardening behaviour, were used to

analyse the slopes of the different stages and the points of inflections.

It was found that the tensile work hardening characteristics cannot be

satisfactorily interpreted in terms of the Voce equation, possibly due to

the significant contribution of precipitates to the work hardening

process.

The mean inter-particle spacing, d, of the precipitates were

measured from the TEM micrographs and were found to be in qualitative

agreement with those calculated by the Estrin-Mecking analysis using the

<fdvs <f curves (Fig. 4.5.1). These calculated 'd' values were also in

agreement with the expectation that higher rolling reductions and/or

lower rolling temperatures would lead to lower inter-particle spacing.

Hence, the Estrin-Mecking formalism for particle strengthened materials

was considered to be applicable to warm rolled materials.

1. D.C. Ludwigson, Met. Trans., 2, 2825 (1971).
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4.6 Electro-Slag Welding of AISI Type 3 16 Stainless Steel

* *
(S.Venugopal, B. Radhakrishnan , V.Seetharaman and V. Ramachandran )

Electro-slag welding of 36 mm thick AISI type 316 austenitic

stainless steel was carried out, using thin strips of the same stainless

steel as the consumable electrode and a mixture of 80% CaF with 20% CaO

as the flux. The power required for welding was estimated as 30 kW and

the welding speed was maintained at 50 mm/min. The welds were

characterised with respect to chemical composition, macro defects and

microstructural features. The welds were also subjected to extensive

mechanical testing, including bend, transverse tensile, all-weld tensile

and Charpy V-notch impact tests. Further, intergranular corrosion tests

were carried out as per ASTM A262 practice E and by the EPR technique.

The radiographic examination of the weld pads showed that the

porosity and inclusion contents were well within the limits specified by

ASME Section IX. The transverse tensile, face bend and root bend test

results were also found to satisfy the requirements of ASME Section IX.

The results of impact tests showed that the impact strength at the weld

centre-line was lower than that of the base metal, due to -the cast

structure of the weldment.

Delta-ferrite measurements by the magnetic irathod indicated

that the ferrite content in the weld was zero. However, microstructural

examination showed that the weld metal close to the fusion line consisted

of essentially a single phase austenitic microstructure, while the weld

metal near the centre-line contained a second phase. The morphology of

*
Materials Science Division, National Aeronautical Laboratory,

Bangalore.
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this second phase was similar to delta-ferrite and its volume traction

was about 2.5%. The intergranular corrosion te^ts revealed that neither

the base metal nor the weld showed any susceptibility to intergranular

corrosion.

4.7 Effect of Welding Parameters on the Microstructure of Stellite-6 Deposits

*
(S.K. Albert, I. Gowrisankar , V. Seetharaman and S. Venkadesan)

Stellite-6 was deposited on type 316 stainless steel plates

using the gas tungsten arc (GTA) and oxy-acetylene (OA) welding

processes, with the pre-heat temperature for the GTA deposits varying

from room temperature to 1123 K. Microstructural examination and

microhardness measurements across the deposit/base metal interface was

carried out. The variation of chemical composition across the interface

was studied using the EPMA, while the carbides present in the deposits

were analysed by XRD after selective extraction.

The OA deposits contained more carbides and had a higher

hardness compared to the GTA deposits. Carbon pick-up from the flame and

pass-to-pass variation in carbon content was observed in the OA deposits.

Further, fine-scale precipitation of carbides was observed in the base

metal close to the deposit/base metal interface.

The GTA deposits contained very fine carbides distributed in

the interdendritic regions and, both the hardness and the microstructure

of the deposits (Fig. 4.7.1) varied systematically with an increase in

the pre-heat temperature. The composition profiles for iron and cobalt,

across the interface, indicated considerable dilution of the deposit by

the base metal, with the amount of dilution increasing with an increase

Presently with N.T.P.C, New Delhi.
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in the pre-heat temperature. Hence, a low pre-heat temperature should be

used for the deposition of Stellite-6 by the GTAW process to achieve

better deposition characteristics and higher deposit hardness. From this

work it was found that a pre-heat of 573 K is adequate for obtaining

crack-free deposits by the OAW process, while no pre-heat is required for

obtaining sound GTA deposits.

4.8 Microstructural Investigation of Stellite-12 Deposited by Oxy-Acetylene

Welding Process

(S.K. Albert, S. Asok Kumar , R.D. Kale and S. Venkadesan)

Stellite-12 deposits were made, by the oxy-acetylene welding

process, on type 316 stainless steel, to study the effect of pre-heat

temperature, deposition techniques and diameter of the stellite rods, on

the microstructure of the deposits. Microstructural examination and

microhardness measurements across the deposit/base metal interface was

carried out. The variation of chemical composition across the interface

was studied using the EPMA, while XRD and EDAX analysis was carried out

to identify the carbides present in the deposits.

The optical micrographs of the Stellite-12 deposits

(Fig. 4.8.1} show that it contained two types of carbides - a flaky Cr-

rich M C, carbide and M C type carbide, rich in Co, W and Cr, having a
7 3 o

branched morphology. The pre-heat temperature of 723 K resulted in the

• formation of the carbides with branched morphology, while higher pre-heat

temperatures (873 and 1023 K) promoted the formation of the flaky

carbides, with the formation of <_ few bulky, hexagonal shaped carbides

when preheated to 10 23 K. Further, the deposits made by the backhand

Engineering Division, I.G.C.A.R.
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technique contained more carbides with the branched morphology compared

to the deposits made by the forehand technique. However, no appreciable

variation in the hardness of the deposits occured with changes in the

welding parameters. It was also observed that the deposits, in which the

dilution by the base metal was very low, contained micro-cracks along the

M C carbide/matrix interface. This indicated that the presence of the

M C carbides in the deposits would be more favourable, in view of their

better morphology and distribution. Based on this work, it was decided

to deposit Stellite-12 by the back-hand technique at a pre-heat

temperature of 723 K to achieve an optimum microstructure

1. S, Asok Kumar and S.K. Albert, "Research and Development on

Hardfacing of PFBR Components - Part 1 : Trial Deposits and Studies

on Flat Surfaces", Report no. IGC/EDD 6/99701/EX/3000/R-A (1987).

4.9 A Comparative Evaluation of the Impact Properties of AISI type 316

Stainless Steel and 16-8-2 Weld Metals

(S.K. Albert, I. Gowrisankar , V. Seetharaman and S. Venkadesan)

AISI type 316 stainless steel plates, of 25 mm thickness, were

welded by the SMAW process using E316 and E16-8-2 electrodes and were

subsequently aged at 1023 and 1123 K for 100h. Some of these welds were

subjected to a prior heat treatment at 873 K for 1 and 10 h before

ageing, to promote the nucleation of carbides in an attempt to delay the

formation of the sigma phase during subsequent ageing. Metallographic

examination, delta-ferrite measuremei:cs, Charpy V-notch impact tests and

fractography of the impact specimens were carried out on the welds in the

as-welded and aged conditions.

* Presently with NTPC, New Delhi
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The delta-ferrite content in the as-welded condition was 1 FN

for the 16-8-2 welds and about 3 FN for the 316 welds, while no delta-

ferrite was present in either of the welds after the 1023 K and 1123 K

ageing treatments. Metallography examination showed that ageing resulted

in carbide precipitation at the austenite grain boundaries in 16-8-2

welds and at the austenite/delta-ferrite interface in 316 welds. The

impact properties of 16-8-2 welds were higher than the 316 welds in both

the as-welded and aged conditions. Ageing at 1023 K resulted in a

reduction in the impact energy of both the welds by about 40%, while no

substantial reduction in the impact properties occurred in either of the

welds on ageing at 1123 K. Further, the pre-ageing heat treatments at

873 K did not have any effect on the impact properties of either of the

welds. Fractographic studies of both the welds revealed that the failure

was predominantly ductile in nature and that the precipitates present on

the fracture surfaces were not deformed. Further, these precipitates

were found to be rich in iron and chromium by EDAX analysis. This

suggests that the precipitates may correspond to sigma phase.

4.10 Effect of the Number of Passes on the Structure and Properties of

Submerged Arc Weld of AISI Type 316L Stainless Steel

* *
(I. Gowrisankar , A.K. Bhaduri, V. Seetharaman, D.D.N. Verma and

**
D.R.G. Achar )

25 mm thick plates of type 316L stainless steel, having a

double V-groove geometry, were submerged arc welded using 2.4 mm diameter

316L filler wire and AVESTA neutral flux with different number of weld

passes. Microstructural examination and, the determination of delta-

Presently with NTPC, New Delhi

**
Metal Joining Laboratory, Department of Metallurgical Engineering, IIT,

Madras.
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ferrite and microhardness profiles across the thickness of the welds were

carried out. All-weld tensile properties at 298 and 773 K andr Charpy V-

notch impact toughness of the welds were determined.

The welds had a duplex microstructure containing delta-ferrite

in the austenite matrix, with the columnar grain size of anstenite and

the interdendritic spacing between the secondary arms of the delta-

ferrite increasing with a decrease in the number of passes. The ferrite

content near the weld surface was about 10 FN for all the welds, while

that near the root region increased from 2 FN for the 5 pass weld to 7 FN

for the 13 pass weld. Further, the delta-ferrite morphology near the

weld surface was vermicular, while it was globular near the root

region* ''2).

The microhardness profiles showed a maxima in the hardr-ess

values at the root region, which increased with the increase in the

number of passes, along with the hardness of the other regions of the

weld. The all-weld yield strength and ultimate tensile strength

increased while the all-weld tensile ductility decreased with an increase

in the number of passes (Table 4.10.1). Further, the impact energy and

plane-stress fracture toughness of the welds decreased with an increase

in the number of passes (Table 4.10.2).

Table 4.10.1

T
(K)

298

No. of
Passes

5
9
13

All-Weld

YS
(MPa)

332
354
406

Tensile

UTS
(MPa)

533
543
565

Properties

%E
(Uniform)

44
42
33

%E
(Total)

53
51
40

R.A.
(%)

61
53
43

773
5
9
13

199
228
302

403
41 1
44 1

27
26
22

33
31
26

44
43
30
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Table 4. 10.2

Charpy V-notch Impact Toughness Properties

Number of Passes Impact Energy Fracture Toughness
(J) K (MPa.m" ' )

_ _ c

5 45.9 283
9 36.9 259
13 29.7 230

( 2)
Based on this work, it was concluded that with an increase

in the number of passes during welding, from 5 to 13, hardness and

tensile strength properties of the welds increase systematically, while

their ductility and toughness decrease progressively. These changes in

the mechanical properties were consistent with the observed

microstructural characteristics, particularly the amount, morphology and

distribution of delta-ferrite in the welds. Further, the results were

also consistent with the effects of thermal cycling during multipass

welding and, with the effects associated with a decreased cooling rate

due to an increased heat input per pass with a decrease in the number

of passes during welding.

1. V. Seetharaman, D.D.N. Verma, I. Gowrisankar and D.R.G. Achar,

"Microstructure and Microchemistry of Type 316L Stainless Steel

Submerged Arc Welds" , Internatl. Conf. on 'Trends in Welding

Research', Gatlinburg, May (1986).

2. I. Gowrisankar, A.K. Bhaduri, V. Seetharaman, D.D.N. Verma and

D.R.G. Achar, Welding J.r 66, 147s (1987).
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11 Comparative Evaluation of the Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of

the Dissimilar Metal Joint Between Alloy 800 and AISI Type 304 Stainless

Steel Made with Inconel 182 and 16-8-2 Electrodes

*
(A.K. Bhaduri, I. Gowrisankar and V. Seetharaman)

Single V-groove butt welds were made between 10 mm thick

plates of solution-annealed AISI type 304 stainless steel and Alloy 800

using Inconel 182 or 16-8-2 electrode. Microstructural examination,

determination of the microhardness profiles across the fusion boundaries

and measurement of the Vicker's hardness values of various regions of the

joints were carried out. All-weld and transverse-weld tensile properties

at 298, 623, 773 and 923 K and, Charpy V-notch impact toughness of the

welds were determined.

The microstructure of Inconel 182 was fully austenitic with

dendritic morphology and NbC precipitates in the interdendritic regions,

while that of 16-8-2 was cellular dendritic with delta-ferrite in the

intercellular regions. The weld/Alloy 800 interface contained a 50 /im

wide in-situ melted and solidified region, especially at the interface

with Inconel 182. No such solidification structure was observed at the

weld/304 SS interface - its interface with Inconel 182 was very sharp and

nearly planar, while that with 16-8-2 was very ill-defined . The

microhardness profile across the 304 SS/weld interface was very gradual,

while that across the 16-8-2/Alloy 800 interface was distinctly steeper

than across the Inconel 182/Alloy 800 interface. The average hardness

values of the Inconel 182 joint decreased gradually - by 16 VPN across

the interface with 304 SS and by 22 VPN across the interface with

Alloy 800, while for the 16-8-2 joint it increased by 17 VPN across the

Presently with N.T.P.C., New Delhi.
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interface with 304 SS and then decreased by 40 VPN across the

interface with Alloy 800.

Inconel 182 had higher yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile

strength (UTS) above 623 K and higher ductility between 298 and 923 K

than those of 16-8-2 (Fig. 4.11.1). The transverse-weld YS and UTS of

the Inconel 182 joints welded were higher than 16-8-2 joints in the

temperature range 623 to 923 K (Table 4.11.1).

Weld Metal

Inconel 182

16-8-2

Table 4.11.1

Transverse-Weld Tensile Properties

T (K)

298
623
773
923

298
623
773
923

YS (MPa)

294
259
245
218

326
243
227
21 1

UTS (MPa)

553
488
456
324

557
482
443
318

The transverse-weld specimens tested at 298 K fractured in the

Alloy 800 side and those tested at 773 and 923 K fractured in the 304 SS

side, while at 623 K they fractured in either side. This indicates a

transition in fracture location of the joint at 623 K, which is

consistent with the crossover in the UTS of the two base metals with

temperature, observed at 623 K. Although Inconel 182 had marginally

higher toughness (67 J) compared to that of 16-8-2 (62 J ) , they were

lower than those of Alloy 800 (87 J) and 304 SS (70 J ) .

Based on the above investigation, it was found that the use of

the Inconel 182, instead of 16-8-2, for the welding of AISI type 304

stainless steel to Alloy 800 would result in a reduced hardness gradient
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Figure 4.11.1 Temperature Dependance of All-Weiri Tensile
Properties of Inconel 182 and 16-8-2 Welds.
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across the weld/Alloy 800 fusion boundary as well as better mechanical

properties, especially at elevated temperatures

1. I. Gowrisankar and V. Seetharaman, "A Comparative Evaluation of

Inconel 182 and 16-8-2 Electrodes for Shielded Metal Arc Welding of

Incoloy 800 and Type 304 Stainless Steel", Internatl. Conf. on

'Trends in Welding Research', Gatlinburg. May (1986).

2. A.K. Bhaduri, I. Gowrisankar and V. Seetharaman, Proc. National

Welding Seminar, Ind. Inst. Welding, Madras, 51 (1986).

4.12 Effect of Post Weld Heat Treatment on the Microstructure and Mechanical

Properties of the Dissimilar Metal Joint Between Alloy 800 and 2 1/4Cr-

iMo Steel Made with Inconel 182 Electrodes

(A.K. Bhaduri, S. Venugopal, V. Seetharaman and S. Venkadesan)

Single V-groove butt welds were made between 12 mm thick

plates of solution-annealed Alloy 800 and normalised and tempered

2 1/4Cr-1Mo steel using Inconel 182 electrodes. The welds were post

weld heat treated for 1h at 973 and 1023 K. Microstructural examination,

microhardness profiling across the fusion boundaries and Vicker's

hardness measurements of various regions of the joint were carried out.

All-weld and transverse-weld tensile properties at 298 and 773 K and

Charpy V-notch impact toughness of the welds were determined.

In the as-welded condition, the ferritic steel/weld interface

contained a white etching martensite band, forming a sharp interface with

occasional diffused interfaces at corners where weld passes were

overlaid. On PWHT this interfacial martensite became a dark etching

band, due to tempering of the martensite and carbon migration resulting

in the precipitation of M C carbides at the ferritic steel/martensite
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interface. The thickness of this inrerfacial martensite band increased

with an increase in the PWHT temperature as a result of increased

precipitation and coarsening of the precipitates. In the as-welded

condition, the ferrit\c steel HAZ contained bainite, with a mixture of

coarse and fine prior-austenite grain sizes, which transformed to

tempered bainite on PWHT.

The hardness of the as-welded ferritic steel HAZ was about

300 VPN, which decreased steeply to about 200 VPN beyond about 2. 5 mm

from the fusion line. The hardness reduction on PWHT was drastic in the

HAZ and quite significant in the base metal, the reduction in hardness

increasing with an increase in the PWHT temperature. In contrast, PWHT

had a very marginal effect on the microhardness profile across the

Alloy 800/weld interface as well as on the Alloy 800 HAZ.

The all-weld yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile strength

(UTS) decreased and the all-weld ductility showed an increasing trend on

PWHT and on increasing the PWHT temperature (Fig. 4.12.1). The

transverse-weld YS and UTS showed a decreasing trend on PWHT and on

increasing PWHT temperature (Table 4.12.1).

Table 4.12.1

Transverse-Weld Tensile Properties

T(K) PWHT YS (MPa) UTS (MPa)

None 390 585
298 973 K/1h 382 534

1023 K/Ih 318 486

None 324 493
773 973 K/Ih 318 460

1023 K/Ih 280 486
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POST WELD HEAT TREATMENT

298K f 773K

Figure A.12.1 Histoqram Showing the Effect of Temperature and
PWHT on the All-Weld Tensile Properties of Inconcl 182.
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All the transverse-weld tensile specimens fractured in the ferritic steel

HAZ - the fracture initiating close to the fusion boundary and

propagating through the HAZ. The weld impact energy remained practically

unchanged after the 973 K/Ih PWHT while it increased after the 1023 K/lh

PWHT (Table 4.12.2). However, the plane-stress fracture toughness

improved considerably on PWHT.

Table 4. 12.2

PWHT

None
973 K/lh
1023 K/1h

Charpy V-notch Impact Toughness

Impact Energy

(J)

27
26
32

Properties

Fracture Toughness
K (MPa.m ' )
c

355
374
372

Based on this study, a lowering of the PWHT temperature (to

973 K) is advisable for this joint for improving the microstructural

condition and, for providing a higher joint strength, along with an

optimum combination of strength, ductility and plane-stress fracture

toughness of the weld

1. A.K. Bhaduri, V. Seetharaman and S. Venkadesan, "Proc. Internatl .

Welding Conf" , Welding Research Inst. and Ind. Inst. Welding ,

New Delhi, 545 (1987).

4.13 Effect of Thermal Ageing on the Microstructure and Mechanical Properties

of the Dissimilar Metal Joint Between Alloy 800 and 2 1/4Cr-1Mo Steel

Made with Inconel 182 Electrodes

(A.K. Bhaduri, S. Venugopal, V. Seetharaman and S. Venkadesan)

Single V-groove butt welds between 12 mm thick plates of

solution-annealed Alley 800 and normalised and tempered 2 1/4Cr-lMo
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steel, made with Inconel 182 electrodes, were thermally aged at 903 K

for 4 and 10 h and, at 973 and 1023 K for 10 h. Microstructural

examination and the determination of the microhardness profile across the

ferritic steel/weld metal fusion boundary were carried out. All-weld and

transverse-weld tensile properties at 298 and 773 K and Charpy V-notch

impact toughness of the welds were determined.

There was extensive carbide precipitation at the interface

between the ferritic steel and martensite band at the ferritic steel/weld

fusion line, especially near the diffused interfaces. An increase in

ageing resulted in an increase in the precipitation at the

martensite/ferritic steel interface and, an increase in the tempering of

the bainite and precipitation of carbides in the ferritic steel HAZ

accompanied by significant grain growth. Further, on increased ageing

the microstructure of the ferritic steel HAZ changed from predominantly

bainitic to predominantly ferritic, accompanied by decarburisation near

the diffused interfaces.

The hardness of the ferritic steel HAZ and base metal reduced

with increased ageing without any significant change in the hardness of

the weld metal. Further, ageing resulted in a trough in the hardness in

the ferritic steel HAZ near the interface, the hardness, size and

position of the trough varying systematically with ageing.

A Larsen-Miller type of parametric approach was used in

correlating the degree of ageing with the all-weld and transverse-weld

tensile test results (Figs. 4.13.1 and 4.13.2). At both the test

temperatures, the all-weld and transverse-weld yield strength and

ultimate tensile strength decreased progressively, while the all-weld

ductility increased marginally on increased ageing. The impact energy of
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the weld remained practically unaffected by ageing, while its fracture

toughness decreased gradually with increased degree of ageing (Table

4.13. 1) .

Table 4. 13. 1

PWHT

903 K/ 4h
903 K/10h
973 K/IOh
1023 K/10h

Charpy V-notch Impact Toughness

Impact Energy

(J)

31
29
29
30

Properties

Fracture Toughness
K (MPa.m" ' )
c

378
375
352
346
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5. DIVISION FOR POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION AND N ON -DESTRUCTIVE TESTING

DEVELOPMENT

5•1 Multiple Backecho Ultrasonic Technique - An Ideal Method to

Achieve Higher Sensitivity

(C.V.Subramanian, P.Palanicharny, P.Barat, D.K.Bhattacharya
and Baldev Raj)

The role of inspection is to detect any imperfection exceeding

the allowable reference level (test sensitivity). In the single

calibration backecho ultrasonic technique t the equipment calibration and

signal analysis is done between the initial transmitted pulse and the

first back reflection. The sensitivity generally achieved by this

technique is of the order of half the wave length ( ̂ \/2). However, on

the basis of an interesting phenomena observed, it is considered

that, sensitivities much higher than, ~?\/2 are achievable, if

multiple backecho signals are considered for flaw detection, instead of

the first or the second backwall echo.

In this investigation, aluminium blocks of 75 mm diameter and 77 mm

thickness were used. Using spark erosion technique, flat bottomed holes

of diameters 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 mm which were 7 mm deep were

created. The multiple backecho technique was tried out on these

specimens, by bringing the amplitude of backechoes to 100 % of the

scale, multiple back reflections up to the sixth gain setting (dB

level), the back echoes from the flat-bottomed holes were obtained

(Fig. 5.1.1 ).

The defect echo patterns were generally absent before the '-hird,

second, or first back echoes but distinctly observed after the third or
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fourth back echo. The observations are repeatable with probes of various

frequencies.

Diffraction of ultrasonic beam is the reason attributed to this

phenomenon after it has been ascertained that the reflections are not due

to geometry or high frequency components of the probes.

The experimental results clearly indicate that it is possible to

achieve very high sensitivity ( ~^\/ 15) by use of the multiple back echo

ultrasonic technique.

5.2 Couplant Correction in Ultrasonic Testing

(P.Palanichamy, C.V.Subramanian and Baldev Raj)

Ultrasonic attenuation measurements are widely used for material

charecterisation. Estimation of couplant correction during attenuation

measurements (especially in thin specimens) becomes particularly

important since sometimes the couplant correction is comparable to the

parameter being evaluated. The factors which affect the ultrasonic

attenuation measurements are:

(1) couplant correction and (2) diffraction correction

By properly choosing the thickness of the specimens and

judiciously selecting the back echoes for the measurements,the

diffraction correction was kept constant. The correction due to couplant

can be estimated by following the procedure suggested below.

Two specimens of AISI 316 SS with thicknesses, 20.02 and 10.01 mm

having same chemical composition and average grain size were obtained by

heat treatment. The plane parallelness of the specimen surfaces were

checked to be better than 0.005 mm. Larger thickness specimen was first

coupled with the transducer in the pulse echo system. The heights of the

first and second echoes were measured and the total attenuation was
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obtained in dBs. The smaller thickness specimen was then coupled to the

transducer and from the echo train, second and fou :th echoes were chosen

for the attenuation calculation. The path lengt'.i considered during the

above two measurements was the same and the error due to beam divergence

was assumed to be constant. However, in the second measurement using

smaller thickness specimen, the wave was made to cross the couplant

twice. Therefore the couplant correction present in the second

measurement is two times that of the first measurement (Fig. 5.2.1).

The difference between the two attenuation values gives the couplant

correction. The determined value of the couplant correction was found to

be nearly equal to 0.92 dB using the 2 MHz transducer.

5.3 Assessment of Materials Damage After a Fire Accident at HWP, Talcher

(C.V.Subramanian, R.Subbarathinam *, A.S.Ramesh and Baldev Raj)

• i .

A fire broke out in the compressor unit 75-1001 of HWP, Talcher

on the night of April 29, 1986 and soon spread to the nearby systems.

The fire accident enquiry committee suggested a detailed non-deatructive

evaluation of the affected components in order to evaluate ther

suitability for future safe operation.

Based on the extent of damage and future performance

requirements, about 105 crucial locations were selected for detailed

examination and evaluation. The examination included in-situ

metallography, ultrasonic hardness and thickness measurements. Of the

105 locations, 26 were selected for flaw evaluation ultrasonically. In

addition, the welds in unit 76-2105, 76-2112, 75-1001 and the 7.6 cm -

high pressure pipelines were subjected to ultrasonic flaw evaluation.

Quality Engineering Section, Metallurgy Programme, IGCAR
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The above evaluations were so planned as to determine the extent of

damage (if any) unambiguously.

The results of the detailed investigations carried out by the

various NDE methods indicated that the fire has not caused any

significant damage to any of the components affected by fire.

5.4 Multifrequency Eddy Current Testing

(M.T.Shyamsunder, P.Barat, D.K.Bhattacharya and Baldev Raj)

Multifrequency eddy current testing offers a successful method

of inspecting steam generator tubings. Present day heat exchangers and

steam generators are huge structures where conditions are often abnormal

and anomalies exist which are not efficiently solved by the single

freu'ncy examination. Extraneous discontinuities such as tube support

plates, tube sheets, dents, crud-deposits, etc., distort or hide defect

signals located under them. This creates mistaken interpretation with

unnecessary tube plugging and loss of heat exchanger efficiency. The lack

of detection also lead to unexpected leaks and costly shutdowns.

Multifrequency testing is the direct equivalent of operating

more than one single-frequency unit with a common coil, enabling one to

eliminate unwanted parameters from test data. The basic approach relies

on the skin effect phenomenon of current flowing in the specimen to

provide independent information at different frequencies. The test

results from individual frequencies can be combined in real time so as to

obtain outputs which are free of certain parameters but which preserve

other relevant test data. In its simplest sense, the elimination of

unwanted test parameters by processing of multifrequency data is

equivalent to simultaneous solutions of multiple equations in which

variables are eliminated by multiplying a certain equation by an
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appropriate constant and adding the result to other equations.

Mockup studies using two frequencies have been made on a AISI

stainless steel type 316 tubing with artificial defects (through hole,

flat bottomed holes of 10 t, 20 % and 40% wall thickness) and simulated

support plates (mild steel and stainless steel) . It was observed by

calculations and trials at various frequencies that the phase angle of

any of the defects relative to the support plate signals varied rapidly

between 100 and 300 kHz. The phase angle was the optimum for signal

discrimination at around 200 kHz. Using frequencies of 200 and 100 kHz,

it was found that one could detect defects present under support plates.

Using three or four frequencies, it would be possible to

simultaneously eliminate signals from other extraneous sources such as

probe wobble, crud deposits etc.

5.5 In-service Inspection in PHWRs by Eddy Current Testing

(B.P.C.Rao, P.Barat, M.T.Shyamsunder, P.Kalyanasundaram, D.K.Bhattacharya,
Baldev Raj, C.V.Subramanian, B.B.Jha and P.Rodriguez)

An in-service non-destructive evaluation programme for coolant

tube-calandria tube combination has been planned to ensure safe and

reliable operation of pressure tubes (PT)of the natural U02 fuelled

pressurised heavy water reactors (PHWRs). Heavy water coolant passes

through these tubes. Bach pressure tube is surrounded by a calandria

tube (CT). The nominal gap of 8.0mm between CT and PT is maintained by

two (in earlier reactors, i.e. up to MAPS) or four (in more recent

reactors, i.e. starting from NAPP onwards) garter springs, positioned in

the annular gap between the CT and PT.

It has been realised that these garter springs could get

displaced either during hot conditioning before final commissioning or
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during service. This displacement can cause a significant length of PT

being left unsupported. In the event of considerable reduction in gap

between PT and CT, massive hydride can form due to hydrogen transport by

temperature gradient and can lead to breach and thus loss of integrity of

PT. Therefore, the schemes of the in-service inspection (ISI) adopted

should be able to forewarn about the possibility of the above

eventuality. Of all the NDT techniques possible for ISI of PT, eddy

current testing {ECT) is the most important and has been successfully

applied and found suitable.

The schemes of ECT are as follows:

1) Location of garter spring to find out whether they are displaced

from their specified locations

2) To measure the profile of the gap between PT and CT with particular

attention to the unsupported length

3) To detect defects

A bobbin type differential probe has been used to locate the

garter springs. Test frequency of 8 kHz was found to be optimum. At

garter spring locations, there are definite "figure of eight" patterns on

the impedance plane of the oscilloscope screen. The accuracy of location

of garter spring is better than + 10mm.

For the investigation of the minimum gap (MG) measurement, two

differential bobbin probes were employed. One of the probes was inside

the PT of the test assembly while the other was within a reference PT

surrounded by a CT (reference assembly). The CT of the test assembly

could be moved relative to PT to achieve a desired minimum gap

variation. At the start of the measurement, the PT and CT in the

reference assembly as well as the ECT probe would be made concentric at
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the specified MG value of 8mm. The ECT probe in the reference assembly

and the one in the test assembly would indicate balance, if cocentricity

is present in the test assembly. If nut, there will be shift in the

vector point in the impedance plane. The CT in the reference asembly can

then be moved relative to get a null balance. The MG of the reference

assembly at null position is equal to the MS in the test assembly.

Accuracy of the method was found to be of the order of _+ 0.5mm.

To standardise the method of defect location and detection,

several circumferential and longitudinal artificial notches were

introduced on outside surface of PT of a full scale assembly. A

differential bobbin probe was used for this study. It was possible to

discriminate the indications owing to defect upto 3% of wall thickness in

longitudinal and transverse direction from those occurring owing to the

presence of garter spring, based on vector analysis.!1]

1. Baldev Raj, P.Barat, P.Kalyanasundaram, D.K.Bhattacharya,

C.V.Subramanian, M.T.Shyamsunder and Placid Rodriguez, "In-service

Non-Destructive Evaluation Techniques for Structural Integrity of

Pressure Tubes of PHWRs in India", Trans. IX Internatl. Conf.

on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology, Vol.D, pp. 121-125

(1987).

5.6 Eddy Current Studies on Microstructural Changes in Austenitic Type Steels

due to Cold Working

(K.V.Kasiviswanathan, V.Venugopal and Baldev Raj)

It is well known that electrical conductivity and magnetic

permeability of metals and alloys are greatly influenced by mechanical

working and microstructure. Eddy current testing has been used to study

the influence of mechanical working and microstructural changes in AISI
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type 316 and 304 stainless steels. The measurement of changes in magnetic

and electrical properties consequent to microstructural evolution during

mechanical working can be used as a non-destructive test method to sort

out materials with different degrees of mechanical working. Cold working

of an AISI 316 SS can change its electrical conductivity predominantly

whereas that in the case of type 304 steels can change its electrical

conductivity and magnetic permeability due to the formation of magnetic

phases in the latter type of steels.

Nuclear grade AISI 316 type steel plates were solution annealed

and later cold rolled in a four high CARLWEZEL rolling mill to various

degrees of cold-rolling up to reduction in 70 % wall thickness. Eddy

current testing using surface probes were carried out on the cold rolled

specimens at various frequencies and total impedance changes were

measured using a digital voltmeter with minimum lift off changes. The

measured values for various degrees of cold rolling are shown in Fig.

5.6.1. Hardness measured on cold rolled specimens in Re scale as a

function of degree of cold rolling is also shown in Fig. 5.6.1. the

specimens were examined using Ferritoscope for detection of magnetic

phases and the measurements showed either negligible or absence of

magnetic phases. Hence , it is presumed that the changes of eddy current

signal output are predominantly due to conductivity changes consequent to

cold rolling.

Solution annealed 304 grade steel plates with a starting

thickness of 20 mm were cold rolled up to 50 % reduction in thickness.

Eddy current outputs were measured on these specimens as described

earlier. The measurement showed a considerable increase in the eddy

current output in the specimens beyond 25 % of cold rolling. Results
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obtained are shown in Fig. 5.6.2. Magnetic phase measurements were done

using a ferritoscope and percentage magnetic phase measured as a function

of cold work is shown in Fig. 5.6.3. Magnetic etching of the polished

surfaces using colloidal magnetic solution and applied magnetic field on

the stage of a microscope, revealed the structure and morphology of the

magnetic phase evolved in the material owing to cold rolling (Fig.

5.6.4). The studies clearly indicated the formation of magnetic phases

and their distribution in type AISI 304 steels due to cold rolling.

Results of eddy current testing of cold rolled specimens

demonstrate the possibility of obtaining master curves for various grades

of stainless steels as a function of cold rolling to be used as a non

destructive tool to ascertain degree of cold work in materials.!1J

I. K.V.Kasiviswanathan, V.Venugopal and Baldev Raj, 'Eddy Current

Studies on Stainless Steels after Mechanical Working and Thermal

Annealing', Proc. Seminar on Non destructive testing and

Metallography: Interactions in Material Evaluation, Bombay, (1986)

5.7 Acoustic Emission Technique for Leak Detection in an End Shield of a PHWR

(P.Kalyanasundaram, T.Jayakumar and Baldev Raj)

Acoustic Emission Technique (AET) has been successfully applied

for location of leaks in the south end shield of Rajasthan Atomic Power

Station - I ( RAPS -I ). Light water leakage was observed from the south

end shield of RAPS -I. Water was stabilising in middle of E row

indicating that.leakage is taking place from locations above E row. The

DP testing was carried out around one of the channels where accessibility

for probing on CSTS ( Calandria Side Tube Sheet ) was available and a new

leak path connecting D-10 and E-10 ligament was located. It was quite
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necessary to ascertain the existence of any more leak paths present in

the end shield system. Since the leakage area is inaccessible, AET was

considered as the most appropriate technique for finding any more leak

paths.

Frequency domain analysis of the acoustic signals, generated

during the air leakage, under an applied air pressure of 40 kPa through

the leak paths, has been used for detection and the location of leak

paths on CSTS. A mockup end shield system with a few coolant channels

had been utilised for a study to discriminate the air and water leak

signals by spectral analysis and for calibration of the detection and

location of the simulated leak source on CSTS with corresponding location

of FSTS at which maximum amplitude of the leak signals can be obtained.

Figure 5.7.1 shows the block diagram of the experimental set up.

It consisted of a Biomation 1010 transient data recorder which acquires

the AB signal picked up by the broad band sensor placed on FSTS. The

recorder signals were transferred at a slower rate to an instrumentation

tape recorder. The signals thus recorded were analysed subsequently

using FFT analyser for obtaining the frequency distribution of the

signal. This acts as a signature for identifying the leakage source in

presence of background noise in the end shield system.

Water leakage from artificial saw cut cracks made in the mock up

end shield system at 0.11 MPa did not generate any detectable AB signals

in the frequency range 100 kHz - 2 Miz. However, air leakage at a

pressure of 30 kPa could be detected. Hence air leakage source due to

pressurisation of the end shield was utilised for detection and location

of leak paths in CSTS of south end shield of RAPS -I.

Hater level in the south end shield system was kept at a level at

which no water leakage was observed. End shield was pressurised with air
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maintained at 40 kPa. The AE sensor was kept at 12 locations in the

region of interest on FSTS and the signals were recorded. On line time

domain analysis of the signals after selecting an appropriate threshold

did not give any meaningful information. The recorded signals were

analysed in frequency domain. A strong signal having a dominant

frequency component at 250 kHz was observed when the sensor was kept at

a specific location on FSTS. This sensor location corrosponds to leak

paths on CSTS ( D-10 to E-10 ) ligament detected earlier by DP test. The

amplitude of the frequency component got reduced significantly when the

sensor was kept at surrounding adjacent ligament. This indicated the

presence of another leak path on the CSTS near E9 lattice point. The

variation in the frequency components of the signal due to various leak

paths is attributed to the size , shape and morphology of the leak paths.

In order to test and then confirm the additional leak path, water run

down test was conducted as given below.

The water level in the end shield was raised well above the leak

paths. Air at a pressure of 40 kPa was maintained above the water level

and water was allowed to leak through the leak paths. Signals were

recorded continuously by keeping the AE sensor at a location on FSTS

(such that signals due to both leak paths can be acquired) till both of

them are exposed to air leak. The recorded signals were later analysed

chronologically and the following observations were made :

(i) The signal in the beginning of the test was only due to background

noise (Fig. 5.7.2).

(ii) When the leak path detected by DP test got exposed to air leak, the

signal having predominant frequency of 200 kHz was found (Fig.

5.7.3). The amplitude of this component slowly increased till water

level reached below the leak path
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(iii) After the appearance of 250 kHz component, another component in the

range 175-200 kHz corresponding to the newly detected leak paths

appeared(Fig. 5.7.4). This, indicates that the newly detected leak

path was at a lower elevation compared to that earlier detected and

confirmed by DP test.M]

1. P.Kalyanasundaram, T.Jayakumar, Baldev Raj, C.R.L.Murthy and

A.Krishnan," AET for Leak Detection in an End Shield of a PHWR",

Trans. V. Internatl. Conf. on Structural Mechanics in Reactor

Technology, F.H.Wittmann (Ed.), D, 115 (1987).

5.8 Transfer Function of Acoustic Signal in AISI Type 316 Stainless Steel

(P. Kalyanasundaram, T. Jayakumar and Baldev Raj)

It is well known that interaction of acoustic waves with

materials is strongly dependent on microstructural conditions like (1)

grain size (2) size, shape and distribution of secondary phases and (3)

various defects like point defects, line defects, etc. Even though it

may appear to be difficult, it is still possible to characterise a

microstructure if one understands the possible interaction of the

acoustic waves with various microstructural features.

Transfer function of a system is defined as the output response

for a given unit input signal of any kind. Mathematically, the transfer

function can be represented in the following way.

g(t) = I f(t- t)h( t)dt. <')

g(t) = output time signal

f(t) = input time signal

h(t) = unit impulse response of the system

X = arbitrary variable (delay)
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By taking a fourier transform, equation (1) becomes

G(w) - F(w) H (w) (2)

where H(w) * Transfer function.

By etablishing H(w) for materials having different microtructural

features, it is possible to find out the unknown microstructure of the

material. The transfer function characteristic in response to a variation

of the frequency of an impressed acoustic signal has been determined.

The frequency response of the acoustic signal has been established in a

solution annealed tensile specimen using the following procedure.

Acoustic signal having a constant amplitude of 0.2 V peak to peak has

been transmitted through a tensile specimen using a broadband

peizoelectric sensor. The frequency of this signal was varied between

100 kHz and 550 kHz. The output was picked up by another broadband A.E

sensor placed at the other end of the specimen. The amplitude of the

output signal was measured at different deformation conditions by loading

the specimen uniaxially and holding it at a fixed load condition.

Figure 5.8.1 shows £he frequency response at no load and at 3.8 %

strain conditions. It can be seen from Fig.5.8.1 that the transmittance

for various frequencies in general had come down at 3.8 % strain

condition compared to no load condition. However, there is a drastic

reduction in transmittance value for the frequencies in the range 410-480

kHz at 3.8 % strain conditions.

The other observations made during this study are:

(1) Transmittance for various frequencies in general has come down with

increase in deformation.

(2) The pattern of the transmittance wave is not altered much with

deformation.



' Fig. 5.8.1 Frequency Response at Various Conditions
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(3) For all deformation conditions, 500 kHz is the frequency for which

maximum transmittance was observed.

(4) The fluctuation in the transmittance value in the frequency range

240-380 kHz is minimum for all the deformation conditions

(5) Formation of third harmonics was observed at certain frequencies

above 610 kHz for all deformation conditions.

5.9 Precise Twist Measurement by Laser Holographic Interferometry

(C.Babu Rao, B.Venkatraman, M.T.Shyamsunder, Baldev Raj and
O.K.Bhat tacharya)

Optical interferometry has long been recognised as a powerful

tool for precise measurement of small changes in physical dimensions. A

method has been developed on the basis of interferometric fringe density

obtained by double exposure holography, to measure small changes in the

tilt of an object.

A plate of known width was attached to a precision mirror

tilter. Small tilts were introduced through the micrometers in the mirror

and in the plate. These tilts were first measured by the optical lever

method. For each tilt, a double exposure hologram was obtained — the

first exposure before the tilt and the second exposure after the tilt.

The interference pattern obtained in the hologram consists of parallel

equidistant fringes (Fig.5.9.1). The tilt ©-is obtained by the relation

tan ©- =
cos A + cos B

where

n = the fringe density

7\ * wavelength of the laser

A and B are the angle of incident beam and angle of observation

within the normal to the surface of the object.
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Figure 5.9.2 demonstrates a very good correlation between fringe

density and the angle of tilt obtained by the optical lever method. This

therefore shows that an unknown tilt in an object can be measured by

finding the fringe densities on holograms similarly obtained.

The fringe density method was used to measure the twist component

in the tensile specimen during tensioning (Fig.5.9.3). The twist is

given by

GH - ©2
twist =

L

where

01 and ©2 are the tilts at either ends of the gauge length

and

L is the gauge length of the specimen.

The advantages of the above method are: (a) it is a non-contact

method (b) with advanced methods of fringe counting, tilts as small as

0.1 s can be measured (c) being a whole field measurement, tilt can be

measured at any point.

The disadvantages are: (a) it does not provide the direction of

the tilt, (b) beyond certain tilt (approx. =120 s) the fringe density

will be too large for resolution.

Other details are published elsewhere.[1]

1. C.Babu Rao, B.Venkataraman, M.T.Shyamsunder, Baldev Raj and

D.K.Bhattacharya, Exptl. Techniques, 26, June (1987)

5.10 Determination of Focal Spot of Microfocal Radiography Unit

(B.Venkatraman, E.C.Lopez, O.K.Bhattacharya and Baldev Raj)

One of the major problems afflicting the field of microfocal

radiography is the uncertainity in the dimensions of the focal spot
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claimed by the manufacturers. Since this is the very basis of the

utility of such a system, it is necessary to find a method to determine

the focal spot dimensions. The traditional pin hole imaging method is

very difficult to use because very thin pin hole mount is needed, a

condition which gives rise to a very poor image contrast. Further, the

alignment of the pin hole which is about 25 urn or less with respect to

the X-ray beam center is quite involved.

In the present method a 25 um pin hole drilled in a nickel wafer

200 Ufn thick (using a laser) was used for the determination of the focal

spot of microfocal radiography unit procured for the quality control of

the tube to tube sheet welds of the steam generator assembly of the

Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor. Use of such a thin material gave rise to

a very poor contrast. Also the unevenness of the nickel wafer gave a non

uniform background. To overcome the problem the image was enhanced using

a quantitative metallographic image analysis system. Contrast stretching

was performed on the original image but still the boundary remained

unsharp. The image was then electronically grey sliced on the basis of

optical density. The focal spot was then isolated by subtracting the

background noise from the detected image. Measurement of the dimensions

were carried out on this isolated image from the number of pixels and

the calibrated pixel size. The number of pixels were determined by a

standard method called erosion. The size per pixel was determined by

drawing a sharp black line on the same radiograph and determining the

width of the line in terms of the pixels on this line. The width of the

line was earlier determined by a travelling microscope. The other details

are published elsewhere.[1]

1. E.C.Lopez, C.Babu Rao, D.K.Bhattacharya and Baldev Raj, Brit- J.

NDT, 299, September (1986).



5.11 Examination of Tube to Tube Sheet Welds by Microfocal Radiography

(B.Venkatraman, D.K.Bhattacharya and BaldevRaj)

This work pertains to the development of the welding method and

that of the quality a? ;urance techniques for the integrity of the tube to

tube- sheet weld of the steam generator of the future prototype fast

breeder reactor of India. The weld is very critical as on one side we

have sodium and the other side water. Any failure of the weld would thus

be catastrophic. The geometry of the weld is such that conventional

radiography cannot be attempted. Gamma ray sources like thulium have

been tried by putting the source inside but due to the large source size

and comparatively smaller source to film distance the inherent resolution

is very poor. Hence the only alternative is the use of microfocal

radiography with rod anode configuration.

The rod anode is inserted from the tube sheet side and

panoramic exposure of the weld is then carried out. Results on various

trial welds have been carried out and the parameters for the examination

of such welds have been standardised. A 30 - 40 micrometer diameter

steel wire placed on the inside surface of the tube could be easily

resolved. This corresponds to 1%—1.6% of the wall thickness of the

tubes. This high level of sensitivity is comparable to those possible by

any other NDT methods that are used for testing of tubes i.e. eddy

current testing and ultrasonic testing. In the initial welds the number

of porosities were found to be quite high and the weld geometry was also

quite uneven. Based on the results of radiography, development work of

the weld joint is in progress.

The radiographic examination campaign has been preceded by

precise determination of the microfocal spots by pin hole imaging
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technique aided by image analysis.

5.12 MICROMET- A Microprocessor Based Metallographic Analysis System

(V.K. Chadda , G.G. Joshi , S.N. Murthy*, S.V.Kulgod*, C.Babu Rao,

Baldev Raj and O.K. Bhattacharya)

The increasing emphasis on structure - property correlationship

has consequently increased the need for quantification of

microstructures. The progress in the field of electronic processing and

opto-electronics has given rise to image analysis systems based on

microprocessors which have eased the process of quantitative

metallography.

The MICROMET (Microprocessor based metallographic analysis

system) has been developed and commissioned by DPEND, in collaboration

with Electronics Systems Section, BARC. It is built around a Z-80

microprocessor. The image processing and analysis routines are software

based and interactive in nature, helping the user through a menu-based

operator interaction via a video terminal.

The image obtained either from a metallurgical microscope or from

a photomicrograph through an epidiascope is projected on to the video

camera. The video output is 2:1 interlaced, 488 lines, 380 element output

in NTSC standard format. For image analysis purpose, a po»:ti.ou of 244

alternate lines and 256 elements is considered from the above output

matrix. The rest of the frame is used to display a bivnl of 64 grey

levels and i:wo cursors indicating the nelectftd grey ylice.

Image detection consists of obtaining <i binary image based on

operate: selected grey levels. Image editing and analysis .ire

*
Electronics System Section, BWJ.
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out in software. Editing facilities viz, erosion, dilation, halo

correction and masking are provided Cor image amendment.

A query based interactive language for image analysis for

operator interaction has bean developed. Suitable default procedures

have bean incorporated to make the dialogue user friendly.

Standard software is provided for particle size/grain size

distribution, filling up of holes, deleting half grains at the borders,

removal of noise, etc..[1]

1. V.K.Chadda, G.G.Joshi, S.N.Murthy, S.V.Kulgod, C.Babu Rao, Baldev

Raj and D.K.Bhattacharya, 'A Microprocessor based Metallographic

analysis system1, Proc. Internatl. Symp. on Opto-electronic Imaging,

380-392 , New Delhi, (1986)

5.13 Discretisation Errors in Quantitative Metallographic Analysis

(C. Babu Rao, M.T. Shyamsunder, D.K. Bhattacharya and Baldev Raj)

Quantitative Analysis of metallographic structures are being

done currently with computer based image analysis systems. A number of

factors leading to errors in such analysis have been observed.

Preparation of sample, instrumental, discretisation and system noise

errors contribute to inaccuracy.

The image analysis is carried out on a discretised feature.

The discretised feature does not always inherit the properties of the

original feature truthfully. The error thus accrued depends on the

geometry of the feature, the relative position of its centre with respect

to centre of pixel and pixel array.

Several geometric features like circles, polygons and compound

features whose stereological parameters can be accurately calculated were
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considered. The discretisation error was computed theoretically and

through computer simulation. These were then compared with the

practical estimates of errors. The practical estimate is lower as the

thresholding is spread over a range of grey levels. In general the error

decreases with increase in size of the feature with respect to pixel.

While analysing the microstructural features, a minimum feature size in

terms of pixels is to be maintained to achieve a desired accuracy. The

above exercise provided an estimate of this minimum size. Figure 5.13.1

gives variation in estimated and actual errors of geometrical features as

a function of their size (in terms of pixels).!1]

1. C.Babu Rao, M.T.Shyamsunder, D.K.Bhattacharya and Baldev Raj, Acta

Stereologica, Vol. 6, pp.633-638, Dec. (1987)

5.14 Non-Metallurgical Applications of MICROMET

(C.Babu Rao, M.T.Shyamsunder, D.K.Bhattacharya and Baldev Raj)

The MICROMET which is basically used for quantitative analysis

of microstructure was also put to a few non-metallurgical applications,

•»
viz.,

a) Analysis of Holograms

Debonds in honeycomb sandwich structure are normally detected

by using time-average holographic interferometry as the structure is

excited at a few relevant frequencies. The cells that are not excited by

any of the frequencies constitute debonds. Interferogram at each

frequency is fed to the system and all the interferograms are added

pixelwise to detect the unexcited cells (debond area).
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b) eC-track size distribution

The size of «C-tracks in a photoresist is proportional to the

energy of the »C-source. Thus the size spectrum of the eC-tracks due to

a mixed source was used to differentiate the sources. Sequential

directional erosion was employed for this purpose, for which a special

subroutine was developed.

c) Optical Density Profilometry

Optical density profiling is used for identification of

constitutent phases in a metallography edge profiling of a featue in a

radiograph, detection of phases in a diffractograph of a material etc.

Though there is no provision for grey image acquisition and storage in

MICROMET, optical density-profile along a line across an image can be

obtained using software. A sequence of binary images are detected by

decrementing the grey level window-width each time and then stacking the

binary string across this line over one another. The profile of the

relief of the stack thus obtained is the optical density profile.

5.15 NDT Techniques to Fingerprint Idols

(Baldev Raj, C.Babu Rao, E.C.Lopez and D.K.Bhattacharya)

The necessity for fingerprinting and characterisation of

ancient bronze idols has assumed importance because of rampant stealing

of these from temples, and their smuggling. Most of these idols were

once made by a process now known as investment casting. Even if such

idols are traced to another country, it is difficult to identify them

unless adequate and accurate finger-printing data about them are

available. The second reason is that the uniqueness of an idol requires

that their metallurgy should be known so that a rich part of our

technological history is unravelled.
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The techniques utilised in finger printing should necessarily

be non-destructive and determine the charecteristics that would represent

an idol. It is necessary that more than one technique be used for

complete finger printing.

The techniques currently proposed are: (1) photography, (2)

radiography (3) holography and (4) x-ray fluorescence.

Photography of the idol from various angles along with a

marker scale1 takes care of the physical description. Radiography is the

most important technique having the maximum utility. It can reveal even

very small internal defects in idols. Bronze idols made even by the

ancient investment casting technique have a very small number of defects,

that too in very small sizes. These defects are rather impossible to

reproduce for a person desirous of making a fake idol and replacing the

original with it.

Holography can be used for: (1) three dimensional

photography and (2) dimensional measurement/contour mapping.

Since the number of idols that require fingerprinting are

enormous, a comprehensive data storage and retrieval system has also been

envisaged, to enable easy and fast characterisation.[1}

1. Baldev Raj, C.Babu Rao, B.C.Lopez and D.K.Bhattacharya, Mirror, 26,

June ( 1986).
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5.16 Experimental Programme for Determining the Maximum / Optimum Linear Heat

Rating for Pu-Rich Carbide Fuel of FBTR

( S.Murugan, P.V.Kumar, Baldev Raj, S.Govindarajan* and A.S.Dixit )

The FBTR should operate at designed linear power of 400 W/ cm to

yield maximum neutron flux for carrying out irradiation experiments. The

FBTR fuel is 70 % PuC - 30 % UC pellets clad in 20 % cold worked AISZ 316

type stainless steel. As there is little data available on this fuel to

predict its performance behaviour at desired linear heat rating and burn

ups (upto 50,000 MWd/tonne ) it has been felt necessary to obtain

irradiation performance data by experiments. A programme was formulated

to determine experimentally the maximum/ optimum linear heat rating (LHR)

at which this fuel can be operated, before raising the reactor power to

higher values.

In the experimental programme it is proposed to use small fuel

pins designed for this purpose, and to attain conditions of higher LHR in

the experimental pins when the reactor is operating at a lower power.

This will enable the assessment of the performance of fuel at conditions

of progressively increased linear powers and by the results so obtained,

to determine suitable maximum optimum LHR at which the fuel can be

operated. There are three possible ways to approach conditions of higher

linear powers in experimental fuel pins a) enriching the uranium

content of fuel with more fissile atom density b) Using larger diameter

fuel pellets c) changing the bond gas of fuel pins suitably to decrease

the gap conductance and thereby to increase the centre temperature of

fuel. U- 235 enrichments required to obtain higher linear power rating

in experimental fuel pins have been determined and specifications of 0-

*
Nuclear Systems Division, IGCAR
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233 enriched fuel pellets have been defined. By using mixtures of Helium

and Argon as bond gas in the experimental pins and irradiating the pins

in the reactor operating at a lower power, effective center temperatures

corresponding to operations at a higher linear heat rating can be

attained in the experimental pins. Bond gas compositions required to

achieve the above purpose for various reactors operating linear powers

have been determined. These have been plotted in the form of curves for

various fuel- cladding gaps, that would arise during the fabrication of

experimental fuel pins. It is desirable to pursue U -233 enrichment in

view of its direct interpretability.

5.17 Assembly and Welding of Antimony Pin for the Neutron Source Assembly of

FBTR

(P.V.Kumar, Jojo Joseph, K.V.Kasiviswanathan and Baldev Raj)

The antimony pin, which is the source of gamma radiation in the

neutron source subassembly of Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR), was

assembled and welded at the Radiometallurgy Laboratory (RML).

The neutron source subassembly was required to be loaded in the

core of FBTR as a prerequisite to the criticality of the reactor. The

antimony pin consists of a stainless steel tube (ID 15.5mm and OD 16.5mm)

inside which antimony oxida capsules clad with stainless steel jackets,

are present. These capsules were irradiated at CIRUS reactor to activate

the antimony and total gamma activity during the operation of assembly

was 5550 GBq.

The assembly of the irradiated capsules of antimony oxide into

the stainless steel tube was carried out in the hot cells of RML using

remote handling devices. The end plug of the assembly was welded to the

tube after loading the capules into the tube. The welding operation was
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carried out using a specially developed welding chamber. The welding

operation was preceded by removal of air from the tube and filling of

helium in the space available between the capsules and the tube. The

welding was carried out by autogenous gas tungsten arc welding process.

The welding procedure was tested on a large number of samples and it was

ensured that good quality welds are obtained repeatedly, prior to the

actual operation of assembly.

The weld on the radioactive assembly was subjected to helium leak

test and no leak was revealed. X-radiography was carried out on this weld

and radiographs with a sensitivity of 2-IT were obtained. No defects

were found in the weld.

No problems were faced in the usage of the antimony pin assembly

in the FBTR and the reactor was successfully commissioned.

5.18 Design of a Turret System for Housing the Collimators of COBAGS

(P.V.Kumar)

Computer based gamma scanning (COBAGS) is one of the post-

irradiation techniques planned to be applied in the examination of fuel

pins of the Fast Breeder Test Reactor at Radiometallurgy Laboratory.

The scanning operation involves holding the fuel pin in a

specially designed bench in front of a collimator. The bench is located

inside a hot cell and the collimator is positioned in a recess in the

cell wall. The detector is positioned on the other side of the

collimator in the operating area and is connected to the computer.

Collimators of four different slot sizes have bean planned for us* in the

scanning operations. A turret system has been designed for housing the

four collimators. This system will enable the scanning system operator to
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select any of the four collimators for use. The turret system consists

of a cylindrical drum in which the four collimators are housed on a

common pitch circle. The drum is mounted in an outer circular shell

which is positioned in the recess in the hot cell wall. A system of ball

bearing supports the drum inside the outer shell. A gear-drive is

provided to rotate the drum in the outer shell. The spaces between the

collimators, drum and shell is provided with shielding in the form of

lead ring and lead shot to prevent radiation streaming into the operating

area. An adjustable saddle-support is provided on the operator side of

the outer shell to hold the anti-coincidence sodium iodide annulus around

the detector. A mobile table has been designed to support the detector

and cryostat and to position the detector in line with the collimator.

The table has been designed to support additional shielding, if needed,

during operation.

5.19 Design of a Pneumatic Rabbit System for Radioactive Sample Transfer

(A. Ramabathiran, K.V. Kasiviswanathan and Baldev Raj)

The layout of concrete cells and lead cells of Division for PIE

and NDT Development is as shown in Fig.5.19.1 As can be seen from this

figure, the lead cell (LC) no.Ill and IV housing ion beam etching and

optical metallography equipment are located away from the concrete cell

No.7 (HC.7) where it is intended to carry out metallographic specimen

preparation of irradiated fuel and structural materials of FBTR, Since

there is no direct communication for material transfer from HC.7 to these

lead cells, a pneumatic transfer system was envisaged for this purpose.

This system will enable easy and speedy specimen transfer in contrast to

the conventional system like shielded «C-tight transfer system

which are heavy and cumbersome to operate. The design of such a system
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which will enable transfer of small metallographic specimens from HC.7 to

either LC III or LC IV has been completed.

The working principle of pneumatic transfer system is based on

the material movement achieved in a pneumatic tube due to the application

of differential pressure/differential vacuum across a cylindrical object

containing the samples to be transferred ( called rabbit). In the

present design, application of differential pressure was chosen to move

the rabbit due to ready availability of compressed gas lines in the

laboratory.

The various criteria required for evolving the design are as

follows :

* Weight of the rabbit including specimen should not exceed 300

grammes

* Overall dimensions of the rabbit are 50mm diameter and 75mm

length, restricted due to pneumatic tube dimensions (50 NB) and

maximum bend radius of the pneumatic tube which can be

accommodated in the existing space.

* Three receiving and sending (S/R) stations.

* Remote operations of S/R station (by master slave manipulators)

* Safety devices for soft receiving and interlocks to prevent

unsafe operations

* Provision for indicating position of rabbit in the line.

The schematic diagram of the pneumatic transfer system is shown

in Fig. 5.19.2. As can be seen from Fig.5.19.2, the system mainly

consists of the pneumatic tubing through which the rabbit moves, S/R

stations, the solenoid operated pneumatic valves and controls.

The pneumatic line is 50 NB schedule 40 tube in which the

rabbit moves.
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Fig. 5.19.2 Schematic Diagram of Pneumatic Transfer System
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The gas supply line is 25 NB schedule 40 tube which supplies

the compressed nitrogen.

The S/R station in each cell (Fig. 5.19.3) is used for

loading/unloading the rabbit. Soft cushion pads are provided in S/R

stations which ensure soft landing of the rabbit.

The diverter (Fig.5.19.4) consists of a straight and bent tube

port which moves up and down with a sliding box inside. Aligning the

straight or bent port with transfer tube- ends will make the rabbit

travel between HC.7 and LC IV or LC III respectively.

The control panel shown in Fig.5.19.5 consists of different

controls for remote operation.

At selected locations, proximity coils will be placed along

transfer tube for monitoring the rabbit movements and indicating its

position. Micro-switches in components like S/R stations and diverter is

provided to indicate status of operation and interlocking the system to

avoid unsafe operation.

Adequate shielding of the transfer lines outside the shielded

areas is provided to prevent radiation level increase in the operating

area. The design provides for adequate sealing mechanisms of removable

joints to achieve leak tightness. Detailed design analysis, adequate

care taken in the fabrication/inspection of various components and pre-

commissioning trials for calibration thought to be carried out will

ensure safe and reliable operation of the system.
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5* 2 0 Inert Gas Environment for Hotcells of Radiometallurqy Laboratory

(P.Kalyanasundaram, S.Keshavamurthy Rao, T.Johny, K.V.Kasiviswanathan
and Baldev Raj)

A h*igh purity inert gas environment is required in the hotcells

of RML for carrying out POST IRRADIATION METALLURGICAL EXAMINATION of

carbide fuels of Fast Breeder Test Reactor.

Design of this system for operating the cells with an inert gas

environment was taken up. The main considerations were the choice of the

inert gas, type of ventilation system, modification required to convert

the originally designed air filled hotcell to inert atmosphere cells with

reference to sealing of ports, lining of cell walls, operation and safety

features.

Among the candidate inert gases like helium, argon and

nitrogen, nitrogen gas is selected for providing inert atmospheres in the

hotcell. Nitrogen is preferred because:

i. Oxide, carbide and nitride fuels (He or Na bonded) can be

introduced and examined in a dry nitrogen atmosphere, with

controlled oxygen and moisture levels without any degradation

of fuels.

ii. It provides an atmosphere suitable for operation of electrical

equipment and the dielectric strength of nitrogen is high,

iii. Cost of nitrogen gas is cheaper compared to argon/helium,

iv. Metallic fuels and other advanced fuels such as nitride can

also be examined in a dry nitrogen atmosphere of controlled

purity.

Recirculatory type of ventilation system is considered since

once-through type ventilation system will incur higher operating costs.

Detailed design calculations showed that fractional purification is
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sufficient if adequate leak tightness of the system ( 0.05% of cell

volume per day) can be ensured. Cooling of the gas is also necessary to

ensure cell pressures and temperatures in the presence of varying heat

loads expected from individual cells due to process requirements.

Table 5.20.1 shows the details of total heat loads from

individual cells and gas changes required to remove the heat loads to

maintain cell temperatures and pressures within required levels.

Table 5.20.2 shows the salient features of the Inert Gas System

designed.

Experimental data and the available information in the literature

show that oxygen and moisture levels have to be maintained below 100 pprn

to avoid undesirable chemical reaction between the fuel and cell

atmosphere.

Fractional purification ( 100 m /h) of the total flow stream of

(4500 m /hr) is necessary to accommodate the purification columns within

the available space. To achieve this a leak rate into the cell has to be

maintained within 0.05% of cell volume per day. This is envisaged to be

achieved by provision of lining of cell walls sealing of cell ports and

special precautions taken during cell operations. In addition to this

equipment chosen for the ventilation system include hermetically sealed

blowers, stainless steel expansion joints, bellow sealed globe valves and

high integrity butterfly valves etc., to achieve high levels of system

leak tightness and reliability of the system.

Figure 5.20.1 indicates the schematic diagram for nitrogen gas

recirculation system and Fig. 5.20.2 indicates the schematic diagram for

nitrogen gas purification system.
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For the nitrogen gas recirculation system, two numbers of

hermetically sealed centrifugal fans (capacity 4500 m / h and total head

950 mm WG) are connected in parallel. One fan will be in operation and

the other will be stand by. The HEPA prefilters are provided in the

exhaust port of each cell and the entire gas is made to pass through the

bed of activated charcoal adsorber bed for removing the organic vapour

impurities which gets added to the cell gas during the cell operation.

The HEPA filters are provided after the charcoal bed to reduce spread of

fine particles of activated charcoal into the cooling coils. The cell gas

is cooled in the cooling coils using chilled brine (Ethylene glycol 45%

by weight in water ) as the coolihg medium.

Refrigeration system for supply of chilled brine (cooling medium

to the cooling coils ) consists of three numbers each of 15TR capacity

brine chiller units (two units will be working and one unit will be

o
standby ). Chilled brine will be supplied to cooling coils at -18 C.

Cooling coils are provided in the main header and in addition, coils are

also provided in the individual branch supply header to the cells. Fresh

nitrogen gas supply to the cell will be made through the nitrogen gas

storage batteries ( 180 nos. of cylinders of 6 m capacity ).

Nitrogen in the hotcells will be contaminated with impurities

like oxygen and moisture due to leakage of air into the cells, as the

cells are to be maintained at negative pressure. Besides these vapours

of organic and inorganic reagents used in the cells may also enter into

the nitrogen stream during the course of operation within the cells.

Process generated impurities will be removed in the main

recirculation system by use of incell HEPA filters and impregenated

activated charcoal adsorber beds.



To maintain the level of impurities such as oxygen and moisture

within the stipulated range, a portion of the gas stream (100 m /h out

of 4500 m /h) from the recirculation loop is purified by the purification

loop and the purified stream will be fed back to main recirculation loop.

Since the oxygen build up rates are higher than moisture all the system

requirements/flow controls are based on oxygen concentration only.

The removal of oxygen from the stream is achieved by catalytic

recombination of oxygen with hydrogen using palladium catalyst. Hydrogen

gas is fed to the gas stream in a stoichiometric quantity from the

hydrogen feeder assembly depending upon the oxygen content present in the

gas fed to the purification loop. Oxygen levels are continuously

monitored using oxygen meters. The moisture formed due to the

recombination of oxygen and hydrogen along with the moisture which has

leaked in, are removed by passing the gas through molecular sieve

adsorber bed. Dual bed molecular sieve adsorber is chosen for the

system. When one bed gets saturated the other bed is used for the

processes and the saturated bed is regenerated. A sub-system consisting

of a centrifugal fan, silica gel and air heaters are provided for

regeneration of molecular sieve beds.

The moisture level in the cell should be kept at a particular

lower limit to avoid loss of lubricating effects of the dry lubricants

used for incell equipment which loses the lubricating property below

approximately 40 ppm of moisture level. When the moisture level in cell

gas reaches the lower limit a signal is fed to the control system for

bypassing the gas stream across the molecular sieve beds.

Adequate instruments and controls are provided in the gas

recirculation and purification system for reliable operation and safety.

The cell negative pressure which has to be maintained between 25 mm WG to
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50 mm WG to avoid radioactive contamination leak, is achieved by

providing oxygen of interlocked butterfly dampers in the supply and

exhaust line, controlled by static pressure controllers and valve

positioners.

The cell temperatures are maintained by cooling the gas in the

main header. Additional cooling can be achieved by cooling the gas in

the individual supply lines to the cells in case the cell temperature

/pressure shoots up.

Oxygen and moisture levels are measured on- line in individual

cells, and also in the header of recirculation and purification loops.

These measured parameters are suitably instrumented to achieve automatic

operation of the purification loops. Suitable arrangements are also

provided to bleed out portion of the gas from the loop and bleed in fresh

gas from a gas battery in case oxygen and moisture levels increase beyond

the capacity of the purification loop.

All the parameters like temperature, pressure, oxygen and

moisture levels are continuously monitored and logged using a 256 channel

computer controlled data logging system.

The system as designed above is in the stage of execution now

with major components/ equipment already procured and piping and allied

works are in progress. Detailed design optimisation, elaborate care in

the selection/ procurement of the equipment and planned quality control

of the fabrication process is expected to ensure high reliability in the

operation of the system and satisfy fully the design intent.
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Table 5.20.1

Maximum Heat Load and Number of Gas Changes in various Cells

SI.
No.

Cells Cell Max. Nitrogen Number of Remarks
Volume Heat gas supply gas changes
(m ) load (m /h) per hour

(kW)

I Concrete
cells

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

II Lead cells

41

41

41

51

41

41

41

{total

23

3

3

6

13

3

3

3

5 nos.)

2.5

340

340

680

1360

340

340

340

260

8

8

16

26

8

8

8

Difference
in the out-
let and in-
let cell gas
temp. - 30 C

Normal cell
temperature
to be main-
tained -35° C

11

Total 320 36.5 4000

Table 5.20.2

Salient Features of Inert gas System for Hot cells of RML

Cell gas

Cell volume "^ 320 m"

Maximum in-cell heat load - 40 kW

- Nitrogen

3

Design maximum cell air in 0.05 % of cell volume

leakage per day (160 I/day)

Oxygen content in-cell gas - 50-90 ppm

Moisture content in cell gas- 45 - 65 ppm
o

Normal cell temperature - 35 C
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Normal cell pressure - Negative pressure 25 WG
negative relative to
operating area pressure

No. of gas changes per hour - 10 to 12

Cell pressure control - (i) By varying the nitrogen
gas flow for individual
cells

(ii) By varying the heat
removal rate

5.21 Conductivity Measurement by Frequency Shift Technique

( Y.Ramaseshu, P.Kalyanasundaram and Baldev Raj)

The conductivity of the test material influences the impedance of

an eddy current coil when an alternating magnetic flux links the

material. This results in the change in the value of the impedance. An

instrument has been developed (Fig. 5.21.1) to detect the change in the

inductive part of the impedance which shifts the resonant frequency of

the tuning circuit. The shift in the resonant frequency is directly

related to the conductivity of the test material. The conductivity of the

test material is displayed on a 4 digit multiplexed counter / display

unit.

The instrument has been tested for various specimens of known

conductivities. It has been found that thr» accuracy of the instrument by

this frequency shift technique is about +. 0.5 %.

5.22 Status Parameter Display System

(Y.Ramaseshu, P.Kalyanasundaram and Baldev Raj)

A status parameter display / Anunciator system has been developed

to continuously monitor various process parameters (viz. temperature,

pressure, oxygen, moisture, etc.) in a high purity inert nitrogen
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Fig. 5.21.1 Block Diagram for Conductivity Measurement by
Frequency Shift Technique
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Fig. 5.22.1 Block Diagram for Status Parameter Display System
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atmosphere in the hot cells of DPEND. This system accepts 20 sets of

potential free contact information for each type of process parameter.

The system electronically multiplexes the status of various parameters

and generates multiplexed status level signals to drive solid state lamps

(normal, warning and danger). The system houses the following electronics

for the status parameter

(a) Scan controller (b) Display scanner (c) Display driver (d)

Audio controller and (e) Display unit (Pig.5.22.1).

Status parameter scan controller generates scan control signals to

separate normal / warning / danger signal levels, and is fed to the

display scanner, which multiplexes the potential free contact information

and generates independent multiplexed status lines to drive the solid

state lamps. Standard features like audio alarm, audio acknowledge and

reset functions are incorporated in the status parameter audio controller

card.
5.23 Acoustic Emission Ring - Down Counter

(Y.Ramaseshu, P.Kalyanasundaram and Baldev Raj)

An instrument has been developed to measure the count rate and

• cumulative counts during test of an acoustic emission signal (100 kHz

750 kHz). The input AE signal is compared with the presettable threshold

voltage, to pass the AE events crossing the threshold voltages. These

pulses are gated with a precise crystal controlled gate signal of ? s to

generate the count rate signal. The count rate signal is displayed on a 4

-digit 7 -segment display counter. The instrument also houses TEST START

/ STOP control switches to generate the 'TEST ON' gate signal

(Fig.5.23.1). The AE signal, crossing the threshold voltage is counted

to display 6 - digit, 7 - segment cumulative counter for measuring the

counts during the test.
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Pig. 5.23.1 Block Diagram for AE Ringdown Counter
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5.24 Compatibility of an AISI 316 S3 with Eutectic Pb - Li alloy

(A.Joseph, K.V.Kasiviswanathan, N.G.Muralidharan and Baldev Raj)

Spent fuel subassemblies from Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR)

are to be stored in leak tight containers until they are required to be

sent for reprocessing. Use of advanced fuels like carbides which are

known to be highly chemically active with oxygen and moisture, demands

adequate leak tightness during long term storage to avoid undesirable

chemical reactions. Use of low melting alloys which act as liquid/

solid seals in storage containers in which subassemblies are to be kept,

are being considered for this purpose. The candidate sealing alloys

should have good compatibility with the structural materials of the fuel

subassemblies as well as the fuel and fission products. Lead-Lithium

eutectic alloy with a melting point of 508 K was chosen as one of the

candidate alloys for this purpose on the basis of theoretical

assessments . The AISI 316 SS in solution annealed , 10 and 20 % cold

work condition is the structural cladding and wrapper material for driver

fuel subassemblies. Compatibility studies between Pb-Li eutectic alloy

and AISI 316 SS in the above conditions have been carried out at

different temperatures and time durations. Since Lithium is chemically

active , the preperation of the alloy was carried out in a stainless

steel glove box under argon atmosphere. Eutetic alloy was used for the

experiment after chemical analysis and microstructural charecterisation

with respect to composition and segregation respectively. Tensile

specimens of AISI 316 SS were encapsulated in SS capsules filled with Pb

- Li eutectic alloy. The capsules were further sealed in quartz tubes

under vacuum (1.0 mPa) for subsequent thermal ageing treatments. Figure

5.24.1 shows the details of a capsule used in the compatibility studies.
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aUARTZ
TUBE

SS. CAPSULE

SS. TENSILE
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Fig. 5.24.1 Details of the Capsule used in the Compatibility
Studies
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Table 5.24.1

Results of the Tensile Testing

PROPERTY

YIELD
STRENGTH

IN kg/mm2

UTS
IN kg/mm J

% ELONGATION

AS RECEIVED
SOLUTION

ANNEALED

25.484

63.710

53.3

10% CW
MATERIAL

35.337

70.674

36.65

20% CW
MATERIAL

56.915

76.802

27.75

623K FOR 1000 HOURS

YIELD
STRENGTH

IN kg/mm2

IN kgJmm'

% ELONGATION

24.404

63.201

49.15

33.810

70.217

37.65

41.681

69.23

20.4
773K FOR 1000 HOURS

YIELO
STRENGTH

IN kg /mm 1

IN kgU/mV

% ELONGATION

26.422

62.592

29.46

38.771

63.319

25.35

53.385

74504

20.98

873K FOR 1000 HOURS
YIELO

STRENGTH
IN k g / m m '

UTS 2
IN kg/mm

% ELONGATION

25.259

58.099

29.16

31.3135

56.534

25

49.439

74.695

20.83



Fig. 5.24.2 (a) Photomicrograph showing Structure and Reaction
Layer of Solution Annealed Specimen Thermally
Aged at 773 K for 1000 h.

Fig. 5.24.2 (b) Photomicrograph showing Structure and reaction
layer of 10 % Cold Worked Specimens Thermally
Aged at 773 K for 1000 h.
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Fig. 5.24.2 (c) Photomicrograph showing Structure and Reaction
layer of 20 % Cold Worked Specimens Thermally
Aged at 773 K for 1000 h.
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Fig. 5.24.3 (a) Photomicrographs showing Structure and Reaction
Layer of Solution Annealed Specimens Thermally
Aged at 873 K for 1000 h.

5.24.3 (b) Photomicrograph showing Structure and Reaction
layer of 10 % Cold Worked Specimens Thermally Aged
at 873 k for 1000 h.
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Fig. 5.24.3 (c) Photomicrograph showing Structure and Reaction
Layer of 20 % Cold Worked Specimens Thermally
Aged at 873 K for 1000 h.
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B

20mm

Fig. 5.24.4 Capsules showing Effect of Air Ingress while Testing
at 973 K for 1000 h

(A, C) - Exposed to Air (B) - Under Vacuum
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The thermal ageing treatment were carried out at 623, 773 and 873 K for

1000 h. After the treatments the specimens were cleaned and then tensile

tested. Table 5.24.1 shows the results of the tensile testing. No

appreciable changes in tensile properties of the samples was noted from

thermal ageing at 623 K for 1000 h. Samples thermally aged at 773 and

873 K for 1000 h showed 30 to 40 % reduction in elongation, 5 to 14 t

reduction in yield strength and 4 to 20 % reduction in ultimate tensile

strength. The optical metallography shows that there is no effect on the

specimens due to thermal ageing at 623 K for 1000 h, a slight reaction

layer ( 50 p. ) at 773 K for 1000 h and a severe reaction layer ( 100 \X )

at 873 K for 1000 h. Figures 5.24.2 and 5.24.3 show the microstructures

and reaction layers of specimens thermally aged at 773 and 873 K for 1000

h respectively. It is also seen that there is a severe reaction between

SS and Pb-Li eutectic alloy if the SS capsules are kept above 973 X for

more than 1000 h in air. Figure 5.24.4 shows the effect of air

ingressed into the capsules while testing at 973 K for 1000 » .(1]

1. A.Joseph, K.V.Kasiviswanathan, N.G.Muralidharan and Bald-av Raj

"Compatibility studies of AISI 316 SS with eutectic Pb-Li alloy", 40

th Ann. Tech. Meeting of Ind. Ins. of Metals, Bocnbay, Nov. (1986)

5.25 Compatibility Studies of an AISI 316 Stainless Steel with Bismuth-Tin Alloy

(K.V.Kasiviswanathan, N.G.Maralidharan, N.Raghu and Baldev Raj)

Long term storage of irradiated advanced carbide fuel sub-

assemblies of FBTR, requires high levels of leak tightness in the storage

containers, to avoid undesirable chemical reaction with oxygen and

moisture in case of leak in the storage containers. Use of low melting

alloys which acts as liquid/solid sealants in storage containers in which
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Fig. 5.25.1 Tensile Test Specimen used for Compatibility Studies
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subassemblies are to be kept is being considered for this purpose. The

candidate sealing alloy should have good compatibility with the

structural material of the fuel assemblies, storage containers as well as

the fuel and fission products. In addition to this the filler alloy

should have sufficient low melting point to facilitate easy filling and

removal in a remote way since spent fuel will be highly radioactive.

Bismuth-Tin eutetic alloy (60% Bismuth and 40% Tin) with a melting point

of 411 K was chosen as one of the candidate alloys in addition to Lead-

• Lithium eutetic alloy for this purpose because of its wide use as a

liquid/solid sealant alloy for sealing rotating parts in Fast Breeder

Reactors.

AISI 316 SS in the solution annealed, and upto 20% cold-worked

condition is the clad and wrapper material used for fabrication of fuel

sub-assemblies of FBTR. Mild steel (MS) is thought to be used for

fabrication of the storage containers. Compatibility studies between

Bismuth-Tin eutetic alloy with AISI 316 SS and IS 226 MS at 523 K was

done for different time durations. The temperature and time duration of

the tests was arrived at taking into consideration the decay heat

generated in fuel sub-assembly and the estimated time required for the

temperature to drop below the melting point of the Bismuth-Tin alloy.

Compatibility studies were carried out at 523 K for 500, 1000, 2000 and

5000 h.

The tensile test specimens of AISI 316 SS were obtained in three

conditions namely solution annealed, 10% CW and 20% CW condition. Mild

Steel specimens were also taken up for investigations. Figure 5.25.1

shows the tensile test specimens used in the compatibility studies.

These tensile test specimens were metallographically polished

and then encapsulated in stainless steel capsules filled with Bismuth-Tin
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Fig . 5 .25 .2 Yield Strength VS. Time
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Fig. 5.25.3 Ultimate Tensile Strength VS. Time
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alloy. The Bismuth-Tin alloy used was commercially procured and upon

analysis it was found to contain 53.9% Bismuth and 45.9% Tin. These

capsules were kept at 523 K for 500, 1u)0, 2000 and 5000 h in the

furnace. After the treatment the specimens were cleaned and then tensile

tested using INSTR0N 1195 tensile testing machine (Strain rate 6.6 x 10~4)

The results of the mechanical testing for yield strength,

ultimate tensile strength and percentage elongation are shown in Figs.

5.25.2, 5.25.3 and 5.25.4 respectively. It can be seen from these

figures that thermal ageing in the presence of Bismuth-Tin alloy at 523 K

has not resulted in any appreciable changes in the mechanical properties.

The optical metallographic studies were carried out on the tested

specimens to see if there was any attack due to the Bismuth-Tin alloy. It

is found that the alloy has not chemically attacked the surface of the

AISI 316 stainless steel and mild steel upto an exposure of 5000 h at 523

K. Photomicrographs showing the section of the AISI 316 SS specimens

kept for 5000 hrs are given in Fig.5.25.5. Photomicrographs showing the

section of mild steel specimens kept for 5000 h are shown in Fig.5.25.6.

Compatibility tests on AISI 316 SS and IS 226 MS with Bi-Sn

alloy at 523 K upto 5000 h shows that there is not much change in the

tensile properties and also found that there is no chemical attack of

the Bismuth-Tin alloy on the specimens. Studies are being continued at

higher temperatures and time durations.
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Fig. 5.25.4 Percentage Elongation VS. Time



Fig. 5.25.5 (a) Microstructure of Annealed AISI 316 SS Exposed
for 5000 h.

Pig. 5.25.5 (b) Microstructure of 10 % Cold Worked
Exposed for 5000 h.

AISI 316 SS
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Fig. 5.25.5 (c) Microstructure of 20 % Cold Worked AISI 316 SS
Exposed for 5000 h.
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Fiq. 5.25.6 Microstructure of Mild Steel Specimen Exposed for
5000 h.
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6. QUALITY ENGINEERING SECTION

6.1 Optical Alignment Works for the Fabrication of Reactor Vessel for NSF and

its Erection at Site

(T. Loganathan, S. Muthusamy, N. Sampath and B.S.C. Rao)

The Neutron Source Facility (NSF), consists of a neutron source

reactor with appropriate beam channels for neutron radiography. The

reactor vessel of NSF has been fabricated at Central Workshop of IGCAR.

The vessel was constructed by using an AISI 304 material with 2000 mm

diameter, 4250 mm height and 12 mm thickness (Fig.6.1.1).

During fabrication, bottom support ribs were levelled within

0.05 mm/m and north-south -and east-west axes were marked on the flat

dished end in order to maintain axes of vessel and to locate beam tube

rolled joint nozzles which falls on north, south and west axes.

Horizontal reference lines were marked on the flat dished ends and other

shells of vessel for edge preparation and to maintain the concentricity

to vessel within 2 mm for the height of 4250 mm.

Core base plate was aligned inside reactor vessel to the

required height with respect to bottom support ribs, horizontality within

0.3 mm.

After completion of reactor vessel fabrication, in order to

ensure the machining allowance in each beam tube nozzle, the nozzle

locations were surveyed with respect to vessel axes and horizontal

reference plane and corrected to drawing requirement.

For setting the horizontal boring machine spindl*, to machine

the nozzle bore a fixture was aligned in the bore of nozzle with respect

to reactor vessel beam tube axis within 0.05 mm.
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Fig. 6.1.1 Neutron Source Facility Reactor Vessel
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After machining, the axes of beam tube rolled joint nozzle were

inspected with respect to vessel axis and ensured with the maximum shift

of 0. IS nun.

Before shifting the reactor vessel to site, reactor vessel axes
»

and elevations of beam tube rolled joint nozzles were reestablished on

the vessel to meet the site erection requirement.

The entire system of NSF is located below the Cell No.3 of

DPEND. The reactor vault has been dimensionally inspected and reference

axes (north-south & east-west) were established and transferred to

adjacent rooms to facilitate reactor vessel and piping erection

(Fig.6.1.2).

Assuming reactor vault centre as zero elevation, horizontality

of reactor vault floor plate was checked and reference elevations of

adjacent rooms were marked to facilitate the erection of components of

NSF. Since the reactor vault floor plate has a variation in level of the

order 20 mm, secondary floor base plate was provided, and it was levelled

within a horizontality of 0.5 mm.

Catcher vessel was aligned to reactor vault axes and

horizontality was maintained within 0.5 mm. Inside the catcher vessel,

reactor vessel was erected and the vessel was aligned by taking reference

marks of the vessel with respect to reactor vault axes within 0.2 mm and

observed the verticality of vessel to be within 3 mm.

The distance from vertical axis of reactor vessel to face of

beam tube nozzle was measured to maintain the length of zirconium alloy

beam tubes.

Zirconium alloy beam tubes inside the reactor vessel were

aligned with respect to reactor vessel co-ordinate axes within 0.05 mm,

"horizontality within 0.1 mm and the distance between the face of beam

tube to vertical axis of reactor vessel within 106 + 0.2 mm.
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Fig. 6.1.2 Neutron Source Reactor
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The above works were carried out by using the optical metrology

instruments such as Jigtransit, paragon tilting level, T2 theodolite and

optical plummet, which are having an accuracy of 1 mm in 200 m.

6.2 Quality Surveillance on Dismantling Machine for FBTR

(A Michael David, B.S.C. Rao and G. Mallikarjun)

The dismantling machine is a special purpose machine required

for dismantling/cutting the radioactive components such as Control Rod

Drive Mechanism (CRDM), level indicators, central canal plug,

experimental assemblies etc. coming out of the reactor.

The quality surveillance work for the machine was planned in

three stages, such as (i) Raw material certification, (ii) inspection,

including dimensional, on the critical machined items and (iii)

functional testing.

The functional tests include (i) X, Y, Z travels, (ii) chuck

rotation, swivelling, locking, clamping, declamping etc., (iii) spindle

rotation and (iv) trial machining on mock up CRDM assembly involving

drilling, end milling and slitting of outer tube in two halfs up to

200 mm long.

Strict adherence of specifications was ensured throughout the

stages of manufacture and testing. It was observed that the performance

of the machine was satisfactory.

6.3 Important Inspection Activities involved in the Manufacture of Reactor

Assembly and other Primary Components of FBTR

(K. Shanmugam and G. Mallikarjun)

Owing to high temperature and fast neutron fluence encountered

by the primary components and use of liquid sodium as a coolant for the
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fast breeder test reactor, very stringent requirements had to be met in

the manufacture, assembly and installation of primary components.

Therefore, a considerable amount of effort was put for developing quality

' control and inspection procedures to ensure that the components met the

specifications.

The ASME code section III, class I, Division I for nuclear

pressure vessel design covers temperature of 700 K only. However, the

temperature encountered in fast reactor is around 795 K. As a result of

this, the requirements for pre-fabrication activities such as the

qualification of : electrodes/fillerwire, welding procedure, welder

performance, weld repair procedure, mock up procedure, NDT procedure,

furnace atmosphere, forming and bending procedure, surface treatment

procedure, NDT personnel etc. and calibration of equipments such as

tensile testing machine, impact testing machine, hardness testing

machine, tools and gauges, furnace and records, special machines etc.

were made with rigid requirements. Also facilities such as nuclear clean

area, separate fabrication-cum-storage area for stainless steel, surface

treatment hall, storage of electrode and backing facilities, etc. were

established as per standard requirements. The acceptance criteria

specified are much more stringent, for instance, the welding procedure

qualification required 19 tests as against 6 tests required as per ASME.

The electrode qualification required 17 tests as against 3 tests required

as per ASME and fillerwire required 12 tests as agianst only chemical

analysis required as per ASME.

Also stringent requirements specified during fabrication stages

such as raw material identification, marking and cutting, edge

preparation, forming and rolling of shells, fit up, welding,

nondestructive testings, heat treatment, machining, subassembly,
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final assemblies, pressure and leak testing were achieved. For instance

in the reactor vessel, the aggregate length of defects (porosity and

slag) remain in the welds was about 22 mm, as against the value of 1340

mm allowed as per the specification drawn up for FBTR and 6750 mm

aggregate length allowed as per ASME section III requirements Cor a total

weld length of 81,000 mm. The mismatch achieved was well below 0.3 mm for

most of the joints, (15 mm thick shells) as against 0.3 mm required as

per FBTR and one-fourth of the thickness as per ASME. the ovality on the

shells achieved was well below the requirements specified for FBTR an

about 25% of the tolerance limit specified as per ASME section III. The

above achieved levels are with the repairs at very few locations and

strictly following all the precautions and methods established during

procedure/mock up qualifications.

The exacting nature of the quality control and inspection work

for the FBTR primary components has helped in gaining considerable

experience in this field. Such experience will be of significance for the

future fast breeder programmes.

6.4 Optimization of Welding Parameters for AISI 304 L Tubes Using an Orbital

TIG Welding Machine

(M. Raman, M. Gopalakrishna and B.S.C. Rao)

Following are the results of various examinations and tests

carried out on a set of six austenitic stainless steel type 304 L of 25.4

mm 00 and 1.7 mm wall thickness of tube joints welded autogenously using

pulsed and step pulsed modes.

The following is the summary of the results of different tests:

1. Visual examination has shown the reinforcement to be non-uniform at

some places.
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2. By-radiographic examination, all weld joints are found to be

acceptable.

3. Ferrite value varies from 1.7 to 4.4% as measured by Perrite scope.

4. No defect is noticed in 2 numbers each of transverse face bend and

transverse root bend tests.

5. Transverse full section tube welded specimens are subjected to

tensile tests and are found to meet the requirements. The U.T.S.

values are 542.0 and 560.0 MPa.

6. The Metallographic examination has shown the ferrite morphology to

be dendritic, ferrite distribution to be uniform with a ferrite

content of 7 to 9% and apart from the absence of microcracks.

These welds are generally found to conform to the nuclear piping

standards.

6.5 Quality Control Activities on Sodium Aerosol Detection and Hydrogen Leak

Detection Systems of FBTR

(A. Balasubramanian, J. Kandaswamy, M. Raman, J. Seshagiri,

M. Gopalakrishna and B.S.C. Rao)

Sodium aerosol detection system involves the continuous

sampling of nitrogen gas from the double envelope of primary sodium

systems and detecting the presence of sodium aerosols in it, using sodium

ionisation detector. The principle of detection relies on relative ease

with which sodium can be thermally ionised compared to the constituents

of the carrier gas.

Sodium aerosols are ionised using a heated filament and ions

are collected on a collector electrode. Increase in collector current
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indicates presence of sodium ions. This method is capable of detecting

the nanogram (ng) of sodium per cm of gas. This system consists of

around 300 socket weld joints.

For the purpose of continuous sampling, sodium from steam

generator modules is made to flow through thin walled nickel tubes since

nickel is porous to hydrogen. The space surrounding the nickel tubes is

maintained under vacuum and connected to a mass spectrometer for

detecting hydrogen.

The hydrogen permeability of nickel tubes is a function of time

and temperature i.e. for a given concentration of hydrogen in sodium and

for a given temperature, the permeability of nickel tubes is a function

of time of operation. So, periodically the detector tubes are to be

calibrated. The temperature is maintained between 573 and 623K. This

system consists of 40 numbers of weld joints.

For the above systems to ensure quality requirements, the

following quality control activities are enforced to the extent required.

1. Material identification

2. Welding procedure and performance qualifications

3. Visual and liquid penetrant examination on edge profiles

4. Joint fit up inspection

5. Visual and liquid penetrant examination of root pass welding

6. Check on interpass temperature

7. Visual and liquid penetrant examination on final pass welding

8. 100% radiographic examination on butt weld joints using 'X'-ray and

9. Pneumatic testing.

Sodium aerosol detection system was successfully subjected to

pneumatic integrity tests to the FBTR specifications and released for

commissioning.
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Helium leak testing was conducted successfully on hydrogen leak

detection system to the FBTR specifications and released for

commissioning.

6.6 Field Quality Control Activities on Steam Generator Modules at FBTR

(A. Balasubramanian, J. Seshagiri, P. Ramadasan, M. Gopalakrishna and

B.S.C. Rao)

The FBTR consists of two steam generating units, one in each of

the secondary sodium circuits, each having two modules of "once through

type" in parallel which are identical in all respects. Each module

removes heat from secondary sodium circuit and handles 12.5 MW thermal.

The shell which conducts sodium and the tubes which conduct water and

steam are made of niobium - low alloy steel (AFNOR-IOCD-Ni Nb 9-10). On

the water steam circuit the subheader at the water side end is made of

ASTM-A106 Gr B material and that at the steam side end is made of ASTM -

A335 Gr P22 material.

During site-erection of the four modules, the steam and water

subheader ends and the shell ends are connected to their respective main

headers by field welds comprising of 16 joints.in addition, 8 more joints

are welded to install 4 rupture discs in secondary sodium circuits as a

safety relief device against sodium-water reaction.

For the above field welds, the quality control functions were

ensured for the following activities:

1. Before Welding

(a) Material identification

(b) Welding procedure and performance qualification

(c) Visual and liquid penetrant examination wherever applicable on

edge profiles
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(d) Alignment checking of modules

(e) Joint fit-up inspection

2. During Welding

(a) Purging with argon gas

(b) Preheating from 473 to 523 K of low alloy steel joints

(c) Visual inspection of root and final pass welds

(d) Liquid penetrant examination on root and final pass

welds wherever applicable and

(e) Interpass temperature not to exceed 398 K for

stainless steel joints

3. After Welding

(a) Post weld heat treatment of low alloy steel joints with heating

rate of 100 K/h maximum, soaking for a minimum of one hour at

1013 + 10 K and at a maximum cooling rate of ISO K/h

(b) Radiography examination of completed welds

—8 3 — 1

(c) Leak testing to a leak tightness of 1.32 x 10 Pa.m .s on

all shell side joints by helium leak testing under vacuum

(d) Leak testing to a leak tightness of 10~ Pa.m .s~ of tube side
5

joints by soap-bubble test at a pressure of 7 x 10 Pa and

(e) Final alignment checking of modules and their proper

positioning on roller supports which are fixed on hot beams.

After successful completion of the above activities, the

steam generator modules were released for commissioning.

6.7 Inspection and Testing of CIPTEX Assembly for FBTR

(Mohammed Bathy US Zaman and M.R.Janardhanam)

The Central Irradiation Plug for Testing and Experiments

(CIPTEX) Assembly for FBTR, meant for carrying out experiments in the
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core of FBTR under sodium environment, has been subjected to systematic

inspection during various stages of its manufacture and assembly at CWS,

IGCAR. Its constructional feature consists of the inner assembly

assembled inside the outer sheath assembly having an overall length of

7000 inn.

Quality control measures effectively implemented during the

course of fabrication of this assembly are:

1. Inspection of precision machined components, (numbering 40) calling

for close tolerance control within 0.010 mm on certain critical

dimensions. (This requirement is meant to assure specified fit

between the mating components and also to achieve the straightness

tolerance of 2 mm over the whole length at the final assembly stage).

2. At each subassembly stage ensuring straightness control by

monitoring the same, both during and after welding and by ensuring

adherence to sequencial welding.

3. Held quality control employing Liquid penetrant test for each pass.

Helium Leak Testing of inner and outer subassemblies.

4. Inspection during assembling in order to certify the proper assembly

of all the components.

With these inspection measures at various stages, it has been

possible to complete the assembly to meet the requirements.

6.8 Quality Control During the Fabrication of the HNO. Storage Tank for KARP

Project

(Mohammed Bathy US Zaman, R.Subbaratnam, K.S. Divakaran, R. Madeswaran,

A. Baskaran and H. Palaniappan)

The nitric acid storage tank fabricated at CMS, IGCAR for the

KARP project is a stainless steel tank (material specification AISI 304L)
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of 40 m capacity having 3000 mm inside diameter, 6 mm wall thickness and

6200 mm overall length. The tank has flat ends of 6 mm thickness provided

with the stiffners. The tank has been fabricated as per the requirements

of ASMB Sec.Ill Class 1, 1983 foe nuclear vessel.

The welding process employed for the fabrication of the tank is

Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) process which is a faster process compared

to the GTAW process. In qualifying the welding procedure by GMAW process,

initially difficulties were experienced because of the recurrence of

porosities on the weldment and the quality of the weld not meeting the

code requirements. By welding numerous weld pads, changing the proportion

of shielding gas mixture of argon and oxygen and examining the same, the

correct gas mixture proportion was arrived at, namely, argon 99.191 and

oxygen 0.81% which produced radiographically acceptable weldment. Welders

qualified as per ASME Sec.IX-1983 were employed for welding.

Weld quality evaluation as demanded by the code involved liquid

penetrant test for root and final pass of welds and 100% radiography for

all buttwelds. Totally 90 metres of butt welds were ensured to meet the

radiography quality requirement. Circular seams were examined by gamma -

radiography employing panoramic exposure technique.

The ovality of the shells of the tank was controlled to within

1% of the nominal diameter.

As a specific requirement, the entire internal surface of the

tank was subjected to thorough visual inspection, to ensure that the

surface is free from defects such as crevices, arc strikes, dent marks

and similar blemishes which would be starting point for corrosion during

the use of the tank.
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The completed tank was subjected to hydrostatic test (water

hold test) to ascertain the integrity of the tank. The holding tine was

24 hours. In the hydrotest no leak was noticed. However, a residual

displacement of 10 mm was observed on one end plate.

6.9 Quality Control of the Reactor Tank for Neutron Source Facility during

Fabrication

(P.Jagannathan, G.Mohammed Bathy US Zaman, K.S.Divakaran and A.Baskaran)

The reactor tank, the heart of the Neutron Source Facility

(NSF) was fabricated at CHS, IGCAR. It was fabricated out of AISI 304 L

material, having size 2000 .iun I.D, wall thickness 12 mm and overall

length 4250 mm. Stringent quality control measures were followed through

out the stages of manufacture as per ASME Sec.Ill Class I - 1980.

All butt weld joints, totalling 75 metres length were subjected

to radiographic examination as per ASME Sec.Ill Class I - 1980. They were

welded employing Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) process for the root

pass and Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) process for the subsequent

passes.

All fillet welds welded by SMAW process were subjected to

liquid penetrant examination after final pass of welding.

Bach butt weld joint was represented with a production test

coupon, on which radiographic examination, tensile test, bend test,

intergranular corrosion te3t and estimation of delta-ferrite were carried

out.

The dimensional control achieved on the tank includes ovality

control within 15 me over the diameter of 2000 mm and verticality control

within 5 m over the total height of the tank.
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After completion of fabrication of the tank, it is subjected to

hydrostatic test (water hold test) with 24 hours holding time. All weld

joints were probed for any leak. No leak was observed.

The orientation of the three beam tube nozzles, situated in the

north, south and west directions, was maintained within 0.2 mm accuracy

from its theoretical orientation and within + 0.1 mm from its specified

elevation. Sizes of the bores and counterbores of these nozzles were

maintained within + 0.50 mm accuracy. The surface finish of these bore

surfaces was controlled within 0.8 micron. These stringent controls

had been achieved during machining operations by means of meticulous

monitoring employing precision optical instruments like precision tilting

level and jig transit and guiding the shop floor operations. The surface

finish requirements of these bores were assessed by examining the

1Technovit Replicas' of them using the Surface Texture Measuring

Instrument.

The stainless steel inserts meant for making the rolled joints

with the above mentioned beam tube nozzles called for high precision

machining to achieve the dimensional tolerance of + 0.050 mm and surface

finish requirement of 0.8 micron or better. These inserts were also

subjected to stringent quality control checks before acceptance.

Prior to taking up the seal welding of the inserts to beam tube

nozzles at site, the performance of the welder was examined by

simulating the job conditions on the mock-up. The performance mock-up

piece was examined for leak tightness by helium leak testing.

After successful completion of the mock-up, the welding on the

actual job was carried out on all the 3 beam tube rolled joints. The same

have been subjected to HLT and are found to be acceptable.
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6-10 Qualification of Filler Wire and Welding Procedure by GHAW Process

(M.S. Sabheaan and A. Baskaran)

In connection with the fabrication of pressure vessels and

storage tanks for KARP project, the qualification of filler wire and

welding procedure by Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) process on AISI 304 L

material was undertaken for the 1st time at CMS, IGCAR by QBS.

Die filler wire taken up for the qualification was ER 308 L,

(diameter 1.2 mm) of Advani Oerlikon make (Brand name: A120) as per AWS

A5.9 - 1983. Itie deposition was done using the welding machine of 'IOL*

make employing spray arc mode of transfer in the Semi Automatic Welding

process. During deposition, with the conventional shielding gas mixture

of 97% argon - 3% oxygen, occurrence of porosities in the weldment was

observed in the radiographic examination. Hence numerous welding trials

were undertaken in order to arrive at the optimum shielding gas

composition consisting of argon - oxygen mixture which would produce

acceptable weldment as per the code ASMB Sec.Ill - Class 1 1983. The

composition of 99.19% argon - 0.81% oxygen was found to yield acceptable

weld joint. The following tests were carried out on the weld pad.*

(a) Radiography examination as per ASMB Section III class 1 - 8 3 .

(b) All weld tensile test (U.T.S. 525 MPa. minimum % of elongation : 40

on G.L. 5.65 ,/S0.

(c) Impact test - "U" Notch (78.5 J.cnf2).

(d) Chemical analysis of the deposition.

(e) Delta ferrite as per ASMB Section III-1983

(Acceptance Criterion: 5% minimum).

As the test results highlighted above were found to be well

within the acceptance limits, the filler wires are qualified for GMAW

process for AISI 304 L material.
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Welding procedure qualification by GMAW process aa per

specification prepared for the purpose was taken up, using qualified

filler wire. The size of the weld pad was 500 x 400 x 12 mm (material:

AISI 304 L). Other welding parameters employed were the spray mode of

transfer, argon with 0.81% oxygen as the shielding gas mixture and argon

as the purging gas.

The tests carried out were radiography, transverse tensile

test (UTS: 525 MPa minimum; % elongation: 40), face bend and root bend

tests with the acceptance criteria as per ASME Sec. IX - 1983, 'U* notch

_2
impact test (78.5 J.cm minimum) and metallography for the determination

of sensitization, ferrite content (5% minimum) and its distribution.

The above test results showed that the material was suitable

for the fabrication of HNO. storage tank for the KARP project.

6.11 Study on the Repeated Weld Repairs by GTAW Process on the Quality of

Stainless Steel Weldroent

(M.S. Sabhesan and A. Baskaran)
m

During site welding of nuclear piping involving double envelope

construction in the A1 cell of the Reactor containment building of Past

Breeder Test Reactor, more than two weld repairs had to be carried out

before finally accepting certain weld joints. This situation had arisen

due to constraints posed by site conditions and repeated heating and

cooling of joints done in order to achieve the specified annular gaps

between the main pipe and the double envelope pipe. Hence, it became

inevitable to examine the soundness and ductility of the weld joints by

taking up a mock-up study.
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Two mock-up pipes of AISI 316 one with 54 mm OD and 2 mm wall

thickness and the other with 60.3 mm OD and 3.9 mm wall thickness were

welded by Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) process in 5G position using

the qualified welding procedure. On these mock-up pieces, the following

inspection and welding activities were done.

1. X-radiography as per FBTR specification 01742-01 after welding

2. Weld joints grooved up to the root pass (without opening the root)

at 4 locations (equidistant) and weld mutal deposited.

3. This repairing was repeated four times

4. X-ray examination done once after 1st deposition, second time after

3rd deposition and third time after final deposition

5. Bend Test (1 Root and 1 Face) as per ASME Sec.IX-1983 on two

specimens located in the 1G and 3G positions of the joint was done.

6. Metallographic examination on two specimens located in the 3G and 4G

positions of the piece was done. In this examination, absence of

sensicization was examined on one specimen (specimen at 4G position)

and microstructure checking was done on one specimen (specimen at 3G

position).

The joints were free from any internal defects as revealed by x-

radiography . Bend Test specimens passed the Test • Metallographic

examination revealed the absence of sigmatisation and sensitization.

Delta-ferrite by metallography examination was found to be in the range

of 5-10% morphology of the ferrite was ferrite-dendritic with uniform

distribution.

As the mock-up results were found to meet the specified

properties, it is concluded that the repeated heating and cooling cycles

on AISI 316 material do not affect considerably the properties studied.
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6.12 Radiographic Examination of Primary Sodium Circuit in A1 Oell

(R. Subbaratnam, B. Anandapadmanabhan , R.Maheswaran and G.Mallik*rjun)

All site weld joints on main and double envelope pipes of Over

Flow Pipe (OFP), Siphon Break Pipe (SBP), Sodium Purification and Return

Pipe (SPRP), Emergency Sodium Injection Pipe (ESI) and Argon pipe

situated in a difficult site location inside At cell, were radiographed

to a stringent quality level requirement of IT hole in ASTM5 penetrameter

(for core pipe) and 2T hole in 1STM5 penetrameter (for double envelope)

as per FBTR 01742-01 specification using innovative multi-wall techniques

with Philips MG161L model portable X-ray equipment.

During execution of final level check on over flow pipe (OFP),

it was noticed that the double envelope was touching the main/core pipe

at one location (expected annular gap between them is 19.0 mm which is

uniform throughout). To assess the annular gap, radiographic examination

was carried out on the entire length of the pipe. Based on the results of

the radiography the double envelope was corrected to have the minimum

annular gap, and this is ensured by re-radiography using x-ray and gamma

ray for the entire length of the pipe line.

Similar exercise was carried out on the other three pipe lines

such as SBP, SPRP and ESI and the minimum annular gap was ensured.

*
Technical Services, FBTR, IGCAR
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€•13 Study of Annular Gap Between the Inner and Outer Vessel of Cold Trap East

by Utrasonic Method

(R. Subbaratnam, B. Anandapadmanabhan , B.S.C. Rao and G. Mallikarjun)

The ultrasonic study was envisaged to assess the damage, if

any, on the inner vessel of the secondary cold trap east due to the over-

heating of Nak and the resultant pressure built-up by analysing the

annular gap.

Liquid Nak like any other liquid metal, transmits ultrasonic

waves. The liquid Nak present in the annular gap, between the inner and

the outer vessel of cold trap, is made use of for transmitting ultrasonic

waves, and thereby the annular gap has been determined.

The velocity of ultrasonic wave in liquid Nak is found to be

.. 2100 m/s at ambient temperature, by considering the relative velocities

of sodium and potassium. Based on the velocity difference between

steel and Nak, the equivalent annular gap, as could be brought out in CRT

screen, would be 2&142.5 mm as against the actual annular gap of 52 mm.

The testing was carried out using model UFD67 ECIL make

ultrasonic flow detector with 20 mm diameter and 1.25 MHz compression

wave probe.

The outer shell was divided circumferentially into 12 parts

which again extended into the full length of the vessel axially. The

scanning was performed on all axial/circumferential orientations, thereby

representatively covering the entire surface of the outer vessel.

The accuracy of the testing was estimated to be + 1.0 mm.

The analysis of the gap measurements confirmed that there was

no deformation of the inner vessel due to the above incident.

*
Technical Services, FBTR, IGCAR
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6.H FBTR Secondary Sodium System Steam Generator Circuit

(R. Subbaratnam, R. Madeswaran and G. Mallikarjun)

All site weld joints of FBTR steam generator modules forming part of

sodium, water and steam systems located inside the steam generator

casing, were radiographed, at root and final stages of welding, using

Philips model MG 161L x-ray equipment, as per FBTR 01742.01 specification.

For steam system joints radiography was taken before and after post weld

heat treatment. Owing to the presence of 'hard-to-reach1 site locations

for welding and repair, the root stage radiography was thought of, to

avoid the root defects.

6.15 Sodium Level Measurement in Sodium Headers of Steam Generator

(R. Subbaiatnam, R. Madeswaran and G. Mallikarjun)

There were instances that the sodium in the secondary sodium

system, leaking through the sodium isolation valves and getting collected

in the bottom sodium headers of steam generator modules in east and west

loops. Thus collected sodium has to be estimated and removed. The level

in the header was the main parameter to estimate the actual volume of the

collected sodium. A successful attempt was made by x-radiography to find

out the sodium level.

The principle adopted was the absorption of radiation by the

sodium which causes the density difference in the film, which in turn

gives the information of the level.

The technique used was that of super imposition and utmost care

was taken to keep the film perpendicular to the x-ray beam and parallel

to the axis of the header in order to avoid the deformation/distortion of

the radiographic image.
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The level of sodium was arrived at by considering the density

difference on the radiographed film and the enlargement factor, due to

the radiographic set up.

6.16 Ultrasonic Examination of AISI 304 L Slabs for KARP

(R. Subbaratnam, P.V. Thomas, R. Madeswaran and G. Mallikarjun)

About 100 M.T. of AISI 304L 6 mm thick plates were ordered with

M/s.Alloy Steel Plant, Durgapur for KARP project. Ultrasonic examination

was planned and carried out as and when the lots were ready, during the

break-down stages (at 76 mm thickness). The acceptence criteria followed

was 3% depth rectangular reference notch for shear wave technique and 3

mm diameter flat bottom hole for compression wave technique testing. The

scanning was carried out on a 50 mm grid lines in two perpendicular

directions for shear wave using 45°, 4 MHz probe and on one surface for

compression wave using 4 MHz, 20 mm diameter probe with USIP 10

Krautkramer Ultrasonic flow detector.

6.17 Ultrasonic Examination of Maraging Steel Plates

(R. Subbaratnam, P.V. Thomas, M.R. Janardhanam and R. Madeswaran)

Maraging Steel Plates (9500 mm long, 2000 mm width and 8.5 mm

thick) supplied by M/s.MIDHANI, Hyderabad to VSSC, Trivandrum were

subjected to 100% ultrasonic examination in two perpendicular directions

using MWB 60 N4 probes with USIP 11 Krautkramer equipment. The test

procedure was selected as per ASTM A577, a reference standard with 3% 'V

notch. The tasting was carried out in cooperation with DPBND.
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6.18 Quality Control During Fabrication and Leak Testing of High Pressure Pipe

Line for Crystal Puller

(M.S. Sabhesan and A. Baskaran)

High pressure pipe line for crystal puller was manufactured at

CMS, IGCAR for Material Science Laboratory and the Quality Control

activities were taken up by Quality Engineering Section. The size of the

pipe line is 17.1 mm outer diameter, 3.2 mm wall thickness and the

material specification is TP 304 of ASTM A 312. Total number of weld

joints constituting the pipe line is 15. This pipe line needs to

withstand the high pressure service requirement of 9 MPa. The stringent

quality measures followed during the fabrication at shop to achieve these

functional requirements are given below.

1. Material control

2. Qualification of welders by Gas Tungsten Arc Welding process as

per ASME Section IX - 1983 for such small size pipe. This consists

of welding of 4 pipes and examining by radiography.

3. Ensuring the use of qualified welding procedure and qualified

welding consumables for the fabrication.

4. Inspection of short radius pipe bends fabricated at CWS employing

(a) liquid penetrant examination

(b) checks for ovality (max 8%); percentage thinning and radius of

the bend

5. Radiographic examination of all the 15 numbers of pipe welds as per

ASME Sec.Ill - 1983.

6. Inspection of couplings (3 nos.) for dimensions and hydrostatic

pressure testing at 15 MPa.
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The final pressure testing was carried out after connecting the

stainless steel pipe line with the crystal puller unit. The high pressure

test was carried out using preparatory checks and actual pressure

testing.

The former stage included the checking and calibration of n

safety valve and two pressure gauges, pressure testing at 12 MPa of a

copper pipe line connecting the system to a stainless steel pipe line.

The latter stage was completed by gradually pressurizing the pipe lines

with helium up to 9 MPa and checking for leaks using soap solution.

The fabricated stainless steel pipe line passed the above tests

and hence was accepted.

6.19 Helium Leak Test of FBTR Primary and Secondary Sodium Main Circuits

(P. Ramadasan, P.V. Thomas, M. Palaniappan, B.S.C. Rao and G. Mallikarjun)

The circuit, in two identical loops with intermediate heat

exchanger, steam generator and sodium pump in each loop is designed for

transferring heat from primary to water circuit. The system required a

global leak tightness value of 1.3 x 10~ Pa.m. s~ . The mass

spectrometer leak detector ASM 10 model with a sensitivity of 2 x 10~

Pa.m. s was used for testing.

Helium leak testing was planned and carried out on all weld

joints which connect the steam generator modules with sodium mains at the

inlet and outlet. This was carried out by evacuating the weld area

externally with a vacuum jacket connected to the leak detector and

pressurising the system with helium to 1 x 10 Pa (g).

Primary Sodium Main (PSM) circuit, in two identical loops to

form a common sodium inlet line to the Reactor Vessel, consists of one

sodium to sodium intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) and a vertical
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centrifugal sodium pump. All the pipe lines have double envelopes to

contain any leakage of radioactive sodium. This system demanded a global

leak tightness value of 1.3 x 10~ Pa.m. s~ per cubic metre of sodium.

The leak tightness of pipe weld joints in the double envelope

of primary sodium was tested by a helium leak detector having a

sensitivity of 2 x 10~ Pa.m. s" . The test was conducted under pressure

4
at 2 x 10 Pa(g) and a soaking time of one hour was given. All the weld

joints were probed with sniffer probe connected to the mass spectrometer

leak detector model ASM 10 of CIT Alcatel, France.

A pressure hold test was carried out for the PSM circuit

4
including Reactor Vessel, at 2 x 10 Pa(g) using argon and gross leaks

were observed. To locate the leaks a 'Handy-tector1 with a sensitivity of

4 x 10 Pa.m. s was used. The leaks were located and necessary

rectifications were carried out. A helium leak test was carried out to

4
identify smaller leaks, at a pressure of 2 x 10 Pa(g) with a leak

sensitivity, of 1 x 10~ Pa.m. s . Many small leaks were noticed on

•sealed joints. Rectifications were made wherever • necessary. Further, the

system (about 36 M of volume) was evacuated using a combined high vacuum

pumping system to reduce the oxygen content to a permissible limit, in

order to make it ready for sodium charging.

6.20 Creep Behaviour of ER 16-8-2 Weld Metal Deposited by GTAW Process

(M.D. Mathew and K. Shanmugam)

The creep behaviour of type ER 16-8-2 austenitic stainless

steel weld metal deposited by gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process at

a temperature of 923 K and a stress of 120 MPa was investigated as the

filler wire supplier has not done the creep test and these filler wires
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were used in the high temperature zone critical welds such as welding

between RV pull out and outlet pipe etc. (Refer Fig.6.20.1). Two weld test pads of

15mm thick. AISI 316 plates, one with stringer weld bead technique and

another with limited weave bead technique was welded in flat position

employing the same qualified welder and following the standard welding

procedure and precautionary measure required for welding of austenitic

stainless steel. The stringer bead technique test plate was welded with

28 beads with an average heat input of 770 J.mm and limited weave bead

test plate was made with 18 beads with an average heat input of around

1150 J.mm"1.

Two longitudinal all weld creep test specimens of 5mm gauge

diameter with 50 mm gauge length suitable for SATEC creep machine

available at MDL was machined after satisfactory non-destructive testing

of pad. The constant load creep tests were carried out at a stress of 120

MPa at a temperature of 923 K. The temperature was controlled within + 2

K during the period of test. The specimens were given a soaking at 923 K

for 24 hours before applying the laod. The creep tests were interrupted

after 1387 hours and the strain at the end of the test was measured and

1.0% for limited weave bead and 0.4% on stringer bead specimens.

The type ER 16-8-2 filler wire has good creep properties and

meet the requirements specified for fast reactors and values are

comparable with E316-15 weld metal deposited by shielded metal arc

welding process.
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Fig. 6.20.1 Welding of Outlet Pipe with Reactor Vessel
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6.21 Development of Procedure for Root Bead Welding of Y - Type Weld

Consumable-Insert with an AISI 316 Austenitic Stainless Steel Pipes

(K. Shanmugam and G. Mallikarjun)

The Y - type weld consumable insert of size 3.20 mm and 4.0 mm

conforming to ER 316 austenitic stainless steel filler wire was taken up

for studies and establishment of welding procedure. These special shaped

consumable-inserts are used for root pass welding of pipes by standard

gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process. When used in proper composition

and dimensions, these consumable-insert produces weld of high quality

root beads. These inserts will provide the easiest condition and reduces

the effect of undesirable welding variables caused by human element.

Four numbers of mock-up pieces of AISI 316 pipe of OD 219.0 mm

and ID 203 mm with two sets to suit Y - insert and another two sets of

pipe for root welding by GTAW process with addition of filler wire were

welded as per standard practice. The weld parameters used on mockup pipe

welds of Y inserts are shown in Figs.6.21.1 and 6.21.2. The mechanical

and metallurgical test specimens were removed after visual3 liquid

penetrant and X - ray examinations.

The transverse tensile test, U-notch impact tests, delta-

ferrite measurements and micro examinations are satisfactory to the

requirements of FBTR specification. This has established that the use of

Y - inserts is advantageous for the joint where one side is accessible

compared to manual GTAW welding in obtaining defect free-root bead. In

addition, by use of Y - insert, root repair may be avoided in most of

the cases. The use of Y-insert and subsequent passes by SMAW process is

advantageous compare to Y-insert root weld with subsequent passes by GTAW

process with respect to shrinkage and distortion.
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Fig. 6.21.1 Welding of Pipe with Insert (GTAW Process)

Fig. 6.21.2 Welding of Pipe, with Insert (GTAW & SMAW Process)
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APPENDIX - I

Chemical Compositions of Selected Stainless Steels and Ferritic Steels Referred

to in this Report

(Composition in weight %)

Nuclear
Grade

Element AISI

316 SS

Commercial Nuclear Nuclear Nuclear 2.25Cr- 9Cr-1Mo
Grade Grade Grade Grade IMo Ferritic
AISI AISI 316LN SS 304LN SS Ferritic steel

316 SS 304 SS steel

Cr
Ni
Mo
Mn
Si
Co
C
P
N ••

Ti
B
S
Al
V
Nb
Cu
W
Ag
Sb
Sn
Zr

16.36
12.6
2.22
1.93
0.6
0.33
0.06
0.034
0.0335
0.025
0.0195
0.01
0.005
0.005
0.005

16.92 18.2 17-18
11.95 9.2 12-12.5
2.21 2.3-2.7
1.6 1.65 1.6-2.0
0.54 0.38 0.5 max

0.25 max
0.06 0.042 0.024-0.03
0.036 0.024 0.03 max

0.06-0.08
0.05 max
0.002 max

0.02 0.003 0.01 max

0.05 max
1.0 max

18.5-20
9-10

0.5 max
1.6-2.0

0.5 max
0.25 max
0.024-0.03
0.03 max
0.06-0.08
0.05 max
0.002 max
0.01 max

0.05 max
1.0 max

2.25
0.02
0.97
0.55
0.025
0.02
0.09
0.007
0.002
0.01

0.006

0.01
0.01
0.015
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

9.02
0.25
1.04
0.45
0.74
0.03
0.10
0.018

0.01

0.006
C.01
0.09
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.005
0.005
0.005
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APPENDIX-II

Papers Communicated/Presented during 1985 and 1986

II.1 Publications in Journals

11.1.1 "Study of Plasma Nitrided AISI Type 316 Stainless Steel",
0. Sundararaman, P. Kuppusami and V.S. Raghunathan,
Surface and Coatings, 130, 343 (1987).

11.1.2 "Thermodynamic Stability of Sb O by Solid Oxide Electrolyte EMF
Technique",
A.M. Azad, R. Pankajavalli and O.M. Sreedharan, J. Chem. Thermodyn.,
JjJ, 255 ( 1986).

11.1.3 "An Optical Method for Profilometry",
C. Babu Rao, Baldev Raj and D.K. Bhattacharya, Exptl. Techniques, 9,
31 (1985).

II. 1.4 "On Failure Condition in Strain Controlled Low Cycle Fatigue",
K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, M. Valsan, R. Sandhya, S.K. Ray, S.L. Mannan
and P. Rodriguez, Internatl. J. Fatigue, 2» 141 (1985).

II.1.5 "Frequency Analysis of AE Signal Obtained during Breakaway Oxidation
and Internal Cracking of 2 1/4Cr-1Mo Steel at 900°C",
B.B. Jha, Baldev Raj and A.S. Khanna, Oxidn. Metals, 26, 263 (1986).

II. 1.6 "Applicability of Ludwigson's Equation for Describing the Tensile
Flow Behaviour1 of Warm Rolled Type 316 Stainless Steel",
P.V. Siva Prasad, S. Venkadesan, S. Venugopal and V. Seetharaman,
Scripta Met., 2J), 603 (1986).

11.1.7 "On the Microstructure of Al-14a/o and 22a/o Mn Alloys",
G.A. Dixit and V.S. Raghunathan, ibid, 195 (1986).

11.1.8 "Strain Rate and Temperature dependence of Tensile Deformation and
Fracture Behaviour of a Nimonic PE16 Superalloy",
K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, V. Seetharaman, S.L. Mannan and P.Rodriguez,
High Temp. Mater. Processes, 1_, 63 (1986).

11.1.9 "A Solid Oxide Triple Electrode-Bielectrolyte Arrangement to Study
the Stability of Wustite Around Eutectoid Temperature",
C. Mallika, R. Pankpjavalli and O.M. Sreedharan, Electrochim. Acta,
_3_2, 885 (1986) .

11.1.10 "Status of Eddy Current Testing in India",
Baldev Raj and P.G. Kulkarni, Internatl. J. Press. Vessels and
Piping, 22, 9 ( 1986).
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"Methodologies in Failure Analysis",
V.S.Raghunathan, ibid.

"Failures due to Wrong Material Selection and Processing",
V.Seetharaman, ibid.

"Failures Related to Quality Assurance and Wrong Manufacturing
Practices",
K.V.Kasiviswanathan, ibid.

II.4.13 "Corrosion Related Failures",
J.B.Gnanamoorthy, ibid.

I I .

I I .

IX .

4 .

4 .

4.

10

11

12
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11.4.14 "Failures due to Wrong Practice in Transport, Storage and Handling",
D.K.Bhattacharya, ibid.

11.4.15 "A Solid Oxide Electrolyte Oxygen Sensor for Gases",
R.Pankajavalli, O.M.Sreedharan, M.Arumugam, S.Vaidyanathan and
J.B.Gnanamoorthy, Synp. on Analytical Instrumentation and Techniques
in Electrochemistry, Karaikudi, India, (1985).

11.4.16 "Welding of a Critical High Pressure High Temperature steam Pipe
Joint for FBTR",
R.Govindarajan and G.Mallikarjun, Seminar on Fabrication,
Maintenance, Welding and Code Requirements, Ind. Inst. Welding,
Madras, India, Oct. (1985).

II. 4.17 "A Kinetic Study of the Formation of LiJ-K)- (M = Nb or Ta) from
Li CO and M O by DTA",
A.H.Azad and O.M.Sreedharan, 5th Natl. Symp. on Thermal Analysis,
Kharagpur, India, (1985).

11.4.18 "Thermodynamic Stability of Sb 0 by a Solid Oxide Electrolyte emf
Method",
R.Pankajavalli and O.M.Sreedharan, 11th Ann. Symp. in Chem., IIT,
Madras, India,( 1986).

11.4.19 "Fluoride Electrolyte Galvanic Cells for the Measurement of Cr Activity
in Alloys", A.M.Azad and O.M.Sreedharan, ibid.

11.4.20 "Post-Irradiation Examination Facilities in Indira Gandhi Centre for
Atomic Research",
Baldev Raj and D.K.Bhattacharya, Seminar on Fast Reactor Fuel Cycle,
IGCAR, Kalpakkam, India, Feb.(1986).

11.4.21 "X-Radiography and Neutron Radiography Facilities for Post-
Irradiation Examination at RML",
K.V.Kasiviswanathan and Baldev Raj, ibid.

11.4.22 "Cladding and Wrapper Tube Materials for Sodium Cooled Fast Breeder
Reactors - Present Status and Future Developments",
P.Rodriguez, S.L.Mannan and Baldev Raj, ibid.

11.4.23 "Neutron Radiography Facility at RRC",
Baldev Raj, K.V.Kasiviswanathan and P.Kalyanasundaram, Natl. Symp.
On Radiation Phys.- 6, IGCAR, Kalpakkam, India (1986).

11.4.24 "Neutron Radiography - Principles and Applications",
Baldev Raj, ibid.

11.4.25 "Fine Focal X-Radiography at Radiometallurgy Laboratory at RRC",
E.C.Lopez, Baldev Raj and D.K.Bhattacharya, ibid.

11.4.26 "Substructural Changes during Low Cycle Fatigue of AISI 304
Stainless Steel",
K. Bhanu Sankara Rao, M.Vijayalakshmi, M.Valsan, S.L.Mannan and
P.Rodriguez, XVII Ann. Meeting of Electron Microscope Society of
India, Punjab University, Chandigarh, India, (1986).
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11.4.27 "Microstructure and Microchemistry of Type 316L Stainless Steel
Submerged Arc Welds",
V.Seetharaman, D.D.N.Verma, I.Gowrisankar and D.R.G.Achar,
Internatl. Conf. on Trends in Welding Research, Gatlinburg, USA,
(1986) .

11.4.28 " A Comparative Evaluation of Inconel 182 and 16-8-2 Electrode for
Shielded Metal Arc Welding Of Incoloy 800 and Type 304 Stainless
Steel",
I.Gowrisankar and V.Seetharaman, ibid.

11.4.29 "Frontiers of NDE Research at IGC, Kalpakkam",
Baldev Raj, Symp. Recent Advances in Non-Destructive Testing, VSSC,
Trivandrum, India, (1986).

11.4.30 "Possibility of Detecting Smallest Defect ( /15) Using Ultrasonics",
C.V.Subramanian, P.Palanichamy, P.Barat, D.K.Bhattacharya and Baldev
Raj, Natl. Seminar NDT as Applied Technology in National Growth,
ISNDT, Calcutta, India, (1986).

11.4.31 "In-Service Inspection in Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors by Eddy
Current Testing",
P.Kalyanasundaram, M.T.Shyamsunder, B.P.C.Rao, D.K.Bhattacharya and
Baldev Raj, ibid.

11.4.32 "Factors Affecting Restrictions in Microfocal Radiography - A Few
Considerations",
B.Venkataraman, C.Babu Rao, D.K.Bhattacharya and Baldev Raj, ibid.

11.4.33 "Importance of NDE for In-Service Inspection", P.Rodriguez, Keynote
Address , ibid.

11.4.34 "Acoustic Emission Signal Analysis in Materials Evaluation and In-
service Inspection Applications",
Baldev Raj, P.Kalyanasundaram, P.Barat and T.Jayakumar, Symp.
Acoustics-Signal Processing, TIFR, Bombay, India, (1986).

11.4.35 "Acoustic Emission during Plastic Deformation of Materials",
T.Jayakumar and Baldev Raj, Seminar on Acoustic Emission, IGCAR,
Kalpakkam, India, (1986).

11.4.36 "Acoustic Emission to Monitor Breakaway Ocidation and Spalling in
Materials",
A.S.Khanna, B.B.Jha and Baldev Raj, ibid.

11.4.37 "In-Service Inspection of an End Shield of a PHWR",
T.Jayakumar, Baldev Raj, C.R.L.Murthy and A.Krishnan, ibid.

11.4.38 "Acoustic Emission Signal Analysis in Materials Research",
Baldev Raj and P.Kalyanasundaram, ibid.

11.4.39 "Precise Gibbs Energy Data for CrF2 , MnF2 and FeF2 from Solid
Electrolyte Galvanic Cells",
A.M.Azad and O.M.Sreedharan, Symp. Electrochemistry in Nuclear
Technol., Kalpakkam, India, (1986).
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11.4.40 "Corrosion Studies and Materials Selection for Electrochemical
Process Applied to Reprocessing of Fast Reactor Fuels",
U.Kamachi Mudali, S.K.Rajan, A.Palamalai, J.B.Gnanamoorthy,
P.Rodriguez and G.R.Balasubramanian, ibid.

11.4.41 "Corrosion and its Control in Fast Breeder Reactors",
J.B.Gnanamoorthy, ibid.

11.4.42 "Transparent Alumina Glass - Physical Properties",
V.Saraswati and G.V.Rama Rao, Symp. Current Trends in the Physics of
Materials, IIT, Kanpur, India, (1986).

11.4.43 "Influence of Thermal Ageing on Serrated Yielding Behaviour of AISI
316 Stainless Steel",
K.G.Samuel, S.L.Mannan and P.Rodriguez, 40th Ann. Tech. Meeting of
Ind. Inst. Metals, Bombay, India, (1986).

11.4.44 "Computer Simulation of Force-Travel Diagram for Cold Extrusion of
Commercially Pure Titanium",
S.Venugopal, P.V.Sivaprasad, S.Venkadesan and P.Venugopal, ibid.

11.4.45 "748 K Embrittlement in Fe-Cr Alloys",
M.Vijayalakshmi and V.S.Raghunathan, ibid.

11.4.46 "Chromium Activity Measurements in Fe-40Cr and Ni-25Cr Alloys by
Fluoride EMF Method",
A.M.Azad, O.M.Sreedharan and J.B.Gnanamoorthy, ibid.

11.4.47 "Problem of Sensitisation During Welding of Austenitic Stainless
Steel Components - A Few Case Studies",
P.V.Kumar, D.K.Bhattacharya and Baldev Raj.ibid.

11.4.48 "Compatibility Studies of AISI 316 Steel with Eutectic Pb-Li Alloy",
A.Joseph, K.V.Kasiviswanathan, N.G.Muralidharan and Baldev Raj, ibid.

v

11.4.49 "Acoustic Emission Study of Oxidation Behaviour of 9Cr-1Mo Steel at

1173 K and 1223 K", B.B.Jha, A.S.Khanna and Baldev Raj, ibid.

11.4.50 "Eddy Current Studies on Microstructural Changes in AISI 304 Type
Steel due to Cold Working", K.V.Kasiviswanathan, V.Venugopal,
N.G.Muralidharan and Baldev Raj, ibid.

11.4.51 "Acoustic Emission Technique - An Alternative Method to Study the
Anamolous Behaviour of Copper Oxidation at 500 C",
A.S.Khanna, B.B.Jha and Baldev Raj, ibid.

11.4.52 "Electrochemical Potentiokinetic Reactivation Behaviour of
Sensitized Type 316 Stainless Steel",
P.Muraleedharan, J.B.Gnanamoorthy and K.Prasad Rao, ibid.

11.4.53 "Computer Simulation of GTAW and Pulsed GTAW of Thin Stainless Steel
Sheets", I.Gowrisankar, A.K.Bhaduri and V.Seetharaman, ibid.

11.4.54 "Welding Research and Development for the Fast Breeder Reactor Programme",
P.Rodriguez, 20th Natl. Welding Seminar, Madras, India, ( 1986).
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APPENDIX - III

CLINIC, MEETING AND SEMINAR

The following clinic, meeting and seminar were held at IGCAR,
Kalpakkam during 1985 and 1986.

III.1 A clinic on 'Failure Analysis' was organised by the Kalpakkam
Chapter of the Indian Institute of Metals at IGCAR, Kalpakkam during
October 10-12, 1985. the clinic was co-sponsored by IGCAR, Kalpakkam.
Shri C.V. Sundaram, Director, IGCAR, inaugurated the clinic and the key note
address was given by Dr.V. Ramachandran, National Aeronautical Laboratory,
Bangalore. The following papers were presented.

SI.
No.

Title of Presentation Names of Authors

1. Mechanisms of Fracture

2. Failures Under Marine Environment

3. Metallographic Techniques in
Failure Analysis

4. NDT Techniques in Failure Analysis

5. Methodologies in Failure Analysis

6. Failure Cases in Air Crafts

7. Failures due to Wrong
Materials Selection and Processing

8. Failures Related to Quality Assurance
and Wrong Manufacturing Practice

9. Corrosion Related Failures

10. Failures due to Wrong Practice in
Transport, Storage and Handling

S.L. Mannan

R. Krishnan,
NCML, Bombay

R.V. Krishnan,
NAL, Bangalore

Baldev Raj

V.S. Raghunathan

S. Radhakrishnan,
NAL, Bangalore

V. Seetharaman

K.V. Kasiviswanathan

J.B. Gnanamoorthy

D.K. Bhattacharya

11. Prevention of Failures Through Design

12. Prevention of Failures Through
In-Service Inspection

S.C. Chetal

P.G. Kulkarni,
Atomic Fuels
Division, BARC, Bombay
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III.2 A programme on 'Certification Course on Acoustic Emission1 was held
at IGCAR, Kalpakkam during December 4-5, 1985, under the auspices of Acoustic
Emission Working Group (India). The course was co-sponsored by IGCAR,
Kalpakkam. Demonstrations, practical and written examinations on acoustic
emission were conducted for the participants. The following papers were also
presented.

SI.
No.

Title of Presentation Names of Authors

1. Sound Waves-Nature and Propagation in
Materials

2. Principles of Acoustic Emission

3. Signal Processing and Instrumentation

4. Test Procedures

5. Sensors - Types and Calibration

6. Application of AE for Industries

7. Applications in Materials Technology
and Casting

8. Welding and Acoustic Emission

9. Applications in Rock Mechanics

L. Venkataraman,
AFD, BARC, Bombay

C.R.L. Murthy,
Dept. of Aerospace
Engg., IISc, Bangalore

P. Kalyanasundaram

T. Jayakumar

C.R.L. Murthy,
Dept. of Aerospace
Engg., IISc, Bangalore

Baldev Raj

0. Prabhakar,
Dept. of Met. Engg.,
IIT, Madras

D.K. Bhattacharya

M.V.M.S. Rao,
NGRI, Hyderabad

III.3 One-Day Seminar on 'Acoustic Emission1 was organised by Acoustic
Emission Working Group (India) at IGCAR, Kalpakkam on December 6, 1986. The
seminar was co-sponsored by IGCAR, Kalpakkam. The following were the list of
papers presented in the seminar.

SI.
No.

Title of Presentation Names of Authors

1. Acoustic Emission during Plastic
Deformation of Materials

2. Acoustic Emission to Monitor
Breakaway Oxidation and Spalling
in Materials

T. Jayakumar and
Baldev Raj

A.S. Khanna, B.B. Jha
and Baldev Raj
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3. Detection of Breakaway Oxidation of
Zircaloy-2 by Acoustic Emission
Technique

4. Thermally Induced Relaxation
Behaviour in a Metallic Glass

5. Acoustic Emission for Proof Testing
of Pressurised Components

6. In-Service Inspection of an End
Shield of a PHWR

7. Location of Weld Defects by Acoustic
Emission

8. Detection of Steam Leak into Sodium
in FBTR Steam Generator Modules by
Acoustic Techniques

9. Machine Tool Wear Evaluation Using
Acoustic Emission Technique

B.K. Gaur, A.K. Sinha,
P.G. Kulkarni and
R.V. Raghavan, BARC, Bombay

G.L. Goswami and
G.P. Tiwari, BARC,
Bombay

K. Badrinarayana,
C.R.L. Murthy and
M.R. Bhat, IISc, Bangalore

P. Kalyanasundaram
T. Jayakumar, Baldev
Raj, C.R.L. Murthy
(IISc,Bangalore) and
A. Krishnana, NPB, Bombay

G.L. Goswami and
P.R. Roy, BARC, Bombay

R. Prabhakar,
IGCAR

C.R.L. Murthy and
S.R. Ravishankar,
IISc, Bangalore

10. Determination of Cutting Parameters
Using Acoustic Emission Technique

11. Fatigue Crack Growth Studies for
In-Flight Monitoring Using Acoustic
Emission

12. Magneto-Mechanical Acoustic Emission:
A New NDT for Residual Stress
Evaluation

13. Acoustic Emission Study of Rock
Behaviour during Cyclic Loading

14. Propellant Burn Rate Studies Using
Acoustic Emission Strand Burner

N.S. Venkataraman,
G.S. Kandasamy,
P. Bhaskaran and
G. Asokan, MIT, Madras
C.R.L. Murthy and
S.R. Ravishankar,
IISc, Bangalore

S.A. Carvalho,
C.R.L. Murthy and
M.R. Bhat, IISc, Bangalore

S.G. Savanur and
C.R.L. Murthy,
IISc, Bangalore

M.V.M.S. Rao,
NGRI, Hyderabad

K. Viswanathan,
SHAR Centre,
Sri Hari Kota
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15. Acoustic Emission Studies on Adhesive
Potted Inserts of Honey Comb Sandwich
Panels

16. Innovations with Acoustic Emission

17. Discovery of New Sonon Source in
Acoustic Emission

18. Crucial Requirements for Acoustic
Emission Monitoring System in Special
Fault Tree Based Failure Analysis for
Critical Space Born Component

19. Acoustic Emission Signal Analysis
in Materials Research

T.S. Sriranga,
D.L. Shirolikar and
R. Samuel,
ISRO Satellite Centre,
Bangalore

M.K. Mukherjee, VSSC,
Trivandrum

M.K. Mukherjee, VSSC,
Trivandrum

S.K. Dutta and
M.K. Mukherjee,
VSSC, Trivandrum

Baldev Raj and
P. Kalyanasundaram
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APPENDIX - IV

METALLURGY CQLLOQUIA

SI.No. Topic Speaker Date

1. Development of Low-Enriched
Uranium Dispersion Fuels for
Research Reactors

2. Diffusion Induced Grain
Boundary Migration

3. Stress Corrosion Cracking in
Nuclear Reactor Components

4. Solidification Behaviour,
Microstructure and
Modification of Austenitic
Stainless Steel Welds

5. An Optical Method for
Profilometry

6. Water Treatment, Water
Chemistry and Corrosion in
Bulgarian Thermal and Nuclear
Power Plants (PWR)

7. Radiation Damage Problems in
Fast and Fusion Reactors -
A Comparison and Contrast

8. Recent Advances in Steel
Technology

Temperature Dependence of
Stacking Fault Energy of F.C.C.
Metals and Dilute Alloys by
X-ray Diffraction Peak Shift
Measurements

Dr. Silvestre Nazare 21-01-1985
Institut fur Material
und Festkorperforschung,
KFK, Karlsruhe, FRG.

Prof. Paul Shewmon 19-02-1985
Dept. of Met. Engg.,
Ohio State University,
Columbus, USA.

Dr. Markus O. Speidel 26-02-1985
Director, Institut fur
Metal forschung und
Metallurgie, ETH,
Zurich, Switzerland.

Dr. S.A. David 08-03-1985
Group Leader,
Materials Joining,
Metals and Ceramics
Division, ORNL,
Oak Ridge, USA.

C. Babu Rao 09-04-1985

Dr. M.P. Iovtchev 23-04-1985
Associate Professor,
High Institute of
Mech. and Elect. Engg.,
Sofia, Bulgaria.

Dr. R.V. Nandedkar 29-04-1985
Materials Science Lab.,
IGCAR, Kalpakkam.

Dr.; N.R. Srinivasan
Research Fellow,
BHEL, New Delhi.

K. Laha

02-05-1985

28-05-1985

Affiliation indicated for speakers
only

from outside Metallurgy Programme, IGCAR
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SI.No. Topic Speaker Date

10. Strength and Ductility of
Partially Solidified Pb-Sn
Alloys in Relation to Hot
Tearing

11. Localised Corrosion Resistance
of Austenitic Weldments
Containing Different Amounts
of Nitrogen

12. Technology of Solar Thermal
Collectors

13." Acoustic Emission in Materials
Research

14. Self Organisation ih Physical
Systems with Some Examples
from Metallurgy

15. Characterisation of Solid
Surfaces

16. Effect of Heat Input and
Prior Microstructure -on the
Structure and Properties of
the Heat Affected Zone in
17-4 PH Stainless Steel

17. Explosive Welding Parameters -
Application and Limitations

18. An Approach to the Fabrication
of Austenitic Stainless Steel
Shells for Fast Reactors

19. Interdiffusion in the Type
316L Austenitic Stainless
Steel/Pure Element Systems

20. Automation in GTAW Process

21. Thermodynamic Stability of
Sb2°3

Dr. Amol Gokhale 21-06-1985
(formerly with)
Dept. of Met. and
Mater. Engg.,
University of Pittsburgh,
USA.

U. Kamachi Mudali 25-06-1985

Dr. V. Balasubramanian 05-07-1985
Radio Astronomy Centre,
(TIFR), poty.

B.B. Jha 12-07-1985

Dr. G. Ananthakrishna 19-07-1985
Materials Science Lab.,
IGCAR, Kalpakkam.

R.V. Subba Rao

A.K. Bhaduri

09-08-1985

23-08-1985

Lt. Col. S.K. Salwan
DRDO, IAT, Pune.

K. Shanmugam

Vaidehi Ganesan

M. Gopalakrishna

A.M. Azad

04-09-1985

13-09-1985

17-09-1985

20-09-1985

07-10-1985

Affiliation indicated for speakers
only

from outside Metallurgy Programme, IGCAR
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SI.No. Topic

22. Discussion Meet

Speaker Date

23. A TG Study of H Reduction
of NiSO. for a Correlation
with Fluidised Bed Studies

24. Effect of Heat Treatment on
AE in a Nimonic Alloy PE-16
during Tensile Deformation

25. Non-Equilibrium Dislocation
ELfects at Grain Boundaries
and their Influence on the
Properties of Polycrystals

26. The Influence of Martensitic
Transformation of Retained
Austenite on Mechanical
Properties in Intercritically
Annealed HSLA Steels

27. Kinetic Analysis of Property
Relaxation in Metallic
Glasses

28. An Evaluation of the Kinetics
of Uranium Monocarbide
Synthesis

29. A Report on (a) 2nd World
Conference on Acoustic
Emission and (b) 11th World
Conference on NDT held in
Oct./Nov., 1985 at USA

30. Lecture Series on the
Various Aspects of the
Dislocation Theory

31. Kinetics of Coarsening of
Cellular Precipitate in
Al - 20 at% Zn Alloy

Scientists from 15-10-1985
The Institute of Metal
Working and Physical
Metallurgy,
University of Mining
and Metallurgy,
Krakow, Poland.

K. Swaminathan 08-11-1985

T. Jayakumar 08-11-1985

Prof. K. Tangri 03-12-1985
Dept. of Mech. Engg.,
Met. Sciences Lab.,
University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Canada.

Prof. K. Tangri 06-12-1985
Dept. of Mech. Engg.,
Met. Sciences Lab.,
University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Canada.

Dr. John A. Leake 17-01-1986
University of
Cambridge, UK.

R.S. Mehrotra 21-01-1986
Radiometallurgy Divn.,
BARC, Bombay.

D.K. Bhattacharya 29-01-1986

Prof. M.N. Shetty
Dept. of Met. Engg.,
I.I.T., Kanpur.

V. Suresh

18-03-1986
to

27-03-1986

15-04-1986

Affiliation indicated for speakers from outside Metallurgy Programme, IGCAR
only
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SI.No. Topic Speaker

H.S. Khatak

Date

15-05-1986

10-06-1986

32. Effect of Sodium Exposure
on Mechanical Properties
of Stainless Steels

33. Rapid Solidification
Processing

34. Influence of Metallurgical
Condition on the In-Reactor
Dimensional Changes of
Zircaloy Fuel Rods

35. Fission Gas Release from PWR
Fuel Rods at Extended Burnups

36. Oxygen Sensors for Process
Metallurgy

37. Microstructure - A Criterion
for Superconductivity ?

38. Welding of Dissimilar
Materials

39. The Growth of Cavities
in Metals

40. Concepts of Quality Assurance
in Nuclear Power Programmes -
Impressions on the Recently
held IAEA Course on Quality
Assurance in Paris

41. Material Failures and Risks

42. Influence of Process
Parameters on the Cold
Extrusion of Commercially
Pure Titanium

Prof. Rohit Trivedi
Ames National Lab.,
Iowa, USA.

Dr. A.M. Garde 24-07-1986
Principal Development
Engineer,
Combustion Engg. Inc.,
Windsor, USA.

Dr. A.M. Garde 25-07-1986
Principal Development
Engineer,
Combustion Engg. Inc.,
Windsor, USA.

C. Mallika 31-07-1986

D. Sundararaman 14-08-1986

Dr. S. Sundaresan 01-09-1986
Prof, and Head,
Dept. of Met. Engg.,
REC, Tiruchirapalli.

Prof. P.J. Goodhew 18-09-1986
Dept. of Mater.
Sci. and Engg.,
University of Surrey, UK.

B.S.C. Rao 06-10-1986

Prof. Gustaf Ostberg
University of Lund,
Sweden.

S. Venugopal

28-10-1986

05-11-1986

Affiliation indicated for speakers from outside Metallurgy Programme, IGCAR only
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SI .No. Topic Speaker Date

43. High Resolution Electron
Microscopy Studies of Long
Period Superstructures in
Ordered Alloys

44. Application of Computer Aided
Methods in Cold, Warm and Hot
Bulk Forming

45. Sol-Gel Microsphere
Pelletization - An Advanced
Method of Remote Fabrication
of Ceramic Nuclear Fuels

46. Creep Rupture Behaviour of
Ni-22Cr-12Co-9Mo-1Al

47. Constitutive Equations
Describing Deformation and
Damage at High Temperatures

48. Calorimeters, Differential
Thermal Analysers and
Thermogravimetric Analysers

Prof. D. de Fontaine 12-11-1986
University of
California,
Berkeley, USA.

Dr. P.S. Raghupati 18-11-1986
Manager, Metal Working
Section,
Battelle Columbus Labs.,
Columbus, USA.

Dr. C. Ganguly 25-11-1986
Head, Advanced Fuel
Section,
Radiometallurgy Divn.,
BARC, Bombay.

P.J. Ennis 02-12-1986
Institute of Reactor
Materials,
Nuclear Research Centre,
Juelich, FRG.

Dr. H. Schuster 03-12-1986
Institute of Reactor
Materials,
Nuclear Research Centre,
Juelich, FRG.

Francis Pithon 24-12-1986
M/s Setaram,
France.

Affiliation indicated for speakers from outside Metallurgy Programme, IGCAR
only
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APPENDIX-V

THESES SUBMITTED

1. "Oxidation Behaviour of 2 1/4Cr-1Mo and 9Cr-1Mo Ferritic Steels in Air,
Oxygen and Steam and the Effect of Prior Cold-work on Oxidation
Resistance",
A.S. Khanna, Ph.D. Thesis (Metallurgical Engg.), University of Madras
(1985).

2. "A Comparative Study of the Electrochemical Potentiokinetic Reactivation
Technique with the Chemical Methods to Measure Degree of Sensitization in
Austenitic Stainless Steels",
P. Muraleedharan, M.S. Thesis (Metallurgical Engg.), Indian Institute of
Technology, Madras (1986).

3. "The Influence of Strain Rate and Adiabatic Aspect on Cold Extrusion of
Commercially Pure Titanium",
S. Venugopal, M.S. Thesis (Metallurgical Engg.), Indian Institute of
Technology, Madras (1986).
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APPENDIX-VI

AWARDS / PRIZES / FELLOWSHIPS

1. 'Keith Hartly Memorial Medal* of the Indian Institute of Welding was
presented to Dr. P. Rodriguez for significant contributions to the
Development of Welding Technology in the country and to the activities of
IIW (1986).

2. 'NDT Man of the Year 1985' award was presented to Shri Baldev Raj by the
Indian Institute of Non Destructive Inspection Engineering (1985).

3. 'National Metallurgists' Day award of the Indian Institute of Metals for
the year 1986 was presented to Shri Baldev Raj for excellent work done in
the area of Non-Destructive Testing of Materials (1986).

4. Shri A.K. Bhaduri, Shri I. Gowrisankar and Dr.V. Seetharaman were awarded
the I.T. Mirchandani Memorial award for the year 1985 for the best
research paper presented at the National Welding Seminar - 1985 (1986).

5. Alexander-Von-Humboldt Fellowship was given to Dr.R.K. Dayal for Post-
Doctoral Research at the Max-Planck-Institute for Iron Research,
Dusseldorf, FRG (1985).

6. Post-Doctoral Fellowship was given to Dr.V. Seetharaman for Research at
Ames Laboratory, Iowa State University, USA (1986).

7. The following prizes were obtained by the members of Metallurgy Programme
in the 'National Metallurgist's Day Celebrations' held at IIT, Madras on
23 Feb. (1986) :

i. First Prize in Metallography Contest - Baldev Raj,

T. Jayakumar and D.K. Bhattacharya

ii. First Prize in Technical Talk - S. Venkadesan

iii. Second Prize in Crossword Puzzle - S. Venkadesan

iv. Second Prize in Quiz - A.K. Bhaduri and M.T. Shyamsunder
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APPENDIX - V I I

SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL OF METALLURGY PROGRAMME

Head, Metallurgy Programme Placid Rodriguez BSc (Kerala)
BE (IISc) MS (Tennessee)
Ph.D (IISc) MUM

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

CHEMICAL METALLURGY SECTION

Head of the section

Scientific Officers

THERMODYNAMICS GROUP

Group Leader

Scientific Officers

J.B. Gnanamoorthy BSc (Madras) MUM

R.K. Dayal BE (Roorkee)
Ph.D (IISc) MUM

T.P.S. Gi l l BSc MSc (Punjab)
Ph.D (I IT, Madras) MUM MIIW

Hasan Shaikh BE (Madras) MUM

U. Kamachi Mudali BSc MSc (Madras)
MTech (I IT, Bombay) MUM MIPA

A.S. Khanna BSc MSc (Delhi)
MTech ( I IT, Kanpur) MUM
Ph.D (Madras)

H.S. Khatak BSc (Engg)
(Punjab) MS (IIT, Madras) MUM

P. Muraleedharan BSc MSc (Cal icut)
MS ( I IT, Madras) MUM

N. Parvathavarthini BSc MSc (Madurai)
MUM

R.V. Subba Rao BSc MSc (Andhra)

O.M. Sreedharan BSc MSc (Madras)
Ph.D (Bombay) MUM

A.M. Azad BSc MSc (Ranchi)

C. Mallika BSc MSc (Madurai)

K. Swaminathan BSc (Madras) MIE
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Group Leader

Scientific Officer

Smt. Saraswati Venkatraman
BSc M5c (Nagpur) Ph.D (Bombay)

G.V. Ramarao BSc (Kakathiya)
MSc (Hyderabad)

MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY SECTION

Head of the Section V. Seetharaman BTech (IIT, Madras)
MSc (Tech) Ph.D (IIT, Bombay) MUM

Scientific Officers S.K. Albert BSc (Calicut) BE (IISc)
AMIIM

A.K. Bhaduri BTech (Hons)
(IIT, Kharagpur) AMIIM

C. Narayanan BSc (Madras)
AMIE AMIIM

C. Ravishankar BE (Madras)
MTech (IIT, Bombay) MUM

V. Shanmugam BSc (Madras) AMIIM

P.V. Sivaprasad
BTech (Shri Venkateswara Univ.)

S. Venkadesan BSc (Madurai) BE (IISc)
MS (IIT, Madras) MUM

S. Venugopal
BE (Annamalai) MS (IIT, Madras)

MECHANICAL METALLURGY SECTION

Head of the Section S.L. Mannan BSc (Punjab)
MSc (Bombay) Ph.D (IISc) MUM

CREEP, FATIGUE AND TENSION STUDIES GROUP

Scientific Officers K. Bhanu Sankara Rao BE (Nagpur)
MTech (IIT, Bombay) MUM

B.K. Choudry BSc (Engg) (Ranchi)
MIIM
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FRACTURE MECHANICS

Group Leader

S. Gopal BTech (Cal icut)

K. Laha BSc (Burdawn) MSc (Mesra)
MTech ( I IT , Kanpur) MUM

M.D. Mathew BSc MSc (Kerala)
AMIE MUM

C. Phaniraj BTech (Mysore) MUM

K.G. Samuel BSc (Kerala)
MSc (Bombay) MS (IIT, Madras) MUM

G. Sas ika la BSc (Kerala)
MSc (Sardar Pate l Univ. )

M. Valsan BTech (Mysore) MUM

S.K. Ray BE (Calcutta)
Ph.D (IISc) MUM

Scientific Officers P.R. Sreenivasan
BSc (Calicut) BE (IISc) MUM

T.V. Venkatasubramanian
BTech (IIT, Madras)
MS Ph.D (London)

PHYSICAL METALLURGY SECTION

Head of the Section

Scientific Officers

V.S. Raghunathan BE (Poona)
Ph.D (IISC) MUM

P. Kuppusami BSc MSc (Madras)

E. Mohandas BSc (Calicut)
MSc (Kerala) MUM

P. Parameswaran BE (Madras)
ME (IISc)

Saroja Saibaba BSc MSc (Delhi)

D. Sundararaman BSc (Madras)
BE (IISc) MUM

A.L.E. Terrance BSc MSc (Madurai)

M. Vijayalakshmi BSc (Madras)
MSc (Bombay) MUM
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P06T IRRADIATION EXAMINATION AND NGN DESTRUCTIVE TESTING DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

Head of the Division

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT GROUP

Group Leader

Scientific Officers

Baldev Raj BE (Ravishankar) MUM

D.K. Bhattacharya BE (Calcutta) MUM

C. Babu Rao BSc MSc
(Shri Venkateswara Univ.)

P. Barat BSc MSc (Calcutta)

T. Jayakumar BTech (Kakathiya) MUM

B.B. Jha BSc (Engg) (Ranchi) MUM

B.P.C. Rao BE (Andhra)

M.T. Shyamsunder
BE (Maharaja Sayaji Rao Univ.)

C.V. Subramanian

BSc (Madras) AMIE MUM

M. Thawasimuthu AMIE

B. Venkataraman BSc MSc (Madras)

MECHANICAL AND VENTILATION SYSTEMS GROUP

Group Leader

Scientific Officers

P.V. Kumar BE (Osmania)

JoJo Joseph BSc (Engg) (Kerala)

S. Murugan BE (Annamalai)

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS GROUP

Group Leader

Scientific Officers

P. Kalyanasundaram
BE (Madras) MUM

S. Keshavamurthy Rao
BSc BE (Bangalore)

y. Ramaseshu BE (Madras)
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Thomas Johny BTech (Calicut)

S. Vaidyanathan BSc MSc (Annamalai)

CELL COMMISSIONING AND OPERATION GROUP

Group Leader

Scientific Officers

K.V. Kasiviswanathan
BSc (Kerala) AMIE MUM

A. Joseph BE (Hons) Madras MUM

C.K. Mukhopadhyaya
BE (Calcutta) AMIIM

N.G. Muralidharan
BSc (Madras) AMIE MUM

A. Ramabathiran BE (Annamalai)
MTech (IIT, Madras)

S. Venugopal DME (Andhra) AMIIW

V. Venugopal BSc (Annamalai)
AMIE MISNDT

NEUTRON SOURCE FACILITY

Group Leader

Scientific Officers

C.S. Pasupathy BSc (Madras)

V. Anand Kumar BE (Poona)

M.J. Patnaik LME (Andhra)

QUALITY ENGINEERING SECTION

Head of the Section

Quality Control Engineer
Projects

Senior Quality Engineer
Projects I

Senior Quality Engineer
Projects II

G. Mallikarjun BSc BE (Madras)
MISNDT

B.S.C. Rao
BE (Andhra) MIIW MISNDT

K. Shanmugam
DME (Madras) MISNDT MIE MIIW

M. Gopalakrishna
BE (Andhra) MISNDT

Senior Quality Engineer
Projects III

N. Sampath
LME (Madras)
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Scientific Officers V. Ganapathyraman DME (Madras)

J. Kandasamy

DME (Madras) PDMET (Madras)

A. Michael David DME (Madras)

P. Ramadasan DME (Kerala) AMIE

M. Raman DME (Kerala) AMIE MISNDT

Quality Control Engineer

NDT and Fabrication M. Palaniappan BE (Madras)
DIM (Bombay) SQC and

OR (ISI Calcutta)

Senior Quality Engineer A. Baskaran BE (Annamalai) MISNDT

Senior Quality Engineer NDT R. Madeswaran BE (Madras) MISNDT

Scientific Officers K.S. Divakaran DME (Kerala) MISNDT

M.R. Janardhanan DME (Madras) MISNDT

S. Krishna Murthy DME (Madras)

M,S. Sabhesan DME (Madras) AMIE

P.V. Thomas BSc (Kerala)
AMIE MISNDT


